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Abstract

The proposed paper indicates the performances, in the domain of the transmutation of MAs and
LLFPs, of the high flux materials testing reactor BR2 located at SCK•CEN, and compares them with
those of the multipurpose ADS MYRRHA, the pre-design of which is at the present time being
finalized at SCK•CEN. With thermal neutron fluxes reaching 9 1014 n/cm2s in thermal positions and
4 1014 n/cm2s in the reactor core and, in the latter position, a fast flux (E>0.1MeV) of 7 1014 n/cm2s,
BR2 has a transmutation throughput of the order of 1.5 kg Np+Am per 200 EFPD. This capacity can
be used for investigating at the technological scale the transmutation of MAs and LLFPs in a thermal
neutron spectrum with a high contribution of epithermal and fast neutrons. The metallurgical
behaviour of the targets can hence be studied. In MYRRHA, higher fast fluxes are expected to be
attained in irradiation positions near the spallation source, viz fast fluxes (E>0.75 MeV) up to
1015 n/cm2s. One of the purposes of MYRRHA is therefore its utilisation for the investigation of
actinide transmutation feasibility with ADSs.
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1. Introduction

In the framework of partitioning and transmutation (P&T), transmutation is the only technology
which is capable of accelerating the natural decay sequence, of influencing the decay schemes of
actinides and of reducing the radiotoxic inventory of some nuclides. For some radionuclides the
natural decay reactions take hundred thousands of years to reach the initial uranium ore toxicity level.
If partitioning of minor actinides (MAs) and long-lived fission products (LLFPs), such as e.g. 99Tc
and 129I, is successful, the way to transmutation is open. Transmutation in thermal or fast neutron
spectra has been thoroughly studied and both have their merits. Thermal neutrons are very effective
for fissile trans-uranium (TRU) nuclides (239Pu, 241Pu, 242Am, 245Cm) whereas fast neutron spectra
(in FRs and ADS) are indispensable for fissioning the fertile (237Np, 241Am, 243Am) and even
mass-number nuclides (238Pu, 240Pu, 242Pu, 244Cm...).

The present paper makes an analysis of the possibilities of both approaches in relation with
technological demonstration experiments which could be performed in BR2, and later on in the
planned MYRRHA ADS-facility, to investigate the issues related to target optimisation, cladding
selection and structural material behaviour under intense irradiation.

2. BR2 and MYRRHA

2.1 The high flux materials testing reactor BR2

BR2 is a heterogeneous thermal high flux materials testing reactor [1-4]. Routine operation
started in 1963, and, to this very day, BR2 continues to contribute to the development of nuclear
projects within the European Community and for nuclear partners throughout the world. Figure 1 (left
hand side) shows a horizontal cross-section of the reactor core at the reactor midplane with a typical
loading.

Figure 1. Horizontal cross-section (left) of the BR2 reactor at the reactor midplane
with a typical loading and (right) of a type 6n-G fuel element with central aluminium plug

BR2 is cooled and moderated with pressurised light water (12 bar) in a compact core of highly
enriched uranium fuel elements, positioned in, and reflected by, a beryllium matrix. The ultimate
cooling capacity, initially foreseen for 50 MW, has been increased in 1971 to 125 MW. The reactor
nominal full power depends on the core configuration used; at the present time it ranges from 50 to
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70 MW. The beryllium matrix has 79 cylindrical holes in a hexagonal lattice of 96.44 mm pitch at the
reactor midplane: there are 64 standard channels (84.2 mm diameter), 10 small peripheral channels
(50 mm diameter) and 5 large channels (200 mm diameter). All channels can receive fuel elements,
control rods, beryllium plugs or experiments, which allows a great flexibility of operation.

Each fuel element has a 762 mm active fuel length. The presently used 6n-G fuel elements
(Figure 1, right hand side) contain, when fresh, 400 g 235U in the form of UAlx (1.3 g U/cm3) + 3.8 g
boron (B4C) + 1.4 g samarium (Sm2O3). The reactor core is loaded with 10 to 13 kg 235U (30 to 40 fuel
elements, not all fresh). The concentration at discharge of the fuel elements is about 50% of the initial
fissile content value. The present nominal heat flux at the hot spot is 470 W/cm2, the maximum value
allowed for nominal cooling conditions (probable onset of nucleate boiling) is 600 W/cm2. Typical
neutron fluxes are (in the reactor hot spot plane):

•  Thermal conventional neutron flux : v0 n = v0 ∫0
0.5 eV  n (E) dE:

2 to 4 1014 n/cm2s in the reactor core
2 to 9 1014 n/cm2s in the reflector and core flux trap (H1).

•  Fast neutron flux : Φ>0.1 MeV  = ∫0.1
∞

MeV
  � �������

4 to 7 1014 n/cm2s in the reactor core.

2.2 MYRRHA, a multipurpose ADS for R&D

MYRRHA, in its present development stage, is described in another paper of this conference [5].
It is based on the coupling of a proton cyclotron with a liquid Pb-Bi windowless spallation target,
surrounded by a sub-critical neutron multiplying medium in a pool type configuration [6]. Ion Beam
Applications (IBA), a world leader in accelerator technology, is in charge of the design of the
accelerator. The accelerator parameters presently considered are 5 mA continuous current at 350 MeV
energy. The proton beam will impinge on the spallation target from the top. The spallation target
circuit is separated from the core coolant as a result of the windowless design presently favoured to
avoid window overheating and embrittlement and loss of energy. To meet the goals of material
studies, fuel behaviour studies, radioisotope production, transmutation of MAs and LLFPs, the
MYRRHA facility should include two spectral zones: a fast neutron spectrum zone and a thermal
spectrum one.

The core pool contains the fast spectrum core zone, cooled with liquid Pb-Bi, and several islands
housing thermal spectrum regions located in in-pile sections (IPSs) at the periphery of the fast core. In
its present design phase, the fast core is fuelled with typical fast reactor fuel pins (triangular pitch:
10.2 mm) with an active length of 600 mm arranged in hexagonal assemblies with 122 mm pitch. The
central hexagon position is left free for housing the spallation module. The fast sub-critical core of
MYRRHA is made of 18 MOX fuel assemblies of which 12 have a Pu content of 30% and 6 a Pu
content of 20%: a horizontal cross-section is given in Figure 2 (the circumscribing circle has a
diameter of 610 mm).

The design of MYRRHA needs to satisfy a number of specifications such as:

•  Achievement of the neutron flux levels required by the different applications considered in
MYRRHA:

Φ>0.75 MeV = 1.0 1015 n / cm²s at the locations for MA transmutation,
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Φ>1 MeV = 1.0 1013 to 1.0 x 1014 n / cm²s at the locations for structural material and fuel
irradiation,
Φth = 2 to 3 1015 n / cm²s at locations for LLFP transmutation or radioisotope production.

•  Sub-critical core total power: ranging between 25 and 35 MW.

•  Safety: keff ≤ 0.95 in all conditions, as in a fuel storage, to guarantee inherent safety.

•  Operation of the fuel under safe conditions: average fuel pin linear power <500 W/cm.

Figure 2. Horizontal cross-section of the fast sub-critical core of MYRRHA (current design phase)

 

The design of the sub-critical assembly will have to yield the neutronic performances and provide
the irradiation volumes required for the considered applications. Neutronic calculations coupling the
high energy transport code HETC [7] and the “lower” energy neutron transport deterministic code
DORT [8] have been carried out for simulating typical configurations of the fast core and led to
encouraging results showing that the targeted performances could be achieved. Table 1 illustrates the
results obtained at the present time [9].
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Table 1. Neutronic design parameters of the MYRRHA facility [9]

Zone Parameter Value

Spallation source Ep

Ip

350 MeV
5 mA

keff 0.948
ks 0.959
MF = 1/(1 - ks) 24.51
thermal power ~32 MW
peak linear power 475 W/cm
max Φ > 1 MeV: around the spall. target 0.83 1015 n/cm2 s

first fuel ring 0.73 1015 n/cm2 s
max Φ > 0.75 MeV: around the spall. target 1.14 1015 n/cm2 s

Fast sub-critical core

first fuel ring 1.03 1015 n/cm2 s

2.3 Typical spectra in BR2 and MYRRHA

Typical neutron flux spectra in BR2 and in MYRRHA are shown (with the same scales) in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Typical spectra in BR2 and MYRRHA (all normalised to 1.00)
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3. Irradiation targets and irradiation positions in BR2 and MYRRHA

All irradiation targets considered (for the irradiations both in BR2 and in MYRRHA) were
assumed to have an outer diameter of 8.36 mm and to be clad with HT-9 steel with outer diameter
9.5 mm. The target compositions are indicated in Table 2. The targets were given an active length of
200 mm, positioned symmetrically with respect to the maximum axial flux level of BR2 and
MYRRHA.

Table 2. Composition of the various targets

MA or LLFP Chemical form of the target Density
(%TD)

237Np

77.9 wt% 241Am
+22.1 wt% 243Am

99Tc
129I

20 vol% NpO2 + 40 vol% MgAl2O4 + 40 vol% Al

20 vol% Am2O3 + 40 vol% MgAl2O4 + 40 vol% Al

Tc-metal
NaI

90

90

75
70

The BR2 irradiation targets were assumed to be introduced into a loop consisting of concentric
aluminium tubes with in between cooling water circulation.  The outer diameter of the outer tube was
25.4 mm, allowing the loop to be substituted for the central aluminium plug (also with diameter
25.4 mm) of a standard BR2 fuel element such as shown in Figure 1, right hand side. As irradiation
position in BR2 the high-flux channel B180 (see Figure 1, left hand side) was selected.

For the irradiations in MYRRHA, the targets with their cladding were assumed to be introduced
into the irradiation space between the pressure tube surrounding the spallation source and the six
inner hexagonal assemblies of the fast sub-critical core (see Figure 2), at a radial distance of 59 mm
from the MYRRHA main axis.

4. Calculated transmutation yields

The transmutation rates of the MAs and of the LLFPs, both in BR2 and in MYRRHA, were
calculated with the aid of the Monte Carlo code MCNP-4B [10]. The way BR2 was modelled in great
detail is explained in [11,12,13] (e.g. the meat and the cladding of each of the 6 × 3 fuel plates of each
of the fuel elements of the BR2 loading is considered as a separate zone). Also for MYRRHA the
calculations were performed in great detail: each of the 2286 fuel pins (with for each: fuel, gap and
cladding described separately) was modelled. The neutron cross-section library used was ENDF/B-VI,
except for the nuclides not present in ENDF/B-VI; for these ENDF/B-V was used.

In Table 3 the fission and “disappearance” reaction rates are indicated for the various nuclides
considered in the present study. The values are averaged over the target volumes. By “disappearance”
is meant the sum of all nuclear reactions leading to the removal of the nuclide considered from its
(A,Z) position in the table of isotopes. The “disappearance” reaction is hence, practically, the sum of
the processes 16 (= all (n,2n)), 17 (= (n,3n)), 18 (= total fission) and 101 (= neutron disappearance,
viz mainly (�� ����n,p), (n,d), (n,t), (n,He-3) and (�� ����	
����
������������������
���������������
the ENDF/B format. It should be noted that in the present calculations performed for MYRRHA the
very high energy part of the spallation neutron spectrum (above 20 MeV) is not taken into account.
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Table 3. Target-volume-averaged direct fission and
disappearance reaction rates in the various targets irradiated in BR2 and MYRRHA

Target Nuclide Reaction rates in BR2 Reaction rates in MYRRHA

direct fiss.
(s-1)

disapp.
(s-1)

direct fiss.
/disapp.

direct fiss.
(s-1)

disapp.
(s-1)

direct fiss.
/disapp.

NpO2-MgAl2O4-Al

Am2O3-MgAl2O4-Al

237Np

241Am
243Am

5.50 10-10

9.09 10-10

4.75 10-10

3.99 10-8

7.05 10-8

2.87 10-8

0.014

0.013
0.017

1.29 10-9

1.09 10-9

8.67 10-10

3.88 10-9

3.89 10-9

3.27 10-9

0.33

0.28
0.27

Tc-metal
NaI

99Tc
129I

3.93 10-9

5.86 10-9
8.95 10-10

4.90 10-10

Table 4 indicates the resulting percent MA and LLFP disappearance, by fissions and total, after
an irradiation period of 200 effective full power days (EFPD).  The isotopes 241Am and 243Am are
considered separately. The fissions indicated are the “direct” fissions of 237Np, 241Am and 243Am and
do not include the “secondary” fissions, viz those of the actinides formed by (�� ������������������
�
irradiation, possibly followed by natural decay. In the case of irradiations in BR2, these “secondary”
fissions are very important: see further, Table 6.

Table 4. Percentage disappearance (through direct fissions and total)
of the MAs and the LLFPs irradiated in BR2 and MYRRHA during 200 EFPD

Target Nuclide Disappearance in BR2 Disappearance in MYRRHA

% direct
fissions

%
total

direct
fiss./total

% direct
fissions

%
total

direct
fiss./total

NpO2-MgAl2O4-Al

Am2O3-MgAl2O4-Al

237Np

241Am
243Am

0.69

0.91
0.65

49.79

70.42
39.10

0.014

0.013
0.017

2.16

1.82
1.46

6.49

6.50
5.49

0.33

0.28
0.27

Tc-metal
NaI

99Tc
129I

8.99
9.63

1.53
0.84

5. Discussion

5.1 Comparison with data published previously for BR2 and MYRRHA

In [14], presented in 1992 at the Second Information Exchange Meeting on Actinide and Fission
Product Separation and Transmutation, the MA and LLFP transmutation rates in BR2 were calculated
for a large variety of targets as to their dimensions and material concentrations. Compared to the
calculations discussed in the present paper, entirely different codes and different cross-section
libraries were used. Nevertheless, for the 1992 target dimensions and MA and LLFP concentrations
corresponding to those studied in the present paper, the comparison of the calculated transmutation
rates indicates, for the MAs, an excellent agreement (within 5%), and for 99Tc and 129I, an agreement
within about 10%. The deductions made in [14] as to the total amounts of MAs and LLFPs that could
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be transmuted in BR2 hence remain valid: the transmutation capacity of BR2, if dedicated to R&D
programmes on P&T, is about 1.5 kg Am or Np per 200 EFPD.

The comparison of the transmutation rates in MYRRHA calculated in the present paper with those
mentioned in [15], presented at Global’99, indicates a good agreement if one takes into account the fact that
in the present paper the total neutron flux in the targets amounts to 2.48 ... 2.56 1015 n/cm2s, while in [15],
total fluxes of 1.0 1015 n/cm2s were considered.

5.2 Transmutation of LLFPs

The transmutations of 99Tc and 129I considered in this study were assumed to occur in the hard
spectrum zone of BR2 and in the fast sub-critical core part of MYRRHA. The transmutation yields are
small. Irradiations in the thermal neutron spectrum zones of both devices would lead to higher yields.
The transmutation of the LLFPs is not further considered in the present paper.

5.3 Comparison of the performances of BR2 and MYRRHA

One observes – see Table 4 – that the total disappearance of MAs, as defined above, is much
larger when the targets are irradiated in BR2 than when they are irradiated in MYRRHA. This is
mainly due to the fact that the “disappearance” cross-sections are much larger in the thermal and
epithermal energy regions than in the fast energy region. As known, see Table 5, the (�� �������������
the MAs considered in the present study lead to the formation of other actinides, mainly (for 237Np
and for Am) to 238Pu-and the further Pu family, and (for Am) to 244Cm and the further Cm family.

Table 5. Main transmutation reactions occurring in the targets considered

237Np (�� � 238Np 2.1 d 238Pu (�� � Pu-family
(n,f) FP

(n,f) FP
241Am (�� �

����

242mAm
   141 y

(�� � 243Am

(�� �
����

242gAm
16 h

242Cm
163 d
   

238Pu (n,f) Pu-family
(�� ��� 

(n,f) FP

243Am (�� � 244Am
16 m...10 h

244Cm (�� � Cm-family
(n,f) FP

99Tc (�� � 100Tc
16 s

100Ru

129I (�� � 130I
12 h

130Xe
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Only the fission process allows complete removal of the MAs out of the actinide family. For this
process, ADS-type reactors such as MYRRHA, with a fast neutron spectrum, seem, at first sight, the
most attractive. Table 4 indicates that about 30% of the disappearance of MAs in MYRRHA are due
to “direct” fissions, while for BR2 the figure is less than 2%. Nevertheless, if one includes the
“secondary” fissions, viz, as mentioned in the previous section, those occurring in the fissile actinides
formed by (�� ������������������
��������������!�����"#���""�	����#�����#����������������!"��"#
different figures. This can be seen in Table 6, where the concentrations (in atom%) of the main
nuclides present in the 237Np and the 241+243Am targets are indicated, as calculated for irradiations of
200, 400 and 800 EFPD in BR2 and MYRRHA, followed by a cooling period of 5 years. “Fissium”
represents the nuclides that have disappeared from the actinide family and is hence equal to half the
total number of FP atoms. One observes the important percentage of fissions in BR2,
“direct” + (mainly) “indirect”. This contribution increases strongly with irradiation time, due to the
quadratic (or higher) order of the build-up curve of nuclides in long formation chains (the values
given in Table 6 are only approximate as both the neutron flux levels and the microscopic
cross-sections were assumed to remain constant during the irradiations. Control calculations
nevertheless show that the trends indicated remain valid, in particular that the percentage fissions
remains important in BR2). The important fraction of secondary fissions contributes to the high
depletion rate observed in a thermal neutron spectrum. In a fast spectrum however, the generation of
toxic long-lived actinides is practically non-existent for the irradiation of 237Np.

From the neutron economics point of view, which is an essential topic when applying
transmutation on an industrial scale, ADSs (and FRs) have the undeniable advantage over thermal
reactors of needing shorter chains (i.e. less neutrons) to achieve fission. Larger quantities of fissile
material will be needed in thermal critical systems to compensate the reactivity decrease (while in a
thermal ADS this could be obtained by increasing the proton current). Concerning fast neutron
systems, and in particular ADS devices such as MYRRHA, the irradiation period needed to fully
deplete a MA target is much longer for the neutron flux level considered in this paper. Higher flux
levels would obviously shorten the irradiation time needed to achieve transmutation, probably with a
much lower fissile material inventory. A quantitative analysis of these issues would be worth while.
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Table 6. Atom percent concentration of the various nuclides in MA targets irradiated
in BR2 and MYRRHA during 200, 400 and 800 EFPD, followed by 5 years cooling

BR2 MYRRHATarget 0 EFPD

200 EFPD 400 EFPD 800 EFPD 200 EFPD 400 EFPD 800 EFPD
237Np 234U

237Np
238Pu
239Pu
240Pu
241Pu
242Pu
241Am
243Am
244Cm
Fissium
Sum

0
100.0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

100.0

1.0
50.2
25.4

6.4
1.6
1.1
0.4
0.6
0.1

~ 0
13.2

100.0

0.8
25.2
20.3

6.1
1.9
1.8
1.6
0.6
0.7
0.3

40.5
99.8

0.3
6.4
6.9
2.2
1.1
0.8
1.6
0.2
1.4
1.6

75.9
98.4

0.1
93.5

4.0
~ 0
~ 0
~ 0
~ 0

0.1
~ 0
~ 0

2.3
100.0

0.3
87.4

7.4
~ 0
~ 0
~ 0
~ 0

0.1
~ 0
~ 0

4.8
100.0

0.5
76.5
12.8

~ 0
~ 0
~ 0
~ 0

0.1
~ 0
~ 0
10.0
99.9

Am 234U
237Np
238Pu
239Pu
240Pu
241Pu
242Pu
241Am
242mAm
243Am
243Cm
244Cm
245Cm
246Cm
Fissium
Sum

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

78.08
0

21.92
0
0
0
0
0

100.0

1.5
0.2

40.9
2.3
1.6
0.2

~ 0
22.9

0.2
14.0

0.9
6.2
0.5
0.1
8.3

99.8

1.6
0.1

39.3
5.7
2.7
0.9
0.3
7.0
0.1
8.8
1.0
8.7
0.8
0.3

22.4
99.7

0.9
~ 0
17.2

4.8
2.6
1.4
1.3
1.0

~ 0
3.3
0.3
8.4
0.8
0.9

55.4
98.3

0.1
0.7
3.1

~ 0
0.2

~ 0
~ 0
72.4

0.3
20.7

~ 0
0.7

~ 0
~ 0

1.8
100.0

0.2
0.7
5.8
0.1
0.3

~ 0
~ 0
67.6

0.6
19.6

~ 0
1.3

~ 0
~ 0

3.7
99.9

0.4
0.7

10.2
0.3
0.6

~ 0
~ 0
59.0

1.0
17.5

0.1
2.3
0.2

~ 0
7.7

100.0

When comparing the performances of MYRRHA and BR2, one should also take into account the
operation regime. Currently, BR2 only operates about 105 days per year while MYRRHA is to
operate about 9 months per year: the MYRRHA utilisation factor would hence be 2.6 times that of
BR2.

5.4 Comparison of the performances of Accelerator Driven Systems and Fast Reactors

In Reference [15], the performances of FRs and ADS systems were compared: the conclusion
was that the neutron-flux-averaged cross-sections governing the transmutation of MAs and LLFPs do
not lead to very important differences in the performances of ADS devices compared to FRs. The
absolute neutron flux levels, on the other hand, which are proper to each individual device, do
strongly influence the transmutation capacity. In the case of fast reactors the neutron flux levels can
only vary within certain limits, while in the case of ADS the neutron flux levels are directly
proportional to the proton beam current delivered by the accelerator and to the multiplication factor of
the subcritical system, and also depend on the energy of the proton beam (the higher the energy, the
higher the neutron/proton ratio in the spallation reaction). From the core reactivity control point of
view, the ADS devices present undeniable advantages in the case of variable core loadings with large
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amounts of MAs. In addition, one should keep in mind that, as mentioned above, the very high energy
part of the spallation neutron spectrum was not taken into account, neither in Reference [15] nor in
the present study.

6. Required transmutation capacity and associated fuel cycle facilities [16]

A 100 GWe nuclear LWR UO2 reactor park produces annually 2 200 t spent fuel. This inventory
contains approximately 25 t Pu, 1.6 t Np, and 1.6 t Am+Cm. If nuclear electricity production
continues during an indefinite time period, the spent fuel inventory will continuously grow and
become a large nuclear legacy which will have to be properly managed during a very long period,
exceeding human civilisation. To decrease the growth rate of this spent fuel inventory, particularly its
incorporated Pu mass, reprocessing of LWR-UO2 is a first step to reduce the accumulation rate.
However the HLW resulting from reprocessing still contains the 3.2 t of MAs. These nuclides
constitute the long-term radiotoxic inventory of the high level waste (HLW) if no partitioning is
performed.

Partitioning of the MAs, followed by transmutation-incineration, could achieve a 10 to 100-fold
reduction of the residual radiotoxicity. The recycling of separated MAs can be envisaged by mixing
Np with the LWR-MOX fuel or, more effectively, by mixing all the MAs with FR-MOX fuel. A fuel
fabrication capacity of 60 t FR-MOX-(2.5%Np) and 60 t FR-MOX-(2.5%Am) would have to be
installed near the reprocessing plants. A composite reactor park containing 70 GWe-LWR-UO2,
10 GWe-LWR-MOX and 20 GWe-FR+ADS is capable of stabilising the TRU inventory. Reduction
of the MA fuel mass to be handled in the FR-ADS systems is still possible if higher concentrations of
MAs can be introduced into the sub-critical cores of ADS systems. An 820 MWth ADS core (1.5 GeV,
40 mA) containing 60% MA and 40% Pu could transmute 250 kg TRU per year. With a thermal to
electric yield of 30% it would produce 246 MWe which would in part be recycled to the accelerator
(146 MWe) and in part delivered to the grid. Gradually the ADS capacity should increase from
8 GWe initially to 20 GWe at the end of the nuclear energy production to cope with the entire residual
TRU inventory.

7. Conclusions

With a routine thermal output of 60 MWth, BR2 has a limited irradiation potential for 12 targets
of 500 g Np+Am each and a transmutation throughput of the order of 1.5 kg Np+Am per 200 EFPD.
This transmutation capacity can be used for investigating, at the technological scale, the formation of
transmutation products (238Pu, 239Pu, FPs...) in a thermal neutron spectrum with large contribution of
epithermal and fast neutrons as well as the metallurgical behaviour of the targets. In particular, if the
irradiations are carried out during a long period, the calculated high fission-over-total-disappearance
rate in the 237Np-and Am targets could be checked. It is indeed essential to take into account the total
length of the transmutation chains when performing calculations for high flux reactors.

One of the purposes of MYRRHA is its utilisation for the investigation of actinide transmutation
feasibility with ADSs. With a total power not to exceed 30 to 35 MW, fast fluxes (E>0.75 MeV) up to
1015 n/cm2s are to be attained in irradiation positions near the spallation source. Calculations indicate
lower transmutation rates in MYRRHA than in BR2, but fast spectrum systems, and in particular ADS
devices, are characterised by better neutron economics in the transmutation process, i.e. by a higher
“direct” fission-over-total-disappearance rate. MYRRHA as multipurpose ADS for R&D is hence an
interesting tool to investigate transmutation of MAs in a fast neutron environment, with the
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advantage, with respect to FRs, of a larger versatility and an improved core reactivity control. In
addition, MYRRHA is expected to operate with a high utilisation factor.

Compared to what BR2 and MYRRHA can offer from the materials investigation point of view,
the quantities generated in nuclear fuel from a 100 GWe park that could potentially be separated in an
advanced reprocessing plant (3.2 tonnes Np+Am per year) would of course require very large
irradiation facilities (from 8 to 20 GWe)  to achieve a quantitative transmutation yield.
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Abstract

Neutronics calculations of the accelerator driven reactor core EAP-80 with UO2&PuO2 MOX fuel
elements and Pb-Bi coolant are presented in this paper. Monte Carlo optimisation computations of
several schemes of the EAP-80 core with different types of fuel assemblies containing burnable absorber
B4C or H2Zr zirconium hydride moderator were performed with the purpose to enhance the plutonium
and actinide incineration rate. In the first scheme the reactor core contains burnable absorber B4C
arranged in the cladding of fuel elements with high enrichment of plutonium (up to 45%). In the second
scheme H2Zr zirconium hydride moderated zones were located in fuel elements with low enrichment
(∼ 20%). In both schemes the incineration rate of plutonium is about two times higher than in the
reference EAP-80 core and at the same time the power density distribution remains significantly
unchanged compared to the reference core. A hybrid core containing two fuel zones one of which is the
inner fuel region with UO2&PuO2 high enrichment plutonium fuel and the second one is the outer region
with fuel elements containing zyrconium hydride layer was also considered. Evolution of neutronics
parameters and actinide transmutation rates during the fuel burn-up is presented. Calculations were
performed using the MCNP-4B code and the SCALE 4.3 computational system.
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1. Introduction

In the last years there is an increased interest to the problem of burning-up of plutonium and
minor actinides generated from waste and dismantled weapons. A project of an accelerator driven
sub-critical reactor prototype EAP-80 is considered in Italy. In the ANSALDO technical reports a
detailed description of the reference core configuration for the accelerator driven sub-critical
demonstration facility is given [1]. Preliminary neutronics analysis of an accelerator driven
sub-critical energy amplifier prototype (EAP-80) was presented in the Atzeni report [2]. The main
purpose of project [2] was to demonstrate the soundness of the basic principles of the energy
amplifier [3] with U-Pu MOX fuel which is similar to the fuel used in the super Phenix fast reactor. A
lead-bismuth eutectic is used as a neutron production target and also as a coolant. Neutron producing
target located in the centre of the reactor core is irradiated by 600 MeV proton beam. Due to the low
value of neutron absorption cross-sections on lead-bismuth eutectic a low gradient of neutron flux
may be obtained in the reactor core that leads to a small value of the power peaking factor.
Optimisation calculations of neutronics parameters of the reference core of the EAP-80 were
performed in ANSALDO and ENEA. The fuel composition used in the reference reactor core is
presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Fuel composition (1024 cm-3)

Atomic density Atomic density Atomic density
234U 7.673302 × 10-7 237Np 1.056298 × 10-6 241Pu 1.390316 × 10-4

235U 9.345065 × 10-5 238Pu 1.468511 × 10-5 242Pu 6.823877 × 10-5

236U 8.919691 × 10-7 239Pu 3.715382 × 10-3 241Am 1.235840 × 10-4

238U 1.774578 × 10-2 240Pu 1.307362 × 10-3 16O 4.642046 × 10-2

The reference core contains fuel assemblies with plutonium enrichment of 23.2%. The arrangement
of fuel assemblies in the reference reactor core is shown in Figure 1.

2. Calculation method

The effective multiplication factor, power density distribution and the reaction rates for the reactor
core were computed by the MCNP-4b [4] code with DLC-181, DLC-189 (ENDF/B-6) cross-section
libraries at the temperature of 300 K. Calculations of fuel burn-up were performed using the ORIGENS
module and the SCALE 4.3 [5] computational system. Problem dependent cross-sections for the
burn-up computations for the considered reactor core were prepared using the NITAWL and
XSDRNPM modules in the SCALE system. The effective multiplication factor keff for the reference
core at a temperature of T = 300K is equal to 0.9839 ± 0.0005. In the present computations the
temperature of the reactor core was taken equal to 300 K in order to compare the results of
optimisation calculations with the parameters of the reference core. The fuel in the reference core has
a high concentration of 238U that leads to plutonium breeding reaction competitive with the burning-up
reaction on plutonium. We will define a plutonium burn-up rate as a sum of fission and capture rates
on 239Pu and a subtraction of breeding rate of 239Pu in the reaction (n,γ) of neutron capture on 238U:
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Here ( )Σ f C E,  are the fission and capture cross-sections, ( )���Φ  is the neutron flux, and BPu is a
plutonium burning rate in units of kg per full power year (kg/FPY), and m is a normalisation
parameter used to take into account the reactor power. Supposing that a spatial distribution of fission
events in the reactor core with fission neutron source is the same as in the core with a spallation
neutron source (i.e. in the core with keff near criticality), we can estimate the BPu from the criticality
calculations. Calculations with a spallation neutron source located in the centre of the reactor core are
also presented. The spectrum and the mean energy Es of evaporated neutrons in spallation reaction
was calculated by us using the medium energy code SITHA [6]. For the considered target it is equal
to Es = 3.3 MeV. The total factor of neutron multiplication in the core with the spallation neutron
source was calculated using the formula
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For the reference core M
tot
=50.9, the neutron source multiplication factor is equal to

ks = (Mtot - 1)/Mtot = 0.98. The current of proton beam Ip = 1.67 mA is obtained for the reactor power
Pr = 80 MWth. Plutonium burn-up rate in the reference core is equal to BPu = 13.4 kg/FPY and
BPu = 13.7 kg/FPY for fission and external neutron sources respectively at the reactor power
Pr = 80 MW. A spatial distribution of power density in the fuel elements was calculated using the
space distribution of fission events in fuel assemblies (heating by photons in the present calculations
was not taken in account due to the small values compared with the fission reactions). Power peaking
factor, kv = krkz, in the reference core with fission source is equal to 1.37 in the assembly near the
spallation neutron target. It should be noted that the spatial distribution of heating energy in the reactor
core calculated using the fission neutron source differs from the energy distribution in the core
calculated with the spallation neutron source. The radial peaking factor kr is increased to kr = 1.27
compared to the value kr = 1.20 obtained for the fission neutron source. This difference depends on the
sub-critical level of the core and for the core with lower value of keff this difference will be greater.
Above mentioned phenomenon plays an important role in the dependence of the reactor power
distribution and power peaking factors versus the changing of the keff parameter during the reactor fuel
cycle.

In order to enhance the plutonium incineration rate we propose to shift the neutron spectrum in
the fuel into the energy region where the ratio of fission cross section on 239Pu to capture cross-section
on 238U is greater than in the reference core. At the same time the effective multiplication factor keff

should be equal to or less than the value 0.984. Below we consider several ways of how to enhance
the burning rate of plutonium in the reactor core.

3. Core with burnable absorber B4C in fuel elements

Application of thin axial burnable absorbers B4C in the gap between the fuel pellet and the stainless
steel cladding allows to increase the plutonium enrichment and to obtain hard neutron spectrum in the
core. Due to the neutron absorption on 10B in the resonance energy region the rate of capture reaction on
238U reduces and the ratio of fission to capture cross-sections for transuranium nuclides increases. The
fuel pellet with plutonium enrichment 43.7%, has a central hole rfuel = 0.100 cm and the outer radius of
fuel pellet is equal to Rfuel = 0.347 cm. The thickness of 10B4C layer is equal to 0.013 cm. The average
power density in fuel pellets in this scheme at the beginning of fuel cycle (BOC) is equal to qf = 24 W/g
and is comparable with the reference value of power density (qf = 22 W/g in the reference fuel pellets).
The plutonium 239Pu burning rate is equal to BPu = 25 kg/FPY, i.e. about two times higher than the
plutonium burn-up in the reference core (BPu = 13.7 kg/FPY).
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4. Core with zirconium hydride in fuel elements

For enhancement of plutonium burn-up rate a moderated zone containing zirconium hydride in
the fuel element may be used. Zirconium hydride is a good moderator and has good inert properties.
Application of zirconium hydride moderated zones in fast reactors were considered in papers [8-9].

We have considered the reactor core with fuel elements containing zirconium hydride layer
located in the gap between the fuel pellet and steel cladding or around the steel cladding. All
dimensions of the fuel pin were taken as in the reference core. Due to the shifting of the neutron
spectrum to the thermal energy region more than 70% of the plutonium burn-up events occurs in the
thermal energy region. The use of the fuel elements with zirconium hydride and plutonium
enrichment of 20%-23% permits to burn up about BPu = 25 kg/FPY (at the Pr = 80 MW) of plutonium
at the average power density in the fuel of qf = 227 W/cc. There are two possible arrangements of
zirconium hydride layer in fuel element: (1) HZr arranged abutting to the outer surface of the steel
cladding, and (2) HZr layer may be arranged in the gap between the fuel pellet and the steel cladding
of the fuel element.

In Table 2 results of computations of the reactor core with different arrangement of HZr layer in fuel
element are presented. Burn-up rate of plutonium in fuel elements with HZr layer
(∆d2(HZr) ≈ 0.045 ÷ 0.072 cm) arranged abutting to the outer surface of fuel pin is equal to
BPu = 24.8 kg/FPY, while BPu = 21.6 kg/FPY in the core with HZr layer (∆d1(HZr) ≈ 0.035 cm) arranged
inside the fuel element. The average power density is equal to qf = 228 W/cc (21.8 W/g) in fuel elements
with HZr layer arranged abutting to the outer diameter of fuel cladding, and qf = 258W/cc (24.7 W/g) in
fuel elements containing HZr layer inside fuel element.

Table 2. Fuel elements containing H2Zr cladding arranged in different positions:
(1) Abutting to the outer diameter of the steel cladding.

(2) In the gap between the fuel pellet and the steel cladding.

Plutonium enrichment, %

Parameter 23.225%
Reference core

20.0% 23.2% 55%

Position of HZr – (1) (2) (1) (2)
rfuel, cm 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.09
Rfuel, cm 0.357 0.357 0.33 0.301
rclad, cm 0.3685 0.3685 0.3685 0.3685
Rclad, cm 0.425 0.425 0.425 0.425
keff 0.9839(5) 0.9831(5) 0.9811(6) 0.9828(6)
ks 0.980 0.982 0.981 0.984
Ip (mA) 1.67 1.51 1.61 1.41
qf (W/g) 21.98 21.82 24.73 31.00
kv = qmax/qf 1.35 1.37 1.32 –
B

Pu
, (kg/FPY) 13.7 24.8 21.6 33.2

Fuel element with plutonium enrichment 55% and two moderated zones of zirconium hydride is
also considered. The first HZr zone is arranged abutting to the outer diameter of fuel element (the
thickness of the layer is equal to 0.07 cm) and the second zone is arranged in the gap between the fuel
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pellet and the steel cladding. In order for the effective multiplication factor to be equal to keff = 0.984,
a small fraction (3%) of natural Eu absorber was added to internal zirconium hydride layer. In this
scheme the plutonium incineration rate is equal to BPu = 33.2 kg/PFY (Pr = 80 MW) and the average
power density in the fuel is equal 31.0 W/g.

5. Production of 210Po from 209Bi in the cores with B4C and zirconium hydride

Production of 210Po in the lead-bismuth eutectic was calculated for the reference core in the
ENEA report [8]. It was indicated that the main contribution to the production of 210Po give neutrons
with energy below 20 MeV in the reaction of neutron capture:

209Bi(n,γ)→210gBi(T1/2 = 5.013 days)→210Po

The fraction α210g of the cross-section value for 210gBi in the total (n,γ) cross-section of 209Bi according to
the report [8] is equal to α210g = 0.72. Here we present the results of depression of 210Po production in
the ADS reactor with fuel elements containing burnable absorber 10B4C or zirconium hydride.
Calculations were performed using the MCNP-4b code for heterogeneous model of the reactor with
detailed description of fuel assemblies and the spallation neutron production target. The cross-section
of radiative capture (n,γ) on 209Bi used in MCNP-4b is shown in Figure 3. In order to estimate the
amount of produced 210Po we use the value α210g = 0.72 from the report [8]. The reaction rate (n,γ) on
209Bi was calculated for different parts of the reactor and is 1.5 times lower for the core with B4C, and
3.3 times lower for the core with H2Zr compared to the reference core. The amount of 210Po produced
in Pb-Bi eutectic in the reference scheme is equal to 3.6 kg/FPY.

6. Hybrid core with reference FA and FA containing zirconium hydride zones

A hybrid core contains two zones with reference fuel assemblies and a small fraction of fuel
assemblies with zirconium hydride. We will consider three schemes of arrangement of fuel
assemblies in the reactor core:

•  (C1) in the first scheme the inner fuel zone (3-5 rings of hexagons in the core) contains
reference FA and the outer zone (6-7 rings of hexagons) contains fuel elements with HZr
cladding (see Figure 2).

•  (C2) fuel assemblies with HZr are arranged in 7-8 rings of hexagons so that a thick layer of
Pb-Bi eutectics is located between the inner fuel zone and the outer fuel zone.

•  (C3) fuel assemblies with HZr layer are arranged in a scattered order in the core containing
reference fuel assemblies.

In all above schemes the number of fuel assemblies containing HZr is equal to 48 and their
fraction is equal to 40% from the total number of fuel assemblies in the reactor core. In Table 3 main
parameters for the hybrid cores are presented. For comparison the parameters of the reference core
and of the core containing FA with HZr are also shown.
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Figure1. Reference reactor core Figure 2. Hybrid core with FA containing HZr
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C1 CORE. In the core C1 the total amount of 239Pu burn-up is equal to BPu = 21 kg/PFY
(12.7 kg/PFY in the reference, and BPu = 8.4 kg/PFY in the FA with HZr). The radial peaking factor is
equal to kr = 1.20 and is comparable with the value for the reference core. The neutron flux averaged
over the reference fuel assemblies in the core C1 is equal Φn

fuel = 6.5 × 1014 cm-2s-1, and in fuel
assemblies with HZr cladding the flux is equal to Φn

fuel
 = 2.9 × 1014 cm-2s-1. The flux averaged over all

fuel assemblies in the core C1 is equal to Φn

fuel = 5.0 × 1014 cm-2s-1. The production of 210Po in (n,γ)
reaction on 209Bi in region of dummy assemblies and in heat transfer regions is equal to 0.0088 (n,γ)
reactions per one fission neutron which is about 3 times less than in the corresponding zones of the
reference core.

C2 CORE. The main parameters for the core C2 is presented in Table 3. The amount of 239Pu
burn-up is equal to BPu = 20.6 kg/PFY. However the radial peaking factor kr = 1.28. In order to
decrease the kr and to flatten the power density distribution, the enrichment in the inner fuel zone
should be increased while in the outer zone containing FA with HZr cladding should be decreased
below 10%. The amount of produced 210Po in dummy assemblies and in heat transfer regions is equal
to 0.013 (n,γ) reactions per fission neutron, which is 2.02 times less than the production of 210Po in the
same zones of the reference core.

C3 CORE. In this core 48 fuel assemblies with HZr layer have plutonium enrichment of 10% and
arranged in a scatter order in the reactor core. In Table 3 the parameters for this core are presented.
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Table 3.Neutronics parameters of hybrid two zones core
containing reference FA and FA with HZr layer calculated at BOC using the MCNP-4b code.

Type of core Reference FA
with HZr

(C1) (C1) (C2) (C3)

(mean enrich.) 23.2% 20.0% 25.0% 23.2% 20.0% 20.0%

Reference FA
Number of FA
Enrichment ,%

120
23.2

0 72
29.6

72
20

72
26.6

72
26.6

FA with HZr
Number of FA
Enrichment ,%

0 48
20

48
18

48
28

48
10

48
10

Hex rings of
FA with HZr –

3-7 6-7 6-7 7-8
6-dummy

3-7

Burn-up 239Pu,

BPu9 (kg/FPY) 14.3 24.8

12.66 (Ref.)
8.40 (HZr)

21.1

3.30 (Ref.)
22.2 (HZr)

25.5

9.73 (Ref.)
10.83 (HZr)

20.6

13.51 (Ref.)
7.07 (HZr)

20.6
qf, (W×cm-3) 216 217 216 216 215 209

kr 1.20 1.19 1.20 1.80 1.28 1.17

Φn

fuel,

(n cm-2 s-1 ) 8.5 × 1014 3.2 × 1014

6.5 × 1014 (Ref.)
2.9 × 1014 (HZr)
5.0 × 1014 (Av.)

4.1 × 1014 (Ref.)
3.4 × 1014 (HZr)
3.8 × 1014 (Av.)

6.3 × 1014 (Ref.)
2.8 × 1014 (HZr)
4.9 × 1014 (Av.) −

En

fuel

(MeV) 0.430 0.650

0.518 (Ref.)
0.572 (HZr)
0.530 (Av.)

0.466 (Ref.)
0.566 (HZr)
0.489 (Av.)

210Po,
per 1 fiss. n 0.0263 0.0078 0.0088 – 0.0130 0.0110

keff 0.9839(5) 0.9831(5) 0.9852(6) 0.9824(5) 0.9802(6) 0.9812(9)

7. Comparison of incineration parameters for the reference core, for the core with fuel
elements containing B4C or zirconium hydride

The main parameters of the reference core and of the core containing 10B4C absorbing zone, or
zirconium hydride moderator zone are presented in Table 4. The effective multiplication factor
calculated using the MCNP-4b code with cross-section library DLC-181 (T = 300 K) for the core with
B4C is equal to keff = 0.9833 ± 0.0005, and for the core with zirconium hydride keff = 0.9831 ± 0.0006.
The average power density in the fuel pellets with B4C is equal to qf = 22 W/g (235 W/cc), and in the
core with H2Zr - qf  = 21.8 W/g (227 W/cc). The power peaking factors for the cores with 10B4C, H2Zr
and for the reference core are equal to 1.33, 1.37 and 1.35 respectively. So, these parameters are very
close to the values in the reference core, but the plutonium burn-up rate at the BOC in fuel elements
with B4C, H2Zr is about two times higher compared to the reference core: 25 kg/FPY compared to
13.7 kg/FPY.
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Table 4. Comparison of burn-up parameters of the reference EAP-80 core and
the core containing FA with burnable absorbers or moderated zones

Reference core FA with B4C clad FA with ZrH2

matrix

Enrichment 23.2% 43.7% 20.0%

rfuel, cm 0.09 0.1 0.09

Rfuel, cm 0.357 0.347 0.357

rclad, cm 0.3685 0.3685 0.3685

Rclad, cm 0.425 0.425 0.425

keff 0.9839(5) 0.9833(6) 0.9831(6)

ks 0.980 0.982 0.982

Ip (mA) 1.67 1.51 1.51

qf (W/g) 21.98 22.60 21.82

kv = q
max

/q
l

1.35 1.37 1.37

Φn

fuel (cm-2s-1) 8.5 × 1014 5.8 × 1014 3.2 × 1014

En

fuel
 (MeV) 0.43 0.60 0.65

B
Pu9

 (kg/FPY) 13.7 25.0 24.8

The comparison of neutron spectra Φn averaged over all fuel pellets in the reference core, in the
core with B4C and in the core with zirconium hydride is presented in Figure 3. It is seen that B4C
absorber and zirconium hydride reduce the fraction of neutrons absorbed in (n,γ) reaction on 238U in
resonance region, and zirconium hydride moreover shifts the neutron spectrum to the thermal energy
region.

The average energy E fuel
n

 of neutron spectrum (calculated using fission neutron source) in fuel
pellets with B4C is equal to E fuel

n  = 0.60 MeV, while in the reference core E fuel
n  = 0.43 MeV. Neutron

fluxes n

fuel in fuel pellets at the reactor power Pr = 80 MW are equal respectively to 8.5 × 1014, 5.8 × 1014

and 3.2 × 1014 (cm-2s-1) for the reference fuel pellets, for fuel elements with B4C and with zirconium
hydride. The energy dependence of integrated plutonium burn-up rate (i.e. integrated over thin energy
interval and over all fuel elements) for the thermal energy region is shown in Figure 4 for the reference
core, for the core with B4C and with zirconium hydride. In Table 5 we present the fractions of plutonium
incineration rate in 6 energy intervals: 0 – 10-4 MeV, 10-4 – 10-3 MeV, 10-3 – 10-2 MeV, 10-2 – 10-1 MeV,
10-1 – 1 MeV and 1 – 10 MeV. In fuel elements with B4C absorber the plutonium is burning in the fast
energy region, while the plutonium is burning mainly in the thermal energy region in FA with zirconium
hydride. In the fast and thermal energy regions the ratio of fission cross section of 239Pu to the capture
cross-section for 238U is high.
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Figure 3. Neutron spectra averaged over fuel
pins in the reference core, in FA with B4C, and

in Fa with H2Zr. Neutron cross-section
in the reaction 209Bi(n,γ) is also shown

Figure 4. Energy distribution of plutonium
burn-up in the reference core,

in FA with B4C, and in FA with HZr

Table 5. Energy dependence of BPu, plutonium burn-up rate (%) versus the neutron energy in the
ADS EAP-80 in different cores containing: reference fuel elements,

fuel elements with thin B4C cladding, Fuel elements with H2Zr matrix.

Here BPu (Ei-1,Ei) = m ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )Σ Σ Σ Φf C CEi

Ei
E E E E dE239 239 238

1
+ −

−∫ .

Neutron energy
(MeV)

Energy dependence of plutonium BPu (Ei-1,Ei) burn-up,
%

(Ei-1,Ei) Reference core.
Enrichment 23.2%

Core with B4C cladding.
Enrichment 45.0%

Core with ZrH2 matrix.
Enrichment 20.0%

0 – 10-4 3.78% 0.284% 71.10%

10-4 – 10-3 9.78% 0.73% 14.66%

10-3 – 10-2 8.89% 4.06% 1.08%

10-2 – 10-1 4.74% 19.47% 0.00%

10-1 – 1 54.81% 56.39% 6.87%

1 – 10 18.0% 19.07% 6.29%

BPu, (kg/FPY) 13.7 25.2 24.8
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8. Power distribution in the reference core, in the core with B4C, H2Zr

8.1 Reference core

Power density distribution in the fuel elements was calculated using the spatial distribution of
fission events in fuel assemblies (photon heating in the present calculations was not taken in account
due to the small value compared to the fission reactions). The axial power peaking factor was
calculated as a ratio of fission energy in the axial layer to the average fission energy in the fuel
assembly where the axial layer is located. The radial power peaking factor was calculated as the ratio
of the fission energy in each fuel assembly to the energy averaged over all fuel elements. The spatial
distribution of energy in the reactor core with the fission neutron source differs from the energy
distribution in the core with spallation neutron source. This difference depends on the level of the
core sub-criticality and for the core with keff close to 1.0 this difference will be very small. However,
the changing of the parameter keff to the higher sub-criticality during the burning of fissile 239Pu will
increase the difference in power peaking factors calculated for the cores with the fission source and with
the spallation neutron source. For the reference core with the fission source kv = 1.37 (keff = 0.984) and
kv = 1.45 for the spallation neutron source.

8.2 Fuel elements with B4C cladding

The radial peaking factor calculated for the core with the spallation neutron source is equal to kv = 1.47
while in the core with fission source the maximal value of power peaking factor is equal to the value of
kv = 1.37. The average power density in the fuel is equal to qf  = 235 ±  W/cc (qf  = 244 ± 12 W/cc for the
spallation source), that is comparable with the reference power density qf  = 229 ± 12 W/cc.

8.3 Fuel elements with zirconium hydride cladding

The average power density in fuel elements with H2Zr cladding arranged abutting to the outer
surface of fuel element and with plutonium enrichment of 20% is equal qf = 227 ± 12 W/cc, and the
maximal value of the peaking factor is equal to kv = 1.35. The power density distribution in fuel
elements with the internal zirconium hydride cladding and plutonium enrichment of 23.2% has
increased slightly because of lower volume of fuel and is equal to qf = 258 ± 12 W/cc and the
maximal value of the peaking factor is equal to kv = 1.32.

9. Fuel depletion and actinide transmutation

Time evolution of fuel composition and calculation of actinide transmutation rate in fuel cycle
were performed using the ORIGENS module of the SCALE 4.3 computational system. Problem
dependent effective cross-section for all nuclides in the fuel were prepared using the COUPLE,
NITAWL and XSDRNPM modules in the SCALE system.  The reactor power was taken equal to
80 MW. Time dependent nuclear concentrations of actinides and of fission products were used in
MCNP-4b Monte Carlo computation of changing the effective multiplication factor, neutron
multiplicity factor and of the reaction rates in the fuel during the fuel irradiation.

The transmutation rate of actinides is defined as the fractional difference in the final mass of the
actinides (Pu, Am, Cu) and the initial mass of actinides. Transmutation rate for all actinides
calculated after 1 FPY of the fuel irradiation in the Reference Core is equal to -1.4%, in the core
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containing FA with B4C cladding is equal to -2.0%, and in the core with FA with zirconium hydride
cladding -2.3%. In the hybrid two-zones reactor core the transmutation rate is equal to -2.2%.

In Table 6 the mass of actinides at the BOC and after 1 FPY of fuel irradiation, as well as the
burn-up rate BPu (kg/FPY) for 239Pu, are presented for different compositions of the reactor core:

Table 6. Mass of actinides in the BOC and after 1 FPY of fuel irradiation
in the reference core, in the core containing FA with B4C, and FA with HZr.

Time T = 0 (BOC) T = 360 days

Core
(Enr., %)

Reference
(23.2%)

B4C
(43.7%)

HZr
(24%)

Hybrid
(23.2%)

Reference
(23.2%)

B4C
(43.7%)

HZr
(24%)

Hybrid
(23.2)

239Pu, kg 519.7 908.2 539.1 560.7 506.7 884.3 513.8 539.4

BPu, kg 0 0 0 0 -13.0 -23.9 -25.3 -21.3
241Pu, kg 19.6 34.2 20.3 21.2 19.5 32.8 25.3 23.5

241Am, kg 17.4 30.4 18.1 18.8 17.6 31.6 16.5 18.5

Pu, Am, Cu, kg 750.0 1311.3 778.0 809.3 739.8 1284.8 759.9 791.3

The burn-up rate of 239Pu in FA with 10B4C or HZr is about two times higher than in the reference
core. It should be noted that the burn-up rates of 239Pu calculated using the MCNP-4b reaction rates
(see Table 4) are slightly different from results in the above table, because we supposed that reaction
rates remain constant during the time of irradiation. In the core with 10B4C the burn-up rate of 241Pu is
about -1.4 kg/FPY, while in the core with HZr the mass of 241Pu is increased by 5 kg/FPY. The amount
of 241Am in the reference core is increased by 0.2 kg/FPY, in the core with 10B4C is increased by
1.2 kg/FPY, while in the core with HZr the amount is reduced by -1.6 kg/FPY, or by -0.3 kg/FPY in
the hybrid core.

It should be noted that the effective cross-section of 10B in FA with 10B4C is about 1.6 barn, and
the maximum of the neutron spectrum is located in the energy region higher then 0.1 MeV. So, the
burning of 10B4C cladding in the fuel element during fuel cycle is small. Nevertheless, the burning of
10B4C cladding was taken into account in the MCNP calculations. Production of fission fragments is
comparable in all considered schemes of the reactor core: 0.002 kg of 135Xe, 0.1 kg of 149Sm, 1.0 kg of
137Cs, 0.7 kg of 99Tc, 0.2 kg of 129I per 1 FPY. The effective absorption cross-section of 135Xe in fuel
elements with HZr is three orders of magnitude lower than in the thermal power reactors and is about
1 800 barns, and samarium 149Sm has effective cross-section of absorption equal to 80 barns. In
calculations of reactivity loss during the fuel cycle the presence of all fission fragments were taken
into account. Reactivity calculations were performed using the MCNP-4b code. In the reference core
the reactivity loss ∆ρ during 1 FPY is equal to ∆ρ = -1.6%/FPY, in the core with HZr zone
∆ρ = -2.0%/FPY, in the hybrid core with HZr ∆ρ = -1.8%/FPY, while in the core with
10B4C ∆ρ = –1.1 %/FPY.

The dependence of proton beam current on keff may be estimated using the simple formula:

( ) ,
1

/
,

fpn

feff

xnneff
pr N

k
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IP ε

ν
×

−
=
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where Pr is the reactor power, Ip  is the proton beam current, keff is the effective multiplication factor,
Nn/p  is the multiplicity of spallation neutrons in Pb-Bi target irradiated by protons, εf  = 190 MeV, νf is
the average number of neutrons per fission event,  Mn,xn multiplication factor taking into account non-
fission multiplication reactions (n,xn) for primary spallation neutron. If we assume that the reactor
power is constant during the reactor company, and that Nn/p also does not depend on time then the
dependence of proton beam current Ip(T) on keff may be estimated as

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( ) ���

��
�

HIIHII

HIIHII

SS ���

���
	�	

−
−

=

where Ip(0) is the proton beam current and keff (0) is the effective multiplication factor at the beginning
of the reactor company. Using the values of reactivity loss ∆ρ and T = 1FPY we may estimate the
ratio Ip(T)/Ip(0). For the reference core Ip(T)/Ip(0) = 2.0, and for the core containing FA with 10B4C
Ip(T)/Ip(0) = 1.6.

10. Conclusion

Application of a thin cladding of burnable absorber B4C or a thin zone containing hydride
zirconium moderator in the PuO2&UO2 MOX fuel element of the EAP-80 accelerator driven reactor
prototype permits considerably to increase the plutonium burn-up rate. Incineration of 239Pu in FA
with B4C or with HZr is about 25 kg/FPY at the reactor core power of Pr = 80 MWth which is about
2 times greater compared to the reference core. Plutonium enrichment in fuel elements with B4C
cladding was chosen to be 43.7%. In the core containing fuel elements with zirconium hydride a fuel
with plutonium enrichment of 20-23% is used. The geometry of the reactor core and of fuel
assemblies in the proposed schemes was unchanged and remains the same as in the reference core. A
hybrid core containing reference fuel elements in the inner region of the core and fuel elements with
zirconium hydride cladding in the outer region of the core was considered. A reactor core with
scattered arrangement of fuel assemblies with HZr is also considered. The fraction of fuel elements
with zirconium hydride cladding in the hybrid cores was equal to 40% from the total number of fuel
elements loaded into the core. The average power density in fuel with B4C or with H2Zr and in hybrid
cores at the beginning of fuel cycle is comparable with the power density in the Reference Core and is
equal to q

f
 = 224 W/cc, q

f
 = 227 W/cc and q

f
 = 215 ÷ 217 W/cc, respectively. The power peaking

factor in these cores remains the same as in the reference core and is equal to kv = 1.37 (for exception
of one hybrid scheme). The dependence of main neutronic, actinide and FP transmutation
characteristics for different core models during time of irradiation has been calculated. The
transmutation rates for 239Pu, 241Am and for total actinides is maximum for the core with fuel elements
containing zirconium hydride cladding. The transmutation rate of 241Pu is maximal in the core with
fuel elements having B4C cladding. The reactivity loss during time of irradiation is minimal in the
core containing fuel elements with the cladding of B4C burnable absorber.
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Abstract

Accelerator driven systems (ADS) are being designed as nuclear waste incinerator in order to be
complementary with the proposed geological disposal. When the ADS is based on a highly
sub-critical reactor, some elementary concepts designed for critical reactors need to be reconsidered:

•  How much sub-critical means highly sub-critical?

•  Is the spallation source really external?

•  Are the kinetics parameters depending on the neutron source?

•  Can standard neutron noise techniques be used when the neutron source is not Poisson-like?

The article remarks the subtleties behind those questions aiming to clarify future experiments with
spallation source focused to nuclear waste incineration.
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1. Introduction

At present, there are 423 nuclear power plants (NPP) operating around the world. Most of them
are light water reactors, being the PWR type the more abundant, 247 NPP, followed by the BWR
type, 92 NPP. As a consequence, the 3 000 MWth PWR type is used as a reference for roughly
estimation of the actinide amounts the humankind has to deal with shortly.

The total nuclear power around the world amounts 351.7 GWe, and it seems to follow the Pareto’s
law for the Economy, in the sense that the 20% of the 31 countries where nuclear power is installed have
the 75% of the power [1]. Therefore, the nuclear waste problem has different weight for each country
and no common solutions are expected to be taken. Based on the global power, operating during
40 years – 330 days/year – the forecast waste for the year 2010 is approximately [2]:

Table 1. The nuclear waste for the year 2010

Total spent fuel 281 600 t

Plutonium isotopes 2 816 t
Neptunium 131 t

Minor actinides 113 t

Long lived fission fragments
99Tc 235 t

135Cs 84 t
129I 56 t

The case of Spain can be meaningful [3,4]. The nuclear power is 7.74 GWe, about the 2.1% of
the world nuclear power. According to Table 1, the expected amount for plutonium is 60 tonnes
roughly. This material may be regarded either as a waste to take care of, either a fissile material to
extract energy from.

After fuel reprocessing, accelerator driven systems (ADS), based on a proton accelerator coupled
to a highly sub-critical reactor, can be designed for the actinide and long lived fission fragment
incineration, acting as a complementary solution for the nuclear waste problem [5]. If so, it has
several advantages:

•  The geological disposal will be cheaper.

•  Help for public acceptance of a geological disposal.

•  Nuclear waste is converted into fuel.

The last item comes from the energy content of the actinides, about 940 MWD/Kg. The
economical income coming from the incineration of the actinides produced in Spain will cover the
cost of the incinerator, hence, a priori is not a bad option for the nuclear waste problem. Nevertheless
there are still many uncertainties around the ADS designs requiring detailed research. Highly
sub-critical reactor driven by a spallation neutron source shows novel quests, in particular how to
measure, control and even understand the keff, when the reactor is far from critical and what does it
mean to be far from critical.
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2. Sub-critical multiplication

The incineration rate should be high. This is achieved with a neutron flux higher than
5.1013 n cm-2s-1, corresponding to a typical PWR. According to the flux, the neutron population N can
be calculated from φ = vN/VR, where v is the neutron mean velocity and VR the reactor volume. In its
turn, the global neutron population is: N = S�/(1-k), where � is the prompt neutron mean life and S the
external neutron source intensity in n/s units [6]. Preliminary designs contemplate a magnitude about
5.1015 n cm-2 s-1 for φ; a flux high enough for fast incineration and breeding purposes – 233U from 232Th.

Such a flux needs a sub-critical reactor with a spallation neutron source. The closer to critical the
higher the flux, but the restriction of non increasing the actual actinide inventory limits the fissile fuel
chosen for the incinerator; as a consequence, preliminary design deals with keff about 0.95, which
yields a multiplication of 20. Hence, the magnitude of S will be around 4.1017 n/s. Such a high
intensity external neutron source is one of the key points of the incinerator. Preliminary designs are
focused on the spallation of neutrons caused by 1.0 GeV proton beam coming from an accelerator;
protons collide with a metallic target of high mass number -normally lead- causing neutrons to be
expelled out from the nuclei until protons are stopped. The neutron source features are defined by the
target and the accelerator current; some figures can define the order of magnitude: the operating
accelerator current between 29 mA, the energetic neutron cost -in molten lead- about 36 MeV, the
neutron spectrum is evaporation-type, similar to fission spectrum but with a higher energy tail.

Figure 1. Evolution of keff

Along the fuel burn-up the fuel composition will not remain constant, keff and the other kinetics
parameters will drift slowly. That is a difference with critical reactors where the neutron flux
increases in order to compensate the decreasing fuel density, keeping the power constant; the
capability of keeping keff = 1 defines the burn-up period. In a sub-critical reactor the burn-up period is
much longer because it is not limited by keff, but a drift of 1% in keff yields a drift of 20% in the flux,
so in order to operate with constant power, it is important to measure keff accurately, and it is not easy
for such a low multiplication with a non stationary source.

The relationship between this source and the k is even deeper. Being low the multiplication, the
neutron shape function is affected by the source position; so, a change in the position of the spallation
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target means a change in k and the rest of kinetics parameters. And not only in the space domain, but
in the time domain, because the spallation source can have a fast pulsed nature due to the accelerator,
which in its turn affects to the flux shape normalisation, causing that static and dynamic reactivity
measurements might differ. The above ideas are to be explored in the next sections.

3. External source and sub-criticity

In the case of a highly sub-critical reactor the k depends on the external neutron source. When
close to critical state, this dependence is too weak and can be neglected. To argue that, the qualitative
definitions of k is:

rateleakageabsortion

ratefission
k

)( +
=

according to the diffusion equation the leakage rate can be written as:

Vaf SD +Σ−Σ=∆− φφνφ

where SV stands for the stationary external source per volume unit and the other symbols have the
habitual meaning. In terms of the buckling : B2 = (νΣf-Σa)/D = (k∞-1)/L2 :
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In critical reactors the term DB2φ stands for the neutron leakage rate and DB2 is regarded as a
correction for Σa, but in sub-critical reactors the leakage rate is a function of the source which can be
ignored when the source intensity is negligible compared with the fission rate, i.e. for large
multiplication. Considering that φ is proportional to SV it is clear that k does not depend on the power
level.

In the Figure 2 two radial neutron flux distribution are plotted. They correspond to a cylindrical
sub-critical reactor energy amplifier type with spallation source placed at the centre [5]. It is well
known that the radial flux distribution is:

•  Cosinus like  k∞>1.

•  Straight line k∞ = 1.

•  Exponential like k∞<1.

When the radial flux distribution is a straight line the reactor can be regarded as close to critical.
In the example above it corresponds to keff = 0.975, nevertheless, many ADS are designed to operate
at keff = 0.95, hence they will be highly sub-critical. As can be observed in Figure 2, the flux
distribution is very much affected by spallation target position for the exponential like case; a change
in the flux shape will be followed by a change in the sub-critical multiplication.
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Figure 2. Radial flux distribution for a energy amplifier type

Let be the flux shape ψ be defined by: φ(r,t) = N(t)ψ(r,t) with the normalisation condition:

<W; ψ/v > =1

where the bracket denotes the scalar product and W is the adjoint flux. Even when the keff is calculated
by the usual procedure:
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due to the laplacian operator, a change of ψ affects to keff. As a conclusion, for ADS the spallation
source is not external and has to be considered for the calculation of the sub-critical multiplication
factor.

The same argument applies for the rest of the kinetics parameter β and Λ. It must be
distinguished between β as a quantity and βeff. as a parameter. The quantity is a property of a given
fissionable nucleus, so it does not depend on the spallation source; but the parameter does not
correspond to any nucleus and it is calculated using the shape function [6,7], so it depends on the
spallation source.

4. The stationarity of the spallation source

It is to be remarked that static and dynamic reactivity measurements might not coincide in a ADS
with a spallation source. In the case of fast pulsing accelerator, the neutron flux shape function may
be time dependent. If so, the Gyftopoulos term [8] should be added to the point kinetics equation
causing that both type of measurement yield different results. Explicitly:
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Following the normal procedure for point kinetics derivation [7] the shape function is defined
with the condition:
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therefore a new term is carried into the point kinetics equations, now appearing as [8]:
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This new term vanished when the shape function does not depend on time, the static case. For
fast transients, if one defines Λ+≡ Sg λρρ  and Sg λλλ +≡  the point kinetics normal form is

restored; but in that case, the kinetic and static measurements of reactivity might differ.

5. The neutron noise procedure

Neutron noise measurements are proposed for reactivity control in large sub-critical reactor.
Because reactivity feedback will hardly change the multiplication factor, some procedures useful in
zero power reactors could be used. Particularly the Rossi-alpha and the Feynman-alpha techniques
seem the most promising procedures for estimating the sub-critical reactivity and the kinetics
parameters. For instance, in the case of Feynman-alpha [9]:
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where Z is the average neutron detector count during the time t, ε is the detector efficiency, σ the
standard deviation when the experiment is repeated several times, Dν the Diven factor and
α = (ρ-β)/Λ the parameter to be determined in order to measure the reactivity.
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Using such a traditional expression, the reactor should be sub-critical and stationary. The
formula is based on the assumption that the neutron source follows the Poisson statistics, i.e. the
probability of emitting one neutron in dt is dt/S-1 = Sdt. Clearly the pulsed spallation source is not a
Poisson like source because they are at least two well defined times: the pulse duration and the
inverse pulse rate, so some research is still needed determining an equivalent Feynman-alpha
expression.

A correction is proposed recently, multiplying the Diven’s factor by:1+SDS(-ρ)/(νDν), where DS

is the Diven’s factor for the source.

2
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but the derivation is based on a continuous spallation source rather than pulsated. Besides, if S were
known, the simpler multiplication factor expression is much more convenient determining the k. In
spite of being of little practical interest, the expression above alert us about the correction of Dν, not
only because of the spallation source, but also because of ν, which is drifting continuously as a
consequence of the fuel burn-up.

As a way out, the Feynman-alpha technique suggest that:

P

b
a

Z
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where a and b are two constants to be fitted, having in mind that the left hand term does not depend
on the detector efficiency and the power P can be changed by changing the accelerator pulse rate
without affecting to the reactivity.

6. Summary

Some remarks for sub-critical reactors with spallation neutron source are made:

•  After fuel reprocessing option, the actinide content will cover the incinerator costs.

•  The keff is going to drift along the reactor operation so new methods for reactivity control are
to be found.

•  The neutron source is of capital importance for highly sub-critical reactor and cannot be
considered as “external”.

•  The keff and the others kinetics parameters depend on the source position.

•  The shape function of the neutron flux might not be constant along a given fast transient due
to the fast pulse rate of the spallation source. If so, static and dynamic measurements of
reactivity might differ.

•  Neutron noise analysis techniques for controlling reactivity can be used, but the traditional
way of doing it should be corrected.

As a conclusion, the ADS option deserves still a lot of research, even for those elemental and
well-established concepts.
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Abstract

In this paper, an absolute measurements technique for the sub-criticality determination is presented.
The development of ADS, requires of methods to monitor and control the sub-criticality of this kind of
systems, without interfering it’s normal operation mode. This method is based on the Stochastic
Neutron and Photon Transport Theory developed by Muñoz-Cobo et al. [1], and which can be
implemented in presently available neutron transport codes. As a by-product of the methodology a
monitoring measurement technique has been developed and verified using two coupled Monte Carlo
programs. The spallation collisions and the high-energy transport are simulated with LAHET. The
neutrons transports with energies less than 20 MeV and the estimation of the count statistics for
neutron and/or gamma ray counters in fissile systems, is simulated with MCNP-DSP.

It is possible to get the kinetics parameters and the keff value of the sub-critical system through the
analysis of the counter detectors.
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1. ADS description

A conceptual design of the fast energy amplifier has been proposed by Rubia et al. (1995) [2] at
CERN. The prototype design used in this paper consists of a fast neutron sub-criticality facility fuelled
with U233 and Th232 and which is cooled with liquid lead-bismuth under natural convection. The driving
neutron source are spallation neutrons produced by an intense beam (about 11 mA and 380 MeV) proton
pulse from a cyclotron. The proton beam is injected in the lead-bismuth coolant slightly above the core
centre, which is used as a spallation target for the neutron generation that will be used as source for the
ADS (Accelerator Driven System).

The neutron lifetime of this sub-critical system is about 1 sµ  and this value depends on the
cooling fluid and the composition and geometry of the assembly.

The envisaged keff values are ranging between 0.945 and 0.985.

2. The cross-power spectral density

The behaviour of neutrons and gamma rays in a nuclear reactor or configuration of fissile materials
can be represented as a stochastic process. Measurements of the fluctuations of the neutrons and also of
gamma rays in a system are typically used to characterise the fissile material. The representation of the
statistical descriptor by Muñoz-Cobo et al. [1] for neutrons and Muñoz-Cobo et al. [3] for coupled
neutron and photon, is applicable for many neutron noise analysis measurements.

In this paper, we have used fission detectors sensitive to neutrons and the formalism used, to
determine the noise methodology for monitoring the sub-criticality of the ADS, was developed by
Verdu et al. [4] and Muñoz-Cobo et al. [1].

The cross-power spectral density CPSD12(w) between one source detector and system detector
will give us the possibility to know the keff value from the position of the first pole in the phase and
Bode diagrams.

From the source probability-generating function defined as:
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The source for the ADS is a proton pulsed beam which has been defined, on the theory and
simulation, as a periodic array of Dirac Deltas with period T.
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And the descriptor used in noise analysis, the cross-correlation function, as the following limit of
the covariance function:
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From this definitions and using the adjoint transport equation, it is possible to obtain the
CPSD12(w) expression from the Fourier transform of (4), given by:
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Where the average importance for source neutrons is given by:
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)´,´,´,(2 wvrnD
C Ω  is the average number of counts produced in detector D2, per injected neutron at

the phase point and frequency ( )wvr ´,´,´, Ω  and )( 2wwS +  is the Fourier Transform of the proton

pulse source, h(w2) is the Fourier Transform of the response function for detector D1, Sρ  is the spatial

distribution of source neutrons and spf  is the energetic and directional distribution for the source

neutron from spallation, 
p

ng  is the neutron proton gain expressed as the number of neutrons obtained

per each source proton.

If Equation (5) is the general equation for an arbitrary source then, the cross-power spectral
density for the proton pulsed beam, as described by equation (2), is:
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Fourier Transforming the adjoint Boltzman equation, it is obtained:
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Substitution of (9) into (8), and use of equation (10) yields:
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From the fundamental mode approximation, we obtain:
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Considering (13) the CPSD12(w) will be:
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Where 1D
nW , is a weight factor that depends on the transfer function of the detector D1 (source

detector).
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We note that )( 1
1 nTtfhD −  becomes zero by the causality condition when 1tfnT > .

And C(D2) depends of the system detector D2:
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Being detector D2 one of the system detectors and C(D2) is a function of the location of this
detector, the source neutron distribution Sρ , inside the target, and the direct and adjoint fluxes )1(0Φ
and )1(0

+Φ . From the phase and amplitude diagram of CPSD12(w), we can get the 0α  value and from

this value and the previous calculated Λ  value the keff. From this methodology we can know the pole
( )0α  location independently of the source, it means that can be used for all sub-critical systems,

always with keff values ranging from 0.94 to 1.

The graphical representation of the Equation (14) is showed on the Figure 1 and with data from
the simulation as we will show later.
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Figure 1. Amplitude versus frequency and phase versus frequency computed
using Equation (14) for ( )012CPSD
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3. LAHET + MCNP-DSP

The coupling of both Monte Carlo codes provide an estimator of the time-dependent response,
that can be used to design a sub-criticality monitoring system. The LAHET code provides a neutron
or/and gamma source to the MCNP-DSP and the final output contains the correlated detector
responses in the time or frequency domains.

As described in Valentine et al. [5], the LAHET file is read by MCNP-DSP as the source for the
subsequent calculation, provided the spallation source given at the interaction of the proton beam on
the target. MCNP-DSP uses this information to determine the location of the particles in the
MCNP-DSP model. MCNP-DSP simulates the interaction for neutrons with energies less than
20 MeV and also the neutron detection.
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With the coupling LAHET + MCNP-DSP, we have the capability to simulate a pulsed source
which correspond to the conceptual design of the ADS. The proton pulse frequency will be limited by
the measurements set-up frequency given by the maximum frequency and the number of bins per
block.

4. LAHET + MCNP-DSP simulator of ADS

Using LAHET + MCNP-DSP we can obtain the CPSD12(w) function between two detectors. The
detectors location will be given by the users and the CPSD12(w) will be dependent on the detectors
location. This dependence is related with the higher sub-critical modes and will be more important
when the system becomes more sub-critical.

Figure 2 was obtained using one proton source per data block as was done on Figure 1, to
compare between both figures. The fundamental mode approximation done on Equation (14) is in
good agreement with the calculated CPSD12(w), where all the higher modes are included.

Figure 2. Amplitude versus frequency and phase versus frequency
computed with the LAHET&MCNP-DSP
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As suggested by Uhrig [6], a method to obtain the keff, values was from the plot of the cross-

power spectral density versus the frequency. The simpler way is to find out the value of the eigenvalue

0α , from the break frequency value. The break frequency value for a single pole, can be obtained

from the plot of the phase ( ))(12 wΦ  versus frequency, looking for the frequency which has a phase

equal to ( )4
π− . This method can be applied to the simulations performed with LAHET/MCNP-DSP

by Y. Rugama et al. [7] see Figure 2.

The simulations performed with LAHET + MCNP-DSP confirm that for the case of one
accelerator proton pulse per data block, one obtain the correct value of the eigenvalue from the
CPSD12(w) module and phase vs. frequency plots and then from the break frequency bf  in Hz. The
eigenvalue is given by:

bfπα 20 = (17)

The multiplication constant of the system can be obtained from the expression:

Λ

−

= keff
Keff 1

0α
(18)

Where Λ  is obtained from some previous calculation or determination. The mean generation
time for the 233U/232Th FEA cooled by liquid metal, from a previous calculation, was equal
to: Λ = 8.25846 × 10-7s.

We have checked that this method gives the correct value of the multiplication constant keff with
an acceptable error. For instance from the phase diagram obtained with LAHET + MCNP-DSP we get
a value of the 985983.0=Keff  while with MCNP-4A, the Keff from the sub-critical systems was
equal to 00067.096627.0 ± .

The 0α  eigenvalue of the system for the fundamental mode, so it will be independent of the

numbers of proton pulses per block. In this study the data will be given using one pulse per data block

because as we can observe in Figure 3. The pole location using 1 pulse per data block or 5 pulses is at

the same point, but only for 1 pulse, the frequency at the phase equal to 4
π−  will give us the exactly

value for the break frequency.
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Figure 3. Comparison for 1 and 5 pulses per block on amplitude and phase
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5. Conclusions

We have analysed in this paper a method to measure the multiplication constant of the FEA

system. The method can be used with the accelerator proton beam turned on and is based on the plots

of )(12 wΦ  versus frequency. We have showed that this CPSD function has a single pole at the first

eigenvalue of the system which is related to the sub-criticality value of the fast energy amplifier. The

simulations performed with the LAHET and MCNP-DSP codes showed that we can obtain the sub-

criticality value directly from the plot of the phase of )(12 wΦ  versus frequency, looking for the

frequency value which has a phase equal to 4
π− . The calculations that we have performed give the

correct value of the system sub-criticality with very good precision when we have one proton pulse per

block (each block is formed by 512 or 1 024 bins depending on the data acquisition systems). We have
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observed that the precision of the method becomes poor when the number of protons pulses per block

increased.

Also we have also showed in this paper that both, theoretical and simulated results for the
amplitude of the CPSD i.e. )(12 wΦ  in decibels versus frequency agree pretty well. This prediction is
very good in spite of the complexity of the simulation results. This fact tells us that the physical bases
of the theoretical results are well established.
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Abstract

The principle attraction of the molten salt reactor (MSR) technology is the use of fuel/fertile material
flexibility (easy of fuel preparation and processing) for gaining additional profits as compared with
solid materials. This approach presents important departures from traditional philosophy, applied in
current nuclear power plants, and to some extent contradicts the straightforward interpretation of the
defence-in-depth principal. Nevertheless we understand there may be potential to use MSR
technology to support back end fuel cycle technologies in future commercial environment.

The paper aims at reviewing results of the work performed in Russia, relevant to the problems of
MSR technology development. Also this contribution aims at evaluation of remaining uncertainties
for molten salt burner concept implementation. Fuel properties & behaviour, container materials, and
clean-up of fuels with emphasis on experiments will be of priority. Recommendations are made
regarding the types of experimental studies needed on a way to implement molten salt technology to
the back-end of the fuel cycle.

To better understand the potential and limitations of the molten salts as a fuel for reactor of
incinerator type, Russian Institutes have submitted to the ISTC the Task #1606 Experimental Study of
Molten Salt Technology for Safe and Low Waste Treatment of Plutonium and Minor Actinides in
Accelerator Driven and Critical Systems. The project goals, technical approach and expected specific
results are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Last years important R&D efforts were placed worldwide to find the ways to reduce the long
term radionuclide inventory resulting from the nuclear power generation. This approach calls for the
introduction of some innovative technologies to overcome some of technical hurdles presented by
traditional ones. In our understanding, introduction of the innovative reactor concept to back end of
fuel cycle pursues the following goals:

•  Reduced actinides total losses to waste.

•  Low plutonium and minor actinides total inventory in the nuclear fuel cycle.

•  Minimal 235U support.

•  Minimal neutron captures outside actinides.

Within this context the general matrix describing major innovative reactor & fuel cycle options
could be written as follows:

 Dedicated TRU burners; Once-through fuel  cycle  
 TRU-free fuel cycle system; Recycling of actinides

The use of the molten salts as the fuel material has been proposed for many different reactor
types and applications. Molten salt fuelled reactor (MSR) concepts have been prepared for fast
breeders and thermal reactors more particularly in the USA, Russian Federation, France and Japan.
Though, molten salt nuclear fuel concept has been proven by the successful operation experimented
in MSRE experimental reactor at ORNL [1,2], this approach has not been implemented in industry.
The fuel chosen for the operation of MSRE and for subsequent reactors of this type was a mixture of
7LiF–BeF2–ZrF4(ThF4)–UF4.

In Russia, the MSR programme started in the mid-seventies. RRC-Kurchatov Institute (KI) was a
basic organisation which supervised a collaboration (an expert group composed by) of specialised
institutions. A reduction of activity appeared after 1986 due to Chernobyl accident as well as a
general stagnation of nuclear power and nuclear industry. Then at the end of the eighties there was an
increase of conceptual studies as a result of the interest to the inherent safe reactors of a new
generation. An extensive review of MSR technology developments at RRC-KI through 1989 is given
in the publication in reference [3].

Today’s interest in MSR technology stems mainly from an increased fuel residence time in the
system, reduced actinides mass flow rate and relatively low waste stream when purifying and
reconstituting the fuel by pyrochemical methods. We could then expect that in the future the MSR
technology could find a role in symbiosis with standard reactors in the management of TRUs and
thorium utilisation. New MSB concept (a reactor of incinerator type) requires a reconsideration of
prior MSR concept, including optimisation of the neutron spectra and power density in the core,
selection of the salt composition and new approaches towards its behaviour control and clean-up.

Below, we try to give our understanding of key issues, remaining uncertainties, methods
available and improvements to integrate P&T recycle in molten salts. Also, planned tests for three
years within the ISTC Task #1606 Experimental Study of Molten Salt Technology for Safe and Low
Waste Treatment of Plutonium and Minor Actinides in Accelerator Driven and Critical Systems will
be discussed.
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2. The fuel salt for MSB concept

Many chemical compounds can be prepared from several “major constituents”. Most of these,
however, can be eliminated after elementary consideration of the fuel requirements. Consideration of
nuclear properties leads one to prefer as diluents the fluorides of Be, Bi, 7Li, Pb, Zr, Na, and Ca, in
that order. Simple consideration of the stability of these fluorides towards reduction by structural
metals eliminates, however, the bismuth fluorides (see Table 1).

Several fluorides salts satisfy the characteristic properties of the thermal stability, radiation
resistance, low vapour pressure and manageable melting point. To achieve lower melting
temperatures, two or more salts are combined to produce still lower melting mixtures.

Table 1. Thermodynamic properties of fluorides

Compound
(solid state)

-∆Gf,1000,
kcal/mole

-∆Gf,298,
kcal/mole

E0
298, V

(Me|F2)

LiF 125 140 6.06
CaF2 253 278 6.03
NaF 112 130 5.60
BeF2 208 231 5.00
ZrF4 376 432 4.70
PbF2 124 148 3.20
BiF3 159 200 2.85
NiF2 123 147 3.20
UF3 (UF4) 300 (380) 330 (430) 4.75
PuF3 (PuF4) 320 360 (400) 5.20
ThF4 428 465 5.05
AmF3 325 365 5.30
CeF3 345 386 5.58
LaF3 348 389 5.63

Note, that ZrF4, as a part of basic solvent, was found to distil from melt and condense on cooler
surfaces in the containment system [1]. Control of the ZrF4 mass transport was considered too
difficult to ensure, so the 2LiF-BeF2 solvent system was chosen as basic option at ORNL and later at
RRC-KI. Also, in order to minimise problems associated with chemical treatment of the fuel salt and
associated reduction of the basic components, the priorities should be given to the system with lowest
possible ZrF4 and PbF2 content. Note, that use of Zr and Pb, instead e.g. the sodium in the basic
solvent will lead to the increased generation of the long-lived activation products in the system [4].

Trivalent plutonium and minor actinides are stable species in the various molten fluoride salts [5,6].
Tetravalent plutonium could transiently exist if the salt redox potential was high enough. But for
practical purposes (stability of potential container material) salt redox potential should be low enough
and corresponds to the stability area of Pu(III). PuF3 solubility is maximum in pure LiF or NaF and
decreases with addition of BeF2 and ThF4. Decrease is more for BeF2 addition, because the PuF3 is not
soluble in pure BeF2.The solubility of PuF3 in LiF-BeF2 and NaF-BeF2 solvents is temperature and
composition dependent and PuF3 solubility seems to be minimal in the “neutral” melts. For last ones, it
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reaches about 0.5% mole at a temperature of 600°C and increases to about 2.0% mole at 800°C. For
some excess free fluoride solvent system Li, Be, Th/F (72-16-12% mole), studies indicated that
solubility of PuF3 increased from 0.7-0.8% mole at 510°C to 2.7-2.9% mole at 700°C.

The other TRU species are known to dissolve in Li, Be, Th/F solvent, but no quantitative
definition of their solubility behaviour exists. Such definition must of course be obtained, but the
generally close similarity in behaviour of the AnF3 makes it most unlikely that solubility of this
individual species could be a problem. As expected substitution of a small quantity of AnF3  scarcely
changes the phase behaviour of the solvent system.

The trifluoride species of AnF3 and the rare earth’s are known to form solid solutions so, that in
effect, all the LnF3 and AnF3 act essentially as a single element. It is possible, but highly unlikely, that
the combination of all trifluorides, might exceed this combined solubility at the temperature below
the reactor inlet temperature. A few experiments must be performed to check this slight possibility.
The solubilities of the AnO2 in Li, Be, Th/F are low and well understood. Plutonium as PuF3 shows
little tendency to precipitate as oxide even in the presence of excess BeO and ThO2. The solubility of
the oxides of Np, Am, Cm has not been examined. Some attention to this problem will be required.

The molten fluoride chemistry (solubility, redox chemistry, chemical activity, etc.) for the
2LiF-BeF2 system is well established and can be applied with great confidence, if PuF3 fuels are to be
used in the 2LiF-BeF2 solvent. The properties of the most developed 2LiF-BeF2 solvent however, are
not all near the optimum for MSB application (very limited PuF3 solubility, high enough melting
point, etc.). Alternative solvent composition which will meet the lower liquidus temperature and
increased PuF3 solubility may be chosen e.g. from Na,Li,Be/F system. However, new less understood
solvents system must be considered carefully before application in order to avoid severe problems
with process operation. For MSB’s needs next more important is consideration of PuF3 chemical
behaviour in these solvent systems: PuF3 solubility in Li, Be/F, Na, Be/F and Li, Na, Be/F solvent,
oxide tolerances of such mixtures and redox effects of the fission products.

The specific physical properties which were measured within the Russian MSR program include
density, heat capacity, heat of fusion, viscosity, thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity.
Particular emphasis has been placed for U/Th fuelled reactor cores. Properties are in each case
adequate to the proposal service. Many of properties required for the MSB concept development are
estimates rather than measured values. In some cases, especially for alternative solvents, careful re-
measurement of some properties (e.g. thermal conductivity) is reasonable and desirable.

3. Fission products clean-up

For molten salt fuels, fission products could be grouped in the three broad classes: 1) the soluble
at salt redox potential fission products, 2) the noble metals and 3) the noble gases. The MSR would
manage the noble gas removal by sparging with helium. As it was mentioned before, the problem here
is to prevent the xenon from entering the porous graphite moderator. For the noble metals the
situation is not so good and more experimental efforts is required in order to control their
agglomeration, adhesion to surfaces and transport in purge gas.

In MSRs, from which xenon and krypton are effectively removed, the most important fission
products poisons are among lanthanides, which are soluble in the fuel. Also, in combination of all
trifluorides, AnF3 solubility in the melt is decreased by lanthanides accumulation. Since plutonium
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and minor actinides must be removed from the fuel solvent before rare earth’s fission products the
MSR must contain a system that provides for removal of TRUs from the fuel salt and their
reintroduction to the fresh or purified solvent.

The available thermodynamic data (calculated or measured) for An/Ln trifluorides include
considerable uncertainties and dispersion. For example, estimations on An-Ln separation ability have
shown the most favourable situation for fluoride melts in comparison with chloride ones [7]. The
similar conclusion was obtained in paper [8]. From our point of view, the comparison of
thermodynamic potentials given in paper [9], for actinides and lanthanides both in chloride and
fluoride systems for the benefit of chlorides is not correct enough, as the values of Gibbs energy for
fluorides of lanthanides are underestimated. All mentioned above specify a necessity for further
measurements of thermodynamic potentials of Ln and An fluorides by an uniform technique (e.g.
EMF method with solid fluorine ion conducting diaphragms).

A number of pyrochemical processes (reductive extraction, electrochemical deposition,
precipitation by oxidation and their combinations) for removing the soluble fission products from the
fluoride based salt have been explored during the last years. Studies of the full scale MSB fuel salt
chemical processing system are not as far advanced, but small scale experiments lead to optimism,
that a practicable system can be developed.

3.1 Reductive extraction

Selective extraction from molten fluoride mixtures into liquid metals have been studied in details
for essentially all pertinent elements [2]. This method of processing is optimal from technological
perspective. It allows to realise on-line processing of fuel composition using simple design of
extractors. The process capacity is rather high, and can be easily enlarged by intermixing. Obviously,
use of the metal transfer system essentially simplify and accelerates the process, but several stages are
required to reach desired recovery.

Rare earth removal unit based on Bi-Li reductive extraction flow-sheet developed in ORNL for
LiF-BeF2 solvent system could provide negligible losses of TRU (about 10-4) by use of several counter
current stages. The separation factors Θ of AnFn and LnFn are approximately equal to 103 for the Li,
Be/F and Li, Na,K/F solvents. These values are very convenient for the lanthanide’s separation by the
reductive extraction. However, when the melt is complicated by the addition of large quantities of
ThF4 the situation becomes considerably less favourable. Under the conditions used U and Zr are the
most easily reduced of the species shown above. U and Pa should be easily separated under the proper
conditions, Pu-Pa separation is possible.

Note the following drawbacks of reductive extraction as applied to MSB:

•  Less favourable scheme of An and Ln separation due to decreased difference in
thermodynamic potentials of An and Ln (alloys with liquid metal).

•  Materials compatibility pose substantial problems.

•  Poor separation of thorium from rare earths for fluoride system; it can be made by use of LiCl.

•  Changes in fuel composition because of the significant amount of lithium required; rare
earths are removed in separate contactors in order to minimise the amount of Li required.
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3.2 Precipitation of oxides

Although the metal-transfer process appears to give the best fuel salt purification in case of
processing system with relatively short cycle (10-30 days), there are other possibilities for rare earth
removal that are perhaps worth keeping in mind. If a bismuth containing system proves expensive or
if unseen engineering difficulties (e.g. material required) develop, the other methods may be
applicable, especially at longer processing cycle times. If treatment of a MSB fuel on a cycle-time of
100 days or more is practicable, such an oxide precipitation might be used for periodic removal of
rare-earths. In experiments [10] a successful attempt was made to precipitate mixed uranium,
plutonium, minor actinides and rare earths from LiF-NaF molten salt solution by fluor-oxide
exchange with other oxides (for example CaO, Al2O3, etc.) at temperatures 700-800°C. The rare earths
concentration in the molten salt solution was about 5-10 mole%. It was found the following order of
precipitation in the system: U-Pu-Am-Ln-Ca. Essentially all U and TRU were recovered from the
molten salt till to rest concentration 5 × 10-4%, when rare earths still concentrated in solution.

Main advantage of a method of processing the fuel composition by a sequential sedimentation of
its components by oxides, non-soluble in fluoride melts, is the simplicity of the equipment for
processing unit and more acceptable corrosion of structural materials in comparison with reductive
extraction. Note, that recovery of oxide precipitates from a molten salt need further development.

3.3 Electrochemistry

Main advantage of electrochemical methods is a possibility for the fuel clean up without
introduction to the melt of additional reagents, which could change salt composition and influence its
chemical behaviour and properties. Some processing flow-sheets with electrochemical deposition on
solid electrodes, at first of all TRU elements, and after that the fission products, by the same way, or
as alternative, for example, by oxides precipitation are possible. The reintroduction TRU in molten
salt could be carried out electrochemically, or by simple dissolution, for example, of HF use.

In principle, An/Ln separation on solid electrodes could be more attractive in comparison with
liquid electrodes. For the first case the overall reaction is the following:

Ln + AnF3 = An + LnF3

and the latter:

Bi(Ln) + AnF3 = Bi(An) + LnF3

In first case equilibrium in the separating process is carried out at the maximum value of a
difference of thermodynamic potentials for actinides and lanthanides.

Regarding technological aspects, the electrochemical method has the important advantage
consisting in the possibility of a continuous quantitative control of the process. During the process its
rate and also depth of fuel processing are set and controlled by the value of a potential on electrodes
of an electrolytic bath.

Note the following drawbacks of this method:

•  Space limitation on processes area (bath electrodes), decreased capacity of units as
contrasted to chemical processes in volume, especially for the end phase of the process.

•  Necessity of dendrites control when use solid electrodes.
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4. Container material studies

4.1 Fuel and coolant circuits

An important part of Russian MSR program dealt with the investigation of the container
materials [3,11,12]. The development of domestic structural material for MSR was substantiated by
available experience accumulated in ORNL MSR programme on nickel based alloys for UF4

containing salts [1,2]. In addition, compatibility tests were conducted to re-examine the possibility of
using iron based alloys as container materials for MSRs. These alloys are more resistant to tellurium
penetration and generate less helium under irradiation than Ni based alloys. However, their use would
limit the redox potential of the salt and operating temperature in MSR.

Corrosion resistance of materials was studied in RRC KI by two methods. The first is the method
of capsule static isothermal test of reference specimens in various molten salt mixtures. Also, flibe,
flinak and sodium fluoroborate eutectic salts have been circulated for thousands of hours in natural
and forced convection loops constructed of iron and nickel based alloys to obtain data on corrosion,
mass transfer, and material compatibility. Not only normal, but also lowered and high oxidation
conditions were present in the loops.

The alloy HN80MT was chosen as base. Its composition (in wt.%) is Ni(base), Cr(6.9), C(0.02),
Ti(1.6), Mo(12.2), Nb(2.6). The development and optimisation of HN80MT alloy was envisaged to be
performed in two directions:

•  Improvement of the alloy resistance to a selective chromium corrosion.

•  Increase of the alloy resistance to high temperature helium embrittlement and to tellurium
intergranular cracking.

The results of combined investigation of mechanical, corrosion and radiation properties various alloys
of HN80MT permitted to suggest the Ti and Al-modified alloy as an optimum container material for the
MSR. This alloy named HN80MTY (or EK–50) has the following composition (in wt.%): Ni(base),
Fe(1.5), Al(0.8–1.2), Ti(0.5–l), Mo(11–12), Cr(5–7), P(0.015), Mn(0.5), Si(<0.15), C(<0.04). The
comparison of our corrosion data with those obtained at ORNL for Hastelloy–N indicates that corrosion
resistance of HN80MTY is higher and it’s maximum working temperature could be up to 750°C.

The high temperature, salt redox potential, radiation fluence and energy spectrum poses a serious
challenge for any structural alloy in a MSB system. Data for UF4 containing salts provides a roadmap
for establishing the corrosion properties for PuF3 containing salts, but additional corrosion testing
under MSB conditions will be required to quantify corrosion rates of candidate container materials.

NaF, LiF, BeF2, CaF2, ThF4, PuF3, AmF3, CmF3 and NpF3 can not be oxidised in the system
considered and can be reduced only to the metals, and then only by reducing agents very much
stronger than the constituents of Hastelloy-N. Mixtures of these materials would not be expected to be
corrosive. Recent capsule experiments in Cheljbinsk-70 [13] have demonstrated that PuF3 addition in
LiF–BeF2 solvent system did not make the corrosion situation worse on both nickel- and iron-base
alloys. Same time the chemistry of PuF3 needs further testing in corrosion loops studies for redox
control.

Also, included in further evaluation should be an assessment of lower salt redox potentials from
the standpoint of allowing the use of stainless steels as structural materials and establishing the
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potentials that must be maintained to avoid intergranular cracking for nickel-based alloys. Techniques
developed under other reactor programs to improve the resistance of stainless steels to helium
embrittlement should be extended to include nickel-base alloys.

4.2 Fission product clean up unit

The materials required for fission product clean up unit depend of course, upon the nature of the
chosen process and upon the design of the equipment to implement the process. For MSB the key
operation in the fuel treatment is removal of rare earth, alkali-metal, alkaline-earth fission products
from the fuel solvent before its return, along with the TRUs, to the reactor. The crucial process in
most of the processing vessels is that liquids be conducted to transfer selected materials from one
stream to the another.

Such a fission product cleanup unit based on metal transfer process at least will present a variety
of corrosive environments, including:

•  Molten salts and molten alloys containing e.g. bismuth, lithium or other metals at 650°C.

•  HF-H2 mixtures and molten fluorides, along with bismuth in some cases, at 550-650°C.

•  Interstitial impurities on the outside of the system at temperature to 650°C, particularly if
graphite and refractory metals are used.

Certainly, the R&D on the materials for the fission product clean up unit for MSB is at very early
stage. A layer of frozen salt will probably serve to protect surfaces that are worked under oxidising
conditions, if the layer can be maintained in the complex equipment. RRC-KI preliminary tests at
molten salt loops [11,12] showed that the thickness of the frozen film on the wall was predictable and
adhered to the wall.

The only materials that are truly resistant to bismuth and molten salts are refractory metals (W,
Mo, Ta) [1] and graphite (e.g. graphite with isotropic pyloric coating tested in RRC-KI [12] for both
working fluids), neither of which is attractive for fabricating a large and complicated system.
Development work to determine if iron base alloys can be protected with refractory metal coatings
should probably be considered for higher priority. The approach taken to materials development could
be to initially emphasise definition of the basic material capabilities with working fluids and
interstitial impurities, and then to develop a knowledge of fabrication capabilities.

5. ISTC supported R&D

To solve some of the mentioned in previous sections essential issues, Russian Institutes (RFNC-
All-Russian Institute of Technical Physics, (Chelyabinsk-70), RRC-Kurchatov Institute (Moscow),
Institute of Chemical Technology (Moscow) and Institute of High Temperature Electrochemistry
(Ekaterinburg)) have submitted to the ISTC the Task #1606 Experimental Study of Molten Salt
Technology for Safe and Low Waste Treatment of Plutonium and Minor ActinidesiIn Accelerator
Driven and Critical Systems.

The general purpose of the project is to perform an integral evaluation of potential of the selected
molten salt fuel as applied to safe, low-waste and proliferation resistant treatment of radwaste and Pu
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management. The major developments that will be pursued in the framework of the project are the
following:

•  Experimental study of behaviour and fundamental properties of prospective molten salt
compositions.

•  Experimental verification of candidate structural materials for fuel circuit.

•  Reactor physics and fuel cycle consideration and recommendations on the key points of
MSB concept development.

First two objectives are considered as the most crucial to the MSB further development. There
are no doubts that the candidate constituents of the solvent system for MSB concept must be LiF,
NaF, BeF2, maybe with minor additions of some other fluorides in order to provide required fuel
properties. In contrast with well-established 2LiF-BeF2 solvent system, for the other prospective
compositions there is essential uncertainty in fundamental data, necessary to estimate their potential
for MSB fuelled by plutonium and minor actinides.

Some of the salt components required for the experiments are commercially available and will be
purchased, but some other salts have to be prepared basing on the technology developed by the
participating institutes. Particularly, Pu, Np and Am trifluorides will be prepared at VNIITF site by
pyrochemical method of HF gas treatment. Although starting materials of very high purity will be
used in production of the fluorides, a careful analysis and, in some cases, a further purification will be
needed before the salts usage in cell and loop systems. Two steps of purification would be required:
one for the removal of oxides and sulfides and one for the removal of structural metal fluorides (NiF2,
FeF2, CrF2, etc.)

The measurements of basic properties of prospective molten salt fuels will be carried out by means
of techniques, which are mastered or will be developed in the participating institutions. First, it is
planned to evaluate a phase diagram for the selected solvent and perform its experimental verification on
several points. Also, it is planned to measure molten salt properties, such as actinides/lanthanides
solubility, viscosity, thermal conductivity, standard potentials of actinides and rare-earth fluorides and
equilibrium distribution coefficients of lanthanides in the two-phase system. Heat capacity, vapour
pressure and density of the selected mixture can be calculated with a reasonable accuracy.
Measurements of the properties will be carried out in a range of temperatures from 350°C to 800°C.

Two main types of candidate structural materials for the MSB primary circuit will be tested. First
ones are samples of the Ni-based alloy Hastelloy-N, modified according to the ORNL and RRC-KI
recommendations, the second will be prospective stainless steel samples. The corrosion tests will be
carried out with selected fuel salt under conditions simulating the design ones with a working
temperature up to 700-750°C, fuel salt heat up about 100°C, as well as with additions simulating the
main fission products. The tests will be carried out at thermal convection loops with the samples
exposure time in a flow till to 1 000 hours. It is planned to develop a technique for redox potential
control and monitoring and apply it at the corrosion test loops. After the samples exposition, their
detailed examinations will be carried out and corrosion rate will be measured. On the basis of these
studies, the conclusion about the candidate structural materials compatibility with the selected salt
will be made.

The experimental data will be fed into the conceptual design efforts. The objectives of the
conceptual studies are to consider a candidate flow-sheet for MSB concept, that would be feasible.
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Based on experimental data received for the project, the recommendation on choice of the fuel
composition, the core configuration and the fuel cycle parameters, will be done.

The specific expected results of the Task #1606 will be:

1. Identification of the place of the molten salt technology in future fuel nuclear power system
and suggestions on the strategy of its implementation for the fuel cycle harmonisation.

2. Recommendations on the choice of fuel compositions, core configuration and fuel cycle of
the MSB fuelled by Pu and MA.

3. Measurements of the key properties of the selected molten salt fuel composition. A whole set
of experimental facilities will be created. It allows continuing examinations of other
candidate fuel compositions according to requests of the foreign collaborators.

4. Tests of candidate structural materials in corrosion loops and verification the materials
compatibility with the selected fuel composition.

5. Fission product clean up feasibility study, including experimental studies of basic data for
the pyrochemical processes as applied to MSB needs.

In March 2000 the Governing Board of the ISTC has approved Task #1606 for financial support.
Funding source is EU. In the meantime the work plan for the Task #1606 has been developed.
Numerous comments and suggestions of foreign collaborators have been taken into account.

6. Summary

It is obvious from the discussion above that the use of molten fluorides as fuel and coolant for a
reactor system of energy production and incinerator type faces a large number of formidable
problems. Several of these have been solved, and some seem to be well on the way to be solved. But
it is also clear that some still remain unsolved. The molten salts have many desirable properties for
such applications, and it seems likely that – given sufficient development time and money – a
successful TRU free or burner system could be developed. The properties of the MSR basic option
salts however, are not all near the optimum for MSB applications. Only performing some additional
experimental work give us the possibility to understand the practicability of operating an MSB.

It is still too early to guarantee that a MSR could truly operate as a reliable long term incinerator
of TRUs and producer of energy in U-Pu or U-Th fuel cycle. It may even be uncertain whether such a
system would serve a useful purpose if its successful development were assured. It is certain that
effort to date has thrown light on e. g. much elegant high temperature non-aqueous chemistry and has
shown how molten salts can operate under hard and strong conditions. Finally, it opens perspectives
significantly different to the present reactor and fuel cycle technology.
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Abstract

A preliminary comparative assessment relevant to the transmutation efficiency of plutonium and
minor actinides has been performed in the case of ANSALDO’s Energy Amplifier Demonstration
Facility based on molten lead-bismuth eutectic cooling, classical MOX-fuel technology and operating
at 80 MWth. The neutronic calculations presented in this paper are a result of a state-of-the-art
computer code package, EA-MC, developed by C. Rubbia and his group at CERN. Both high-energy
particle interactions and low-energy neutron transport are treated with a sophisticated method based on
a full Monte Carlo simulation, together with modern nuclear data libraries. Detailed Monte Carlo
transport calculations were performed for different types of external neutron sources: D-D and D-T
fusion sources and proton induced spallation neutron sources. The fuel core was described on a pin-
by-pin basis allowing for detailed scans of the main neutronic properties, e.g. neutron flux spectra and
power density distributions.
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1. Introduction

The Energy Amplifier Demonstration Facility (EADF) [1] is a hybrid system designed to be
driven by an external source. The present design utilises a proton induced spallation neutron source for
providing the external neutrons, but as such, the system is not limited to any particular choice of
source as long as neutrons of suitable energy are provided. In this study, the neutronic properties of the
reference spallation source driven EADF system has been compared to those of the system driven by
two different alternative neutron sources: D-D and D-T fusion sources.

2. The EA-MC code package

EA-MC is a general geometry, “point-energy”, Monte Carlo code which stochastically calculates
the distribution of neutrons in three-dimensional space as a function of energy and time. The neutron
data are derived from the latest nuclear data libraries [2]: ENDF/B-VI 5 (USA), JENDL-3.2 (Japan),
JEF-2.2 (Europe), EAF-4.2 (Europe), CENDL-2.1 (China), EFF-2.4 (Europe) and BROND-2 (Russia).

The general architecture of the EA-MC code is shown in Figure 1. The geometrical description is
first automatically translated into FLUKA’s combinatorial geometry, and the high-energy particle
transport is carried out [3,4]. Neutrons are transported down to 20 MeV and then handed over to EA-
MC which continues the transport.

Figure 1. General architecture of the EA-MC simulation of
neutron transport and element evolution

The EA-MC code is designed to run both on parallel and scalar computer hardware. Having used
standard language elements, the code can be implemented on different systems. A common
initialisation section is followed by a parallel phase where every CPU runs an independent simulation
with the same initialisation data. A parallel analysis program collects the results and calculates the
standard deviation among the different CPUs. This gives an estimate of the statistical fluctuations [5].

3. The Energy Amplifier Demonstration Facility

The key objective of the Energy Amplifier Demonstration Facility [1], in a first approximation,
aims at demonstrating the technical feasibility of a fast neutron operated accelerator driven system
cooled by molten lead-bismuth eutectic (LBE) and in a second phase that of incinerating TRUs and
long-lived fission fragments while producing energy.
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3.1 Reference configuration

As in the case of the Energy Amplifier’s conceptual design [6], the EADF core consists of an
annular structure immersed in molten lead-bismuth eutectic which serves as primary coolant and
spallation target (Figure 2). The central annulus contains the spallation target unit which couples the
proton accelerator to the sub-critical core. The core is arranged in a honeycomb-like array forming an
annulus with four coaxial hexagonal rings of fuel sub-assemblies. The fuel core is itself surrounded by
an annular honeycomb-like array of four rings of dummy sub-assemblies, which are essentially empty
ducts. The detailed description of the EADF reference configuration can be found in [1].

Figure 2. Schematic view of the reactor system assembly [1]

The coupling of the accelerator system to the sub-critical core is realised via the target unit. The
design approach chosen for the EADF [1], has been to keep the spallation products confined where
they are generated. The lead-bismuth eutectic spallation target is therefore kept separated from the
primary coolant and confined within the structure of the target unit. The target unit structure is located
in the central opening of the sub-critical core, which has an equivalent diameter of 630 mm. The beam
pipe penetration takes place from the top of the reactor vessel.

3.2 Global neutronic parameters at beginning-of-life

The present version of the EA Monte Carlo code package enables a rather complete and detailed
model of the EADF reference configuration at the level of individual fuel pins or heat exchanger tubes
(presently arranged in square lattices). All the major core components have been taken into
consideration. The main global results for the beginning-of-life performance of the EADF reference
configuration are summarised in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1. Main parameters of the EADF reference configuration

Global parameters Symbol EAP80 Units

Initial fuel mixture MOX (U-Pu)O2

Initial fuel mass mfuel 3.793 ton
Initial Pu concentration mPu/mfuel 18.1 wt%
Initial fissile enrichment Pu39,41/U38 18.6 wt%
Thermal power output Pth 80 MWatt
Proton beam energy Ep 600 MeV
Spallation neutron yield N(n/p) 14.51 ± 0.10
Neutron multiplication M 27.80 ± 0.56
Multiplication coefficient k = (M-1)/M 0.9640 ± 0.0007
Energetic gain G 42.73 ± 0.88
Gain coefficient G0 1.54
Accelerator current Ip 3.20 ± 0.07

Table 2. Core power distributions of the EADF reference configuration

Av. fuel specific power Pth/mfuel 24.5 W/g

Av. fuel power density Pth/Vfuel 255 W/cm3

Av. core power density Pth/Vcore 55 W/cm3

Radial peaking factor Pmax/Pave 1.25

Axial peaking factor Pmax/Pave 1.18

3.3 Neutronic properties of the different source cases

The effective neutron multiplication factor, keff, is an intrinsic property of the system. If the flux
distribution is not an eigenstate of the operator, the net neutron multiplication factor, k, will be
different, but this will not change the value of keff. We can still formally define a value of k as,
k 1 1 Msrc src= − but it will depend on the neutron flux as well as on the system. In particular, in the
presence of an external source, this value will depend on the position and energy spectrum of the
source neutrons. Hereinafter, ksrc will indicate the value of k calculated from the net multiplication
factor Msrc in the presence of an external source.

By definition, a constant power operation requires ν/keff neutrons per fission, which means that an
external source has to provide a number of neutrons per fission that is:

µeff = ν 1

keff

−1
  

 
  

  

 
  =

ν
Meff −1
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if they are distributed exactly as the eigenfunction of the stationary problem. In the case of an arbitrary
external source, this number becomes:

µsrc = ν 1

ksrc

−1
  

 
  

  

 
  =

ν
Msrc −1

The ratio:

ϕ * =
µ eff

µsrc

=
1− keff( ) keff ν( )
1− ksrc( ) ksrc ν( )

is known as the importance of source neutrons. ν* is an effective number of neutrons per fission and
thus contains a correction for non-fission multiplicative processes such as (n,Xn) reactions, which are
of great importance for lead-bismuth or lead cooled fast reactors.

The neutronic properties of three different source cases has been examined: a spallation source
driven reference configuration (in short: reference or ADS case), a deuteron-deuteron fusion source
case (D-D or DD) and a deuteron-triton fusion source case (D-T or DT). As compared with the
reference case, the D-D configuration stayed within a range of 260 pcm (1 pcm = 1·10-5) in terms of
the neutron multiplication factor (ksrc), cf. Table 3. The D-T source configuration exhibits a
distinctively higher ksrc than the reference case, the difference in ksrc being 1 500 pcm (0.015). Other
central neutronic parameters are shown in Table 4. It should be noted that the required fusion source
intensities (“External n/s” in Table 4) are remarkably high. For comparison, it can be mentioned that
the source intensity of large-scale inertial confinement fusion experiments reaches a level of ~1018 n/s
for the higher yielding D-T fusion.

Table 3. Neutron multiplication factors for the different source configurations

keff ksrc

ADS Fusion-DD Fusion-DT

0.9634 0.9640 0.9614 0.9790

Table 4. Main neutronic parameters for the different source configurations

ADS Fusion-DD Fusion-DT

ϕ* 1.0196 0.9478 1.7727
M = 1/(1-ksrc) 27.8 25.9 47.6

Total n/s 8.01 1018 7.98 1018 8.13 1018

External n/s 2.88 1017 3.08 1017 1.71 1017

fiss/s 2.50 1018 2.50 1018 2.50 1018

ν* 3.09 3.07 3.19
σcapt(U

238)/σabs(Pu239) 0.68 0.68 0.68

Since the D-T source configuration case was found to show the most notable differences in
comparison with the reference ADS case, the onus will be on comparing the reference ADS and D-T
source configuration cases. In Table 5, the neutron balance of the whole EADF device is presented.
The fuel core neutron balance is presented in Table 6.
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Table 5. Neutron balance in the whole device

Neutron absorption inventory ADS Fusion-DD Fusion-DT

Reactor containment 0.32% 0.32% 0.32%
LBE target 1.90% 1.76% 3.49%
Flow guides 0.15% 0.15% 0.15%
Heat exchangers 0.90% 0.89% 0.86%
Purification units 0.03% 0.03% 0.03%
Conv. enh. units 0.17% 0.17% 0.17%
Neutron shield 2.53% 2.50% 2.47%
Core upper reflector 5.33% 5.31% 5.21%
Core radial reflector 2.05% 2.03% 2.00%
Core lower reflector 6.69% 6.66% 6.55%
Fuel core 72.81% 73.15% 71.83%
Primary coolant 6.69% 6.66% 6.55%
Outs 0.20% 0.15% 0.15%
Total 100% 100% 100%

Main nuclear reactions ADS Fusion-DD Fusion-DT

Capture 66.09% 66.20% 65.01%
Fission 31.16% 31.29% 30.72%
n,Xn 2.13% 1.95% 3.69%
Others 0.42% 0.41% 0.43%
Outs 0.20% 0.15% 0.15%
Total 100% 100% 100%

Table 6. Neutron balance in the fuel core

Neutron absorption ADS Fusion-DD Fusion-DT

Fuel 89.80% 89.79% 89.80%
Cladding 3.77% 3.78% 3.77%
Sub-assembly wrapper 1.93% 1.93% 1.91%
Coolant 4.50% 4.50% 4.52%

Main nuclear reactions ADS Fusion-DD Fusion-DT

Capture 54.40% 54.44% 54.42%
Fission 42.81% 42.77% 42.76%
n,Xn 2.27% 2.26% 2.29%
Others 0.53% 0.53% 0.53%
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From the perspective of the whole device, it is seen that the D-T source produces significantly more
reactions in the LBE target than the ADS source does, and leakage is smaller1. This increase is linked
with a relative decrease of reactions in the fuel core. The composition of reaction types is, in
consequence2, altered by an increase of the relative occurrence of (n,Xn) reactions at the expense of
capture and fission reactions. Regarding the neutron absorption inventory and the composition of the
main reaction types of the core, no particular or distinguishable trends can be reported (cf. Table 6). An
explanation for the abundancy of (n,Xn) reactions in the LBE target of the D-T source driven
configuration can be sought by studying Figure 3, which shows the LBE target neutron spectra for the
different source configurations. Just around 14 MeV, the spectrum of the D-T driven target shows clearly
distinguishable peaks, which arise due to the typical energy distribution of a D-T source. In this energy
region, cross sections for both (n,2n) and (n,3n) reactions come close to their maximum, and thus the
overall (n,Xn) reaction ratio will increase3. Table 7 compares the neutron flux distributions of the cases.

Figure 3. LBE target neutron spectra

                                                          
1 The slightly higher leakage from the ADS geometry stems from the spatially asymmetrical neutron flux

distribution of an ADS source.
2 The LBE target is inclined for (n,Xn) reactions; capture and other reactions occur relatively infrequently.
3 The neutrons from D-D fusion appear at significantly lower energies, around 2.5 MeV. Thus, they do not

produce any significant changes in the overall (n,Xn) reaction occurrence.
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Table 7. Neutron flux distributions throughout the device

Reactor region ADS Fusion-DD Fusion-DT

Reactor vessel 1.2 × 1011 1.1 × 1011 1.2 × 1011

Safety vessel 3.6 × 1010 3.5 × 1010 3.6 × 1010

LBE target 5.9 × 1014 6.9 × 1014 6.6 × 1014

Target vessel 8.2 × 1013 8.3 × 1013 8.3 × 1013

Heat exchangers 5.8 × 1011 5.7 × 1011 5.7 × 1011

HX secondary coolant 7.2 × 1011 7.2 × 1011 7.2 × 1011

Core neutronic protection 1.5 × 1013 1.5 × 1013 1.5 × 1013

Av. fuel 1.3 × 1014 1.3 × 1014 1.3 × 1014

Av. fuel cladding 3.4 × 1013 3.4 × 1013 3.4 × 1013

Core radial reflector 7.1 × 1013 7.0 × 1013 7.0 × 1013

As is seen from Table 7 (and Figure 3), the neutron flux distributions do not differ to any larger
extent except for in the LBE target. The characteristical peaks at energies of ~2.5 MeV and ~14 MeV
are found for the D-D and D-T fusion sources (respectively). Upon noting that the scale of Figure 3 is
logarithmic and comparing the high-energy part of the spectra, it is readily conceived that the integral
flux of the fusion cases indeed is higher than that of the reference ADS configuration

The axial and radial neutron flux distributions of all the configurations were examined for
possible differences. As can be perceived from Figures 4, 5 and 6 presenting the results graphically,
the only differences are found near the radial centre, where the LBE target is located.

Figure 4. Normalised neutron flux distribution over the height of the fuel core
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Figure 5. Radial distribution of the neutron flux
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Figure 6. Close-up near the LBE target of the radial distribution of the neutron flux
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A direct consequence of an increased high-energy neutron flux load on the LBE target will be a
higher displacement rate4. The EA-MC code allows for estimation of the damage to structural material
from the generated neutron flux spectra, accounting for damage induced by both high-energy particles
and low-energy neutrons. Table 8 presents the displacement rate in some of the main structural
components. The LBE target serves as an important attenuator of neutron flux and energy, which is
clearly recognised from the table: the DPA/year values are similar for the other structural components
than the target itself. Both fusion sources produce roughly the double amount of damage than the ADS
configuration does, but the damage is effectively absorbed in the target.

                                                          
4 The displacement rate is measured in units of displacement per atom/year (DPA/year).
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Table 8. Displacement rates

DPA/year ADS Fusion-DD Fusion-DT

Reactor vessel 8.3 × 10-6 7.5 × 10-6 8.1 × 10-6

Safety vessel 2.5 × 10-6 2.4 × 10-6 2.6 × 10-6

LBE target 1.566 2.988 2.643
Target vessel 0.230 0.235 0.235
Heat exchangers 1.5 × 10-4 1.5 × 10-4 1.5 × 10-4

HX secondary coolant 1.1 × 10-4 1. × 10-4 1.1 × 10-4

Core neutronic protection 5.7 × 10-3 5.6 × 10-3 5.7 × 10-3

Av. fuel 0.807 0.808 0.809
Av. fuel cladding 0.152 0.152 0.152
Core radial reflector 0.146 0.145 0.145

Table 9 reports the transmutation efficiencies for the nuclides to be destroyed. In the case of 238Pu
and 241Pu, the D-T configuration proves to have the most efficient transmuter capabilities, although the
difference is slight. This benefit arises due to the harder spectrum of the D-T source (cf. Figure 3).

Table 9. Transmutation efficiencies

Fission/Capture ADS Fusion-DD Fusion-DT

Pu238 1.83 1.85 1.94
Pu239 3.33 3.32 3.33
Pu240 0.66 0.66 0.66
Pu241 6.07 6.05 6.11
Pu242 0.41 0.41 0.41
Np237 0.28 0.52 0.19
Am241 0.13 0.13 0.14

Since the neutron flux distributions were essentially the same throughout the core5 independent of
source configuration, also the transmutation rates remained unaffected by the choice of neutron
source. Table 10 presents a comparison between the transmutation rates for the EADF fuelled with
(Th-Pu)O2, the EADF fuelled with (U-Pu)O2 and a standard PWR fuelled with UO2.

                                                          
5 As earlier was seen, there is a difference between different source configuration for the flux over the LBE target. However,

since this region carries no fissile materials, no effect on transmutation rates is seen.
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Table 10. Transmutation rates (kg/TWthh) of plutonium and minor actinides

Nuclides
EADF

(Th-Pu)O2

ENDF/B-VI

EADF
(U-Pu)O2

ENDF/B-VI

PWR
UO2

233U +31.0 – –
Pu -42.8 -7.39 +11.0
Np +0.03 +0.25 +0.57
Am +0.24 +0.17 +0.54
Cm +0.007 +0.017 +0.044
99Tc prod +1.08 +1.07 +0.99
99Tc trans -3.77 -3.77 –

4. Conclusion

The neutronic properties of four different neutron source configuration of the EADF have been
examined by means of 3-D Monte Carlo techniques. The results indicate that the accelerator driven
and the fusion-DD source systems would exhibit similar neutronic properties. The fusion-DT source
driven configuration differs from the others, giving rise to a neutron multiplication factor ~1 500 pcm
higher than the others. The effect was seen to be mainly due to the DT-fusion characteristical neutron
emission energy spectrum, which produces a significantly larger share of (n,Xn) produced neutrons.
Finally, it was established that the choice of source configuration has negligible impact on
transmutation efficiencies and transmutation rates.
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Abstract

To run a high conversion reactor with Pu-Th fuelled tight fuelled assembly, which has a long burn-up
of a fuel, the reactor should be sited deep underground. By putting the reactor deep underground heat
can be removed passively not only during a steady-state run and also in an emergency case of loss of
coolant and loss of on-site power; hence the safety of the reactor can be much improved. Also, the
evacuation area around the reactor can be minimised, and the reactor placed near the consumer area.
This approach reduces the cost of generating electricity by eliminating the container building and
shortening transmission lines.
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1. Introduction

The concept of a high conversion light water reactor using a high concentration of Pu-fuel tight-
lattice has been proposed [1]. This reactor has a hard neutron energy spectrum close to that of an Na-
cooled fast reactor, and high burn-up of fuel can be obtained. A reactor with uranium fertile material
has a positive water-coolant void coefficient, so, to get a negative void-coefficient, it is required a
pancake-type flat core configuration or a fuel assembly with a neutron-streaming void section which
reduces neutron economy. The use of thorium fertile material [2], however, provides a negative void-
coefficient without having neutron-leaky core configuration; the neutron economy accordingly is
improved and a higher burn-up of fuel can be obtained compared with a reactor with uranium fertile
materials. However, the pumping power of water coolant has to be substantially increased to remove
the high-density heat from a tight latticed-fuelled core. During steady operation, coolant flow can be
maintained by increasing pumping power several times above that of the regular LWR. But during
emergencies, such as an outage of on-site power or loss of coolant, heat removal becomes serious
problem. This accident scenario has been studied analysed in detail and an experimental study for heat
removal from a tight lattice has been planned in the Japanese research programme.

Due to the hard neutron energy spectrum from the high concentration of the Pu-fuel tight lattice
and the good neutron economy, this reactor can be used for transmuting minor actinide (MA) and long
lived fission product (LLFP). MA has a similar neutronics properties as the fertile material of thorium.
By capturing the neutrons, MA will be converted into fissile material, and thereby contribute to long
burn-up of fuel. To transmute the LLFP of Tc, which has low neutron-capture cross-section, a
moderator such as zirconium hydride is used in the transmutor cooled by Na or Pb-Bi; however, the
neutrons can be effectively moderated by light water, so that the configuration of the light-water-
cooled transmutor becomes simple.

2. Passive heat removal

To withstand an emergency case of loss of pumping power, a passive cooling system, such as
heat removal using the natural circulation of the coolant, has been studied. I propose here using a
tight-latticed water reactor embedded in a deep underground location, so that it is cooled by the natural
circulation of the water. The high pressure difference between the inlet and outlet in the narrow water
channel of the tight lattice is generated by the difference in gravity force between the low density of
boiled water and the high density water condensed after the steam passes through steam turbine. To
obtain such a high-pressure difference, the vacuum condenser must be located far above the boiling
point of the water.  The pumping-pressure difference needed to circulate water in a regular BWR and
PWR are, respectively, 2 atm and 1.5 atm which is equivalent to a 20-15 meter difference in water
height. But for our high conversion (HC) LWR with a tight lattice, the difference in pumping power is
increase several times; a water height of more than 80-60 meters is needed to naturally circulate
coolant water. By putting the reactor deep underground, we can provide enough space to get such a
high pressure difference between the inlet and outlet using the density difference between the steam
section and the water which is condensed after passing through the steam turbine and steam condenser
which in our configuration are located far above the reactor vessel.

By locating the reactor even deeper, the pressure imposed on the pressure vessel is increased by
the gravitational force of the surrounding earth. A water pressure of 100 atm and 150 atm for a BWR
and a PWR can be provided, respectively, by the earth’s pressure at a depth of 400- and 600-meters.

The passive cooling system using natural circulation which is conventionally proposed, is
operated in an environment wherein there is not enough pressure, so that the steam -water state is not
well defined and some instability is created; hence this is not necessarily a safe operation, even in the
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passive state. By operating at a high enough pressure, these non-linear effects can be eliminated, and
we can obtain safe operation of the reactor deeper underground. From this point of view, there are
many advantages to the concept of a deep underground reactor. Due to the pressure of earth’s gravity,
the pressure vessel can be quite thin, thus the reactor would be much lighter than that of a regular
LWR operated on the earth surface. A huge heavy crane would not be required to move this reactor
and it could be constructed with a modular-type design.

It has been proposed to use super-critical steam for gaining high efficiency of electric generation [3],
this reactor requires 250 atm water pressure, this can be achieved by the earth pressure in the 1 000 meter
deep under ground: 260 atm. The more high water pressure can be obtained by providing thick pressure
vessel.

3. A deep underground facility

Deep underground geological storage of high level waste has been studied. The depth of the
Yucca Mountain Repository is about 300 meters depth, so that a tunnel more than tens of kilometers
long is planned.

To measure neutrino oscillation, a super-kamiokande detector with a 50-meter high and 40-meter
diameter water-tank is installed 1 000 meters deep in a mountain in Kamioka mine in Japan. Many
other high-energy facilities such as the Grand Sasso (Italy) have been used for such high-energy
experiments.

The cost of the digging a large hall underground is not as expensive as digging above ground. I
was informed that the cost of a 10 × 20 meter tunnel is about 10 000 dollars per 1 meter depth in
Japan, although this depends on geological features. Nevertheless, the cost of the digging in hard rock
deep underground is cheaper than excavating in shallow but fractured rock [4].

Figures 1 and 2 respectively show the conceptual layout of the installation of a BWR and a PWR
in deep underground. The emergency cooling can be installed high above the reactor, to provide the
high pressure needed to cool the decay heat. In the PWR version, the heat exchanger with primary
boiling water is used to obtain the high-pressure difference between the inlet and outlet of narrow
water channel.

To get a high gravitational force, deep tunnelling such as in the case in Yucca Mountain
programme can be utilised instead of making a deep vertical hole, the reactor can be embedded in the
tunneling’s wall. By putting the steam turbine and vacuum condenser far above level of the reactor we
can get high pressure difference between inlet and outlet in the narrow cooling water channel so that
heat can be removed by the natural circulation of water. In a light reactor without a thick pressure
vessel, when the fuel must be exchanged (which is infrequent due to long burn-up of fuel in Pu-fuel
with thorium fertile with a tight latticed reactor), the reactor can be taken out of the wall of the tunnel,
and fuel can be exchanged in the space adjacent the tunnelling wall. Although the tubes of steam and
condensed water must be disconnected and connected again to do this, it can be done without
difficulty.

4. Economy of the deep underground reactor, transmission lines, container building’s
emergency cooling system and evacuation

To protect the public from radiation hazards in the fall out from radioactive releases from regular
nuclear power plants, a container building for the reactor is provided. By putting the reactor deep
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underground, the radiation field generated from any release would be very small, and we could
minimise the number of people who would have to be evacuated.

Thus, we could build a NP near a consumer area and thereby shorted the transmission lines. This
would entail substantial reduction in the cost of electricity generation. Generally the cost of
transmission lines is very substantial, especially establishing lines in densely populated areas where
the cost of land is high; it was estimated that the construction of a transmission line of more than
400 km is greater than the cost of building the power plant itself.

Although installing many facilities, such as the steam turbine and vacuum condenser is more
expensive than building on the earth’s surface, by not having to construct long transmission lines and a
double-walled container building and other facilities associated with having a seismically strong
building structure, lowers the overall cost of the constructing the reactor deep underground. However,
a detailed cost evaluation is still required.

To remove decay heat after an accident, emergency-cooling borated water is stored in the
container building; in the case of the tight-lattice reactor, the height of the cooling water must be
considerable to get the needed high pressure; also it is very vulnerable for seismic protection.

When the reactor is deep underground the emergency borated water also can be stored
underground where the movements of an earthquake is smaller than at shallower depths. Also there is
enough room to store a huge amount of water high above the reactor and so water under high pressure
can be provided to cool the reactor.

Also to protect against re-criticality of the core due to its melting, a large pool of water can be
provided under an underground reactor without difficulty.

Installing a nuclear facility in under deep underground ensures that public are well protected. We
can eliminate containment building and reduce the seismic hazards avoiding the strong earth motions
at the surface. The area of emergency evacuation, which closed down the Shoreham NP near BNL in
the last decade, also be minimised, thus there is possibility of constructing the NP near a consumer
area, and the expensive construction of high voltage electricity transmission lines can be lessened.
Therefore, building a deep underground reactor might be more economical than building the nuclear
power plant on the above ground. Although it might be very difficult to obtain public acceptance in the
present political climate, it might be wise to built future reactor deep underground.

5. The accelerator driven reactor

I have discussed a power-generating reactor so far, but this reactor with its hard-neutron energy
spectrum, can also be used for transmuting the minor actinides and LLFP. As the neutron energy
spectrum becomes harder, neutron economy increased, but the negative void-coefficient might be
small and so the delayed neutron portion also becomes small. To run this type of reactor in a safer
mode, it is desirable to run it in a sub-critical condition.

For transmuting minor actinides (MAs) and long-lived fission products (LLFPs), several kinds of
nuclear reactor concepts were proposed, such as the Na, Pb, Pb-Bi cooled fast reactor in critical
operation, and in sub-critical operation driven by spallation neutrons. For a transmutor of Tc, which
has a low neutron-capture cross-section at intermediate energy, to a get high transmutation rate, the
high-energy neutron is thermalized by moderator such as Zr hydride. In this water-cooled reactor the
excellent moderator of water is in the core and so it is not necessary to install another moderator.
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I have proposed using an accelerator driven reactor [5], run sub-critical condition by providing
spallation neutrons created by medium energy proton. When the spallation target is equipped with a
beam window, it should be protected from radiation damage by expanding the proton beam. By
locating the reactor deep underground, there is enough space to install the beam expansion section.

6. Conclusion

The construction of a nuclear power plant underground was proposed by A. Sakharov and
E. Teller [6] for protection against radiation hazard, and Russian Pu and Electric Generation nuclear
power plant is operated in Enisei river [7]. However, my proposal for a deep underground reactor uses
earth’s gravity force to provide passive heat removal using natural circulation of the reactor coolant,
such a nuclear power plant can be operated more safely. The high pressure required for heat removal
from the coolant can be supplemented by use of earth’s gravity. Also it provides the pressure
difference required removing fission heat from the nuclear fuel with natural circulation of gravity
force. This natural-water-coolant circulation can eliminate concerns about an on-site electricity
blackout. The storage facility for the emergency coolant system can be built far above the reactor
because there is enough space available in a deep underground installation.

Also for defence purposes in protecting people from nuclear hazards created by nuclear plants
smart bombing, future reactor should be built in deep underground.

Here, I have discussed mainly the light water reactor, but this concept equally can be applied to
gas-cooled reactors, which require high pressure, and it will apply many other types of rectors.

The capability of removing heat, not only during steady-state operation but also in accidents
involving a loss of coolant or an outage in on-site power is essential especially for the HC reactor with
tight latticed fuel assembly. By putting the reactor deep underground and removing heat passively,
public safety is ensured.
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Figure 1. Layout of deep underground BWR
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Figure 2. Layout of deep underground PWR
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Abstract

Changes in a radiotoxicity and decay heat power of actinides from spent uranium and uranium-
plutonium nuclear fuel for PWR-type reactors at long-term storage are investigated. The extraction of
the most important nuclides for transmutation permits to reduce radiotoxic content of wastes remaining
in storage. The decay heat power of actinides is determined by the same nuclides as the radiotoxicity is.
The radiotoxicity and decay heat power of actinides of uranium-plutonium fuel is 2.5 times higher, than
that of uranium fuel because of the greater accumulation of plutonium, americium, and curium isotopes.
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1. Introduction

The problem of the management of long-lived radioactive waste from spent nuclear fuel is
closely connected to the prospects for development of nuclear power. Some directions for decisions to
this problem are now studied. One of the opportunities is the construction of a long-term controllable
storage facility. Other ways are connected with the realisation of nuclear transmutation of long-lived
waste. Apparently, the resolution of the problem will combine several approaches. To determine their
correct combination, it is necessary to know how the major characteristics of radioactive waste vary
during long-term storage.

One of the important radiation characteristics of radwaste is the decay heat power. It influences
the design of a storage facility and the type of heat removal system. Other important characteristic of
radwaste is the radiotoxicity. It is a more representative characteristic than activity because
radiotoxicity includes the influence of radiation of separate nuclides on the human body.
Radiotoxicity is a base to evaluate ecological danger of stored radwaste.

Time dependence of radwaste radiation characteristics during storage allows identifying most
important nuclides in different stages of storage. Their separation and extraction from storage with
subsequent transmutation permits to reduce the radiologic danger of wastes staying in storage.
Removal of nuclides with a decrease of the remaining decay heat power in storage permits to ease
requirements to the heat removal systems at long-term storage of wastes.

Changes in radiotoxicity and decay heat power of actinides from spent uranium – plutonium
nuclear fuel of VVER-1000 type reactors at storage during 100 000 years are investigated in this
paper.

The radiotoxicity RTi of each nuclide i by air or by water is determined by the ratio:

RTi = Ai/MPAi

where Ai – activity of considered amount of a nuclide i, MPAi – represents the maximum permissible
activity of this nuclide by air or by water according to radiation safety standards. Total radiotoxicity
is equal to a sum of radiotoxicities of all nuclides taken in those amounts in which they are contained
in the considered mix of nuclides. For the calculations, data of MPA accepted in the Russian
Federation [1] were used. For the calculations of a decay heat power, the contributions from alpha-,
beta- and gamma – radiations [2] were taken into account.

2. Calculation results

The total radiotoxicity of actinides in air and in water and the contributions of the most important
actinides in total radiotoxicity at storage of spent uranium-plutonium fuel of a VVER-1000 type
reactor during 100 000 years are presented in Tables 1 and 2. The amount of actinides corresponded
to their contents in 1 tonne of spent fuel with burn-up of 40 kg of fission products per 1 tonne and
subsequent cooling during 3 years. The fresh fuel was a mix of depleted uranium with addition of
3.5% 239Pu. Only isotopes of neptunium, plutonium, americium, and curium were considered as
actinides.

The total decay heat power of actinides and the contributions of the most important actinides at
storage of spent uranium-plutonium fuel during 100 000 years is given in Table 3. Decay heat power,
as well as the radiotoxicity, corresponds to the content of actinides in 1 tonne of unloaded fuel.
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Table 1. Radiotoxicity of actinides from uranium-plutonium spent fuel in air, m3 air

T, year 1 10 100 1 000 10 000 100 000
238Pu 4.39 + 16 4.09 + 16 2.02 + 16 2.35 + 13 – –
239Pu 9.57 + 15 9.57 + 15 9.55 + 15 9.34 + 15 7.38 + 15 5.68 + 14
240Pu 2.62 + 16 2.63 + 16 2.63 + 16 2.40 + 16 9.23 + 15 –
241Pu 8.78 + 16 5.69 + 16 7.49 + 14 1.19 + 12 – –
242Pu 1.01 + 14 1.01 + 14 1.01 + 14 1.01 + 14 9.92 + 13 8.41 + 13
241Am 3.67 + 16 8.54 + 16 1.55 + 17 3.69 + 16 2.90 + 13 –
242mAm 2.93 + 14 2.81 + 14 1.87 + 14 3.08 + 12 – –
243Am 1.03 + 15 1.03 + 15 1.03 + 15 9.42 + 14 4.05 + 14 –
243Cm 8.21 + 14 6.59 + 14 7.39 + 13 – – –
244Cm 9.15 + 16 6.48 + 16 2.07 + 15 – – –
Total 2.99 + 17 2.86 + 17 2.15 + 17 7.13 + 16 1.72 + 16 6.80 + 14

Table 2. Radiotoxicity of actinides from uranium-plutonium spent fuel in water, kg water

T, year 1 10 100 1 000 10 000 100 000
238Pu 1.98 + 14 1.84 + 14 9.10 + 13 1.06 + 11 – –
239Pu 4.27 + 13 4.27 + 13 4.26 + 13 4.17 + 13 3.29 + 13 2.54 + 12
240Pu 1.17 + 14 1.17 + 14 1.18 + 14 1.07 + 14 4.12 + 13 –
241Pu 4.24 + 14 2.75 + 14 3.62 + 12 – – –
242Pu 4.52 + 11 4.52 + 11 4.52 + 11 4.51 + 11 4.45 + 11 3.77 + 11
241Am 1.54 + 14 3.59 + 14 6.50 + 14 1.55 + 14 1.22 + 11 –
242mAm 1.32 + 12 1.27 + 12 8.44 + 11 – – –
243Am 4.50 + 12 4.50 + 12 4.46 + 12 4.10 + 12 1.76 + 12 –
243Cm 3.53 + 12 2.84 + 12 3.18 + 11 – – –
244Cm 3.51 + 14 2.49 + 14 7.93 + 12 – – –
Total 1.30 + 15 1.24 + 15 9.19 + 14 3.09 + 14 7.67 + 13 3.11 + 12

Table 3. Decay heat power of actinides from uranium-plutonium spent fuel, W

T, year 1 10 100 1000 10 000 100 000
226Ra – – – – 0.015 0.114
238Pu 106 99.0 48.9 0.057 – –
239Pu 20.1 20.1 20.1 19.6 15.5 1.19
240Pu 55.0 55.3 55.4 50.4 19.4 0.0014
241Pu 10.6 6.85 0.090 – – –
242Pu 0.209 0.209 0.209 0.209 0.206 0.174
241Am 96.5 225 407 96.9 0.076 –
243Am 2.70 2.70 2.68 2.46 1.06 –
242Cm 15.5 0.763 0.506 – – –
243Cm 3.24 2.60 0.292 – – –
244Cm 398 282 9.00 – – –
245Cm 0.162 0.162 0.160 0.149 0.071 –
Total 708 694 544 170 36.5 1.66
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The data presented show that the radiotoxicity of actinides of spent uranium-plutonium fuel in air in an
initial period of storage is determined by nuclides 244Cm, 241Pu and 238Pu. Their contribution in beginning of
the storage is about 75%. All isotopes of plutonium give 56%, 244Cm – 30%. In addition, 241Am creates 12%
of radiotoxicity. At storage there is the conversion 241Pu into 241Am. After 100 years of storage, total
radiotoxicity of actinides decreases 1.4 times. The main contribution (72%) comes from 241Am. The
contribution of plutonium isotopes makes 26%. The amount of 244Cm decreases essentially because of the
decay. Its radiotoxicity falls 44 times and makes 1% of total radiotoxicity at the end of 100-year storage.
After 1 000 years of storage, radiotoxicity in air falls 4.2 times, after 10 000 years – 17 times, after
100 000 years it falls 440 times.

The radiotoxicity in water is determined by the same nuclides. In initial period of storage, all
plutonium isotopes give the contribution in total radiotoxicity 60%, 244Cm – 27%, 241Am – 12%. After
100 years of storage, total radiotoxicity of actinides decreases 1.4 times. The main contribution 71%
gives 241Am. The contribution of plutonium isotopes makes 28%, 244Cm – 0.9%. The 241Am gives
maximal respective contribution 72% after 300 years. After 1 000 years its share decreases quickly.
After 1 000 years, total radiotoxicity in water reduces 4.2 times, after 10 000 years – 17 years, after
100 000 years – 420 times.

The decay heat power of actinides of spent uranium-plutonium fuel in initial period of storage is
determined by a nuclide 244Cm, which creates 56% of power. The contribution of plutonium isotopes
makes 27%, 241Am – 13%. After 100 years of storage, total power of actinides decreases 1.3 times.
The main contribution 75% gives 241Am, plutonium isotopes – 23%, 244Cm – 1.6%. After 10 000 years,
power reduces 20 times, after 100 000 years – 460 times.

The radiotoxicity of actinides of uranium-plutonium fuel appears 2.5 times more and the decay heat
power appears 2.7 times more than that of usual uranium fuel because of greater (by 2-3 times)
accumulation of 239Pu, 240Pu, 241Pu, and 244Cm.

3. Conclusion

Recommendations could be done to perform chemical separation of plutonium, americium,
curium before long-term storage. Americium should be separated after 50-70 year of storage
sufficient for conversion 241Pu in 241Am. Curium can be separated in the beginning of storage. This will
allow reducing radiotoxicity of the remaining actinides by 20-30%. If we abandon a separation of
curium then it decays in 100 years almost fully. Extracted americium (possibly, with long-lived
curium isotopes) should be directed to transmutation and plutonium – to repeated use. The separation
of actinides is expedient also to reduce decay heat power. So, extraction of americium after
241Pu decay and decay of greater part of 238Pu-permits to reduce essentially decay heat power of the
plutonium fraction.
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Abstract

Changes in radiotoxicity and decay heat power of actinides from spent thorium-uranium nuclear fuel
for PWR-type reactors at long-term storage are investigated. The extraction of the most important
nuclides for transmutation permits to reduce radiotoxic content of wastes remaining in storage.
Actinide accumulation in the thorium-uranium fuel cycle is much less than in the common-type
uranium fuel cycle. The radiotoxicity of actinides of thorium-uranium fuel in air is 5.5 times less and
that of in water is 3.5 times less than that of uranium fuel.
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1. Introduction

The problem of the radiotoxicity of long-lived radioactive wastes produced in various nuclear
fuel cycles is important from the viewpoint of ecological impact of these cycles. Separation of the
most important nuclides and their extraction from storage with subsequent transmutation permits to
reduce radiologic danger of remaining wastes in storage. The removal of nuclides with increased
decay heat power from storage permits to ease requirements to heat removal systems of long-term
storages. Quantitative comparison of the radiologic characteristics of minor actinides produced in
various fuel cycles is also of interest.

Changes in radiotoxicity and decay heat power of actinides from spent thorium-uranium nuclear
fuel of VVER-1000 type reactors at storage during 100 000 years are investigated in this paper.

The radiotoxicity RTi of each nuclide i by air or by water is determined by the ratio:

RTi = Ai/MPAi

where Ai – activity of considered amount of a nuclide i, MPAi – represents the maximum permissible
activity of this nuclide by air or by water according to radiation safety standards. Total radiotoxicity
is equal to a sum of radiotoxicities of all nuclides taken in those amounts in which they are contained
in the considered mix of nuclides. For the calculations, data of MPA accepted in Russia [1] were
used. For the calculations of the decay heat power, the contributions from alpha-, beta- and gamma –
radiations [2] were taken into account.

2. Calculation results

Total radiotoxicity of actinides in air and in water and the contributions of most important
actinides in total radiotoxicity at storage of spent thorium-uranium fuel of a VVER-1000 type reactor
during 100 000 years are presented in Tables 1 and 2. The content of actinides in spent thorium-
uranium fuel was calculated for the neutron spectrum created by basic uranium fuel in a VVER type
reactor. The data correspond to burn-up of basic uranium fuel, 44 kg of fission products per 1 tonne
and subsequent cooling during 3 years. The fresh fuel was a mix of thorium with an addition of 3.3%
233U. Isotopes of thorium, uranium, and more heavier nuclides were taken into account.

Total decay heat power of actinides and the contributions of the most important actinides at
storage of spent thorium-uranium fuel during 100 000 years is given in Table 3. Decay heat power, as
well as the radiotoxicity, corresponds to the content of actinides in 1 tonne of unloaded fuel.

The data presented show that radiotoxicity of actinides of spent thorium-uranium fuel during the
first 100-300 years is determined by the nuclide 232U and its daughter nuclides, first of which is 228Th.
The half-life of 232U is 68.9 years, of 228Th, 1.9 years. The subsequent daughter nuclides in the decay
chain of 232U after 228Th are short-lived. Among other actinides, the most important are 238Pu and 234U.
Their contribution is 1-2 order lower. The appreciable contribution in radiotoxicity in air introduces
also 233U. The contributions from 239Pu, 240Pu, 241Pu, 241Am, 232Th are 4 order lower, that of 232U. At
100 years storage, the total radiotoxicity in air decreases 2.4 times, than that of in water – 2.6 times, at
1 000 years – 410 times and 280 times. After 1 000 years storage, the 232U with daughter nuclides
gives no contribution to radiotoxicity. It is determined by 234U, 230Th. After 3 000 years there is an
increase of radiotoxicity because of accumulation of 226Ra, 229Th, 230Th.
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Table 1. Radiotoxicity of actinides from thorium-uranium spent fuel in air, m3 air

T, year 1 10 100 1 000 10 000 100 000
226Ra – – – – 2.87 + 12 2.16 + 13
228Th 1.63 + 16 1.66 + 16 6.74 + 15 7.70 + 11 – –
229Th – – 4.20 + 11 3.92 + 12 2.65 + 13 4.18 + 13
230Th – 1.02 + 11 2.21 + 11 1.40 + 12 1.25 + 13 7.43 + 13
232Th 7.66 + 11 7.66 + 11 7.66 + 11 7.66 + 11 7.66 + 11 7.66 + 11
232U 3.68 + 15 3.36 + 15 1.36 + 15 1.56 + 11 – –
233U 2.31 + 12 2.31 + 12 2.31 + 12 2.31 + 12 2.30 + 12 2.21 + 12
234U 4.03 + 13 4.03 + 13 4.04 + 13 4.03 + 13 3.93 + 13 3.04 + 13
237Np 1.36 + 11 1.36 + 11 1.36 + 11 1.37 + 11 1.36 + 11 1.32 + 11
238Pu 1.56 + 15 1.45 + 15 7.12 + 14 5.81 + 11 – –
239Pu 7.95 + 11 7.95 + 11 7.93 + 11 7.73 + 11 5.97 + 11 –
240Pu 5.87 + 11 5.87 + 11 5.82 + 11 5.29 + 11 2.04 + 11 –
241Pu 1.65 + 12 1.07 + 12 – – – –
241Am 5.99 + 11 1.52 + 12 2.84 + 12 6.75 + 11 – –
244Cm 1.47 + 11 1.04 + 11 – – – –
Total 2.16 + 16 2.15 + 16 8.86 + 15 5.24 + 13 8.52 + 13 1.71 + 14

Table 2. Radiotoxicity of actinides from thorium-uranium spent fuel in water, kg water

T, year 1 10 100 1 000 10 000 100 000
226Ra – – – 4.91 + 09 1.72 + 11 1.29 + 12
228Th 2.50 + 13 2.53 + 13 1.03 + 13 1.49 + 09 – –
229Th 9.97 + 07 3.24 + 08 2.55 + 09 2.38 + 10 1.61 + 11 2.54 + 11
230Th 1.21 + 09 1.36 + 09 2.94 + 09 1.87 + 10 1.67 + 11 9.91 + 11
232Th 6.26 + 09 6.26 + 09 6.26 + 09 6.26 + 09 6.26 + 09 6.26 + 09
232U 1.23 + 14 1.12 + 14 4.53 + 13 6.54 + 09 – –
233U 2.73 + 10 2.73 + 10 2.73 + 10 2.73 + 10 2.72 + 10 2.62 + 10
234U 4.45 + 11 4.45 + 11 4.45 + 11 4.44 + 11 4.33 + 11 3.36 + 11

238Pu 7.00 + 12 6.52 + 12 3.20 + 12 2.62 + 09 – –
239Pu 3.55 + 09 3.55 + 09 3.54 + 09 3.45 + 09 2.66 + 09 –
240Pu 2.62 + 09 2.62 + 09 2.60 + 09 2.36 + 09 – –
241Pu 7.98 + 09 5.18 + 09 – – – –

241Am 2.52 + 09 6.38 + 09 1.19 + 10 2.84 + 09 – –
Total 1.55 + 14 1.44 + 14 5.93 + 13 5.44 + 11 9.71 + 11 2.91 + 12

The decay heat power of actinides of spent thorium-uranium fuel is determined by the same
nuclides as the radiotoxicity. After 100 years it decreases 2.4 times, after 1 000 years – 280 times,
after 3 000 years it increases because of accumulation of 226Ra, 229Th, 230Th.

The radiotoxicity of actinides of thorium-uranium fuel in air in begin of storage appears 5.5 times
less and that of in water is 3.5 times less and decay heat power appears 1.2 times more than those of
usual uranium fuel.
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Table 3. Decay heat power of actinides from thorium-uranium spent fuel, W

T, year 1 10 100 1 000 10 000 100 000
226Ra – – – 0.013 0.454 3.41
229Th – – 0.004 0.037 0.250 0.395
230Th – – 0.001 0.009 0.084 0.499
233U 0.058 0.058 0.058 0.058 0.058 0.056
234U 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.977 0.757

238Pu 3.76 3.51 1.72 0.001 – –
239Pu 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.001 –
240Pu 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 – –

241Am 0.002 0.004 0.007 0.002 – –
232U 44.9 41.0 16.6 0.002 – –

228Th 266 270 110 0.014 – –
232Th 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
Total 315 315 129 1.14 1.83 5.12

3. Conclusion

The overwhelming share of radiotoxicity and decay heat power is determined by 232U which is of
the same chemical element as the main fuel isotope 233U. It is obvious that the repeated use of
thorium-uranium fuel connected with various variants of new 233U addition will be accompanied by
accumulation of radiotoxicity.

At unitary use of thorium-uranium fuel with deep 233U burn-up, it is necessary to perform additional
deep burn-out (transmutation) of uranium fraction containing both 233U and 232U. The further reduction of
radiotoxicity by several orders can be achieved through extraction and transmutation of plutonium
faction (238Pu). The transmutation of 228Th – daughter nuclide of 232U – is not necessary because 228Th
decays practically completely after 10 years together with its short-lived daughter nuclides.
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Abstract

The opportunity to construct a Demonstration ADS in Russia with a high flux of thermal neutrons for
the effective incineration of long-lived fission products and minor actinides is considered. In this
connection, it is necessary to carry out international comparison of different versions of blankets for a
Demo ADS to define the main requirements for the ADS as a first stage for an international co-
operation.
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1. Scientific activity on ADS in world

Several research centres in different countries are carrying out scientific activities on ADS:
Belgium, Belarus, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Netherlands, Italy, Japan, Republic of Korea,
Russian Federation, Switzerland, Spain, Sweden, USA, and international scientific centres: CERN
(Geneva) and Joint Institute of Nuclear Research (JINR, Dubna). The following organisations in
Russia actively carry out investigations on different versions of ADS:

•  State Scientific Centre of the Russian Federation Institute of Theoretical and Experimental
Physics (SSC RF ITEP, Moscow) – scientific leader on ADS in Russia.

•  State Scientific Centre of the Russian Federation Institute of Physics and Power Engineering
named after A.I. Leipunski (SSC RF IPPE, Obninsk of Kalugskoi region) – scientific leader
on transmutation of radioactive waste (RW) in fast reactors in Russia, activity on ADS
target.

•  Federal Nuclear Centre of the Russian Federation “Kurchatov Institute” (FNC RF KI,
Moscow) – investigation of ADS version with molten salt.

•  Federal Nuclear Centre of the Russian Federation Institute of Experimental Physics (FNC RF
IEP, Arzamas-16) – nuclear data, study of safety of ADS.

•  Federal Nuclear Centre of the Russian Federation Institute of Technical Physics (FNC RF
ITP, Chelaybinsk-70) – study of ADS version with active target.

•  Research Design Institute of Power Engineering (RDIPE, Moscow) – conceptual study of ADS.

•  State Scientific Centre of the Russian Federation Institute of Non-organic Materials named
after A.A. Bochvar (SSC RF INOM, Moscow) – development of fuel, structural materials,
reprocessing, vitrification, storage of RW.

•  Radium Institute (RI, St-Petersburgh) – reprocessing, management of RW.

•  Moscow Institute of Physics and Engineering (MIPE, Moscow) – conceptual study of ADS.

•  Institute of Atomic Power (IAP, Obninsk) – conceptual study of ADS.

•  Research Institute of Nuclear Research (INR, Troitzk of Moscow region) – experimental
study of ADS.

•  Institute of Physics of High Energy (IPHE, Protvino of Moscow region) – experimental
study of ADS.

•  Moscow Radiotechnical Institute (MRTI, Moscow) – study of ADS accelerator.

•  Design Bureau of Building Machinery (DBBM, N. Novgorod) – design of ADS target-blanket.

• Design Bureau of Hydropress ( DBHP, Podolsk of Moscow region) – design of ADS target-blanket.

•  Research and Design Institute of Power Technology (RDIPT, St-Petersburgh) – design of ADS.

Joint Institute of Nuclear Research (JINR, Dubna) is actively participating in Russian
programme on ADS too.

The current state of scientific activity and obtained results of conceptual investigations of ADS
allows to take conclusions on the principal opportunity for the development of a project for a
Demonstration Transmutation ADS (DTADS). The development of this project can be organised on
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an international base to combine efforts of research centres and specialists of different countries. The
OECD/NEA, which has a long-term experience on organising such international projects, could be
one of these organisations of the international team on DTADS. Most obvious examples are the
activity of the OECD/NEA on the international study of physical features of ADS blanket and the
study on underground storage of RW in Europe and other projects.

2. On the opportunity of a DTADS construction in the Russian Federation

From our point of view, the site for DTADS construction must be near a reprocessing plant to
receipt transmuted RW immediately to manufacture the target. In connection with that, it is expedient
to consider 2 sites for construction of DTADS in Russia. The first site is the enterprise “Mayak”
located in South Ural, where there is the reprocessing plant RT-1, second – Krasnoyarsk Mine-
Chemical enterprise (KMCE) – where the construction of the reprocessing plant RT-2 is foreseen.
The SSC RF ITEP considered the opportunity of DTADS construction at these sites with the directors
of those enterprises. The directors of “Mayak” and KMCE agreed with our proposal with one
important requirement – providing financial support for the construction of DTADS.

The Scientific Council of Minatom was consulted and approved the large programme of activity
on ADS prepared by the SSC RF ITEP and IPPE. Professor E.O. Adamov as Chairman of Scientific
Council and Minister of Minatom approved this programme. He agreed the construction of DTADS in
the framework of an international co-operation including financial support.

It is necessary to note that according to the existing Russian Law on protection of environment it
is actually forbidden to import radioactive materials in Russia besides transportation from abroad and
reprocessing of spent fuel. But the Committee of Parliament is considering an amendment to this law,
which could allow the importation of radioactive materials in the Russian Federation for reprocessing.
The Law on protection of the environment does not prevent joint development of international project
and joint investigations on different kind of nuclear facilities.

3. Possible measures on organisation of joint co-operation for DTADS

In the case of a positive response to the proposal of the constitution of an international team on
the project of DTADS with the collaboration of OECD/NEA it would be convenient that OECD/NEA
organises a working group. This working group would set-up a preliminary study of all aspects and
formulation of technical tasks and organisational topics on the development of an international
project of DTADS for further consideration in participating countries, including the following
aspects:

•  Technical: to choose the concept and principal scheme of DTADS.

•  R&D grounding: to define a list, volume and schedule of time for R&D activity.

•  Economics: to consider possible place for construction of DTADS in the Russian Federation
and possible consumption of money for development of projects.

•  Political (legal): to define requirements and conditions for transportation of radioactive
materials in Russia and reprocessing.

•  Public relation: to develop a corresponding programme.

On the base of this conceptual study it would be convenient to prepare a programme of activities
on DTADS creation for further consideration and approval.
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4. Possible technical tasks on creation of DTADS

The general (principal/main ?) aim of DTADS is the transmutation of long-lived RW (LLRW) to
decrease the amount of LLRW before long-term storage or underground burial. Possible technical
tasks on creation of DTADS are presented below.

4.1 Possible principal schema of DTADS

The principal schema includes an accelerator, neutron-producing target, a blanket, and a trap of
protons in emergency. Following versions could be considered. Horizontal design – accelerator,
target-blanket, and trap of neutrons are located horizontally in one line. Vertical design – accelerator
is located horizontally, then proton beam is turned by magnet system into vertical direction, and it is
transported to blanket which is located below an accelerator (upper beam) or above an accelerator
(under beam). In both last versions there are two proton traps, the first one is after horizontal part of
proton beam, and the second one is after the vertical part of the beam. The capacity of these traps
must be approximately 10-100 MW.

4.2 Possible design of DTADS blanket

•  First topic: level and neutron’s spectra. Thermal neutron spectrum is more preferable than
fast neutron spectrum. High flux more than 1015 neutr/(cm2s) are preferable to middle-range
neutron flux about 1014 neutr/(cm2s).

•  Second topic: choice of coolant and moderator for thermal neutron spectrum. Light or heavy
water should be used rather than liquid metal coolant Na, Pb, Pb-Bi typical for fast spectrum.

•  Third topic: heterogeneous or homogeneous blanket. It seems, as a base for consideration on
mastering in nuclear engineering that heterogeneous blanket is preferable.

•  Fourth topic: choice of structure schema for blanket. It would be convenient to study the
following schema of blanket. First version – vessel type with H2O as coolant in central part
and D2O as moderator in reflector. Second version: channel-vessel type with H2O as coolant
in channels and D2O outside channels.

•  Fifth topic: sectional blanket with compound neutron valve or without sections? It needs
additional investigation.

•  Sixth topic: fuel: it seems that MOX-fuel is preferable.

•  Seventh topic: target with transmuted radionuclides. As possible technical decision Tc,
dissolved into coolant (moderator) and cermets of MA.

There are numerous other topics: control for level of sub-criticality, distribution of neutron flux
on volume of blanket, water-chemical regime, schema of refuelling, etc.

4.3 Possible design of DTADS neutron-producing target

•  First topic: choice of material for target. Ta, W and U in neutron-producing target should be
used. Alternative variant with Pb, Pb-Bi, molten salt could be rejected.
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•  Second topic: interaction of proton’s beam with target. There are two problems: choice of
form for target and division of proton’s beam at several beams or scanning on target.

•  Third topic: choice of type for window between volumes of accelerator and target. Problems:
solid window, super-sonic window, without window.

•  Fourth topic: target cooling. Water for target cooling is more preferable for thermal spectra in
blanket and water cooling of blanket on base of consideration on provision of safety of
DTADS.

There are number of other technical tasks on target.

4.4 Possible design of DTADS accelerator

There are following tasks for DTADS accelerator:

•  First topic: warm or superconductivity of accelerating structure.

•  Second topic: development of operation continuous mode.

•  Third topic: development of frequency generator with high life.

•  Fourth topic: provision of extremely low losses of protons during acceleration.

There are other topics too.

5. Possible stages of joint co-operation

The following main stages of joint co-operation on DTADS could be proposed:

•  Comparison of existing versions of ADS for transmutation of LLRW and choice of main
version for further development in the following directions: blanket, neutron-producing
target, accelerator.

•  Preparation of technical requirements for development of conceptual design.

•  Preparation of draft of governmental agreement on joint co-operation.

•  Development of conceptual design of DTADS.

•  Preparation and execution of R&D Programme.

6. Conclusion

The proposed ideas concerning a joint co-operation on DTADS requires the consideration of the
interested participants and, in the first place of the international organisations: the OECD/NEA, IAEA
and others. After that it would be convenient to organise meetings on consideration of organisational
questions if positive attitude to this idea will be between specialists.
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Abstract

The opportunity for using a high thermal neutron flux for the effective incineration of fission products
and minor actinides is studied in this paper. Incineration rates of main long-lived fission products in
various fluxes are presented. An efficiency of actinide transmutation is studied for three types of
installations: thermal power reactor with neutron flux 5⋅1013 neutr/(cm2s), fast neutron power reactor
with neutron flux 5⋅1015 (neutr/cm2s), and homogenous heavy-water blanket of ADS with thermal
neutron flux 5⋅1015 neutr/(cm2s).
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1. Introduction

The role of accelerator driven systems (ADS) in promising atomic power engineering can be
very important. It is mainly explained by the fact that they decrease the amount of long-lived
radioactive waste. Specific properties of ADS permit to use different kinds of nuclear fuel such as
uranium, plutonium, thorium, minor actinides (and their combinations), and then to use various
nuclear fuel cycles. In ADS, long-lived fission products and actinides can be effectively transmuted.

Characteristics of transmutation process depend on parameters of the transmutation installation.
The main characteristics are neutron flux and spectrum and excess of neutrons, which can be used for
transmutation. High thermal neutron fluxes make possible to obtain high transmutation rates and
provide low loads of incinerated nuclides in the installation. ADS can provide also rather high excess
neutrons for transmutation. Unfortunately, there is no possibility to increase significantly the neutron
flux in fast neutron spectrum installations. However, fast neutron spectra could be preferable from the
view point of neutron balance.

The application of high-flux ADS for transmutation of long-lived fission products and actinides
is studied in this paper.

2. Fission product transmutation

Experts of different institutions came to an agreement about a list of long-lived fission products
that should be transmuted rather than ultimately stored. The main nuclides are 99Tc and 129I. Their half-
life is too long, and accumulation in spent nuclear fuel is rather high. Other radioactive fission
products either could not be transmuted effectively or have a low importance.

In Table 1, masses (in grams) of nuclides for transmutation of 99Tc are presented for irradiation in
constant neutron flux Φ = 1014 neutr/(cm2s) and spectrum hardness γ = 0.4 typical for a light water
blanket of an ADS (spectrum hardness is the share of epithermal neutrons in neutron flux). Data are
normalised by 1 gram of initial 99Tc. In Table 2, the same data are presented for Φ = 1015 neutr/(cm2s)
and spectrum hardness γ = 0.1 typical for heavy water blanket of ADS.

In Tables 3 and 4, analogous data for transmutation of 129I are given. They are normalised by 6.35 grams
of initial 129I and 1.40 gram of initial 127I. Iodine isotopes are accumulated in spent fuel of light water power
reactors in those amounts on account of power produced 1 MW-year.

Table 1. Transmutation of 99Tc with Φ = 1014 neutr/(cm2s) and γ = 0.4

T, year 99Tc 100Ru 101Ru 102Ru 103Rh 107Pd

0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 6.11-1 3.83-1 5.94-3 2.85-4 4.89-7 2.14-14
2 3.74-1 6.05-1 1.93-2 1.95-3 5.23-6 4.15-12
3 2.28-1 7.30-1 3.57-2 5.68-3 1.85-5 8.25-11
4 1.40-1 7.96-1 5.26-2 1.16-2 4.25-5 6.49-10
5 8.53-2 8.26-1 6.86-2 1.98-2 7.77-5 3.09-9
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Table 2. Transmutation of 99Tc with Φ = 1015 neutr/(cm2s) and γ = 0.1

T, year 99Tc 100Ru 101Ru 102Ru 103Rh 107Pd

0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0.1 8.43-1 1.55-1 1.52-3 2.19-5 2.56-8 2.37-17
0.2 7.11-1 2.83-1 5.65-3 1.65-4 3.39-7 5.37-15
0.5 4.26-1 5.43-1 2.83-2 2.18-3 8.08-6 5.83-12
1 1.82-1 7.25-1 8.00-2 1.33-2 6.63-5 9.08-10
2 3.31-2 7.29-1 1.70-1 6.56-2 3.86-4 1.02-7

Table 3. Transmutation of 129I with Φ = 1014 neutr/(cm2s) and γ = 0.4

T, year 129I 130Xe 131Xe 132Xe 133Cs 134Cs 135Cs Ba

0 6.35 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 5.57 7.40-1 2.51-2 1.32-2 2.26-5 2.31-6 2.12-7 6.08-7
2 4.89 1.32 6.55-2 7.65-2 2.44-4 4.05-5 7.97-6 2.33-5
3 4.29 1.77 1.02-1 1.94-1 8.60-4 1.79-4 5.57-5 1.68-4
4 3.77 2.11 1.32-1 3.57-1 1.95-3 4.61-4 2.00-4 6.19-4
5 3.30 2.36 1.54-1 5.55-1 3.50-3 8.98-4 5.05-4 1.61-3

Table 4. Transmutation of 129I with Φ = 1015 neutr/(cm2s) and γ = 0.1

T, year 129I 130Xe 131Xe 132Xe 133Cs 134Cs 135Cs Ba

0 6.35 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.1 5.76 5.60-1 2.09-2 4.08-3 2.90-6 1.03-7 8.31-9 2.61-8

0.2 5.23 1.02 6.64-2 2.75-2 3.85-5 2.21-6 3.73-7 1.18-6

0.5 3.92 1.94 2.22-1 2.69-1 8.94-4 7.92-5 3.71-5 1.22-4

1 2.42 2.48 3.64-1 1.11 6.57-3 1.66-3 1.63-3 6.91-4

2 9.21-1 2.05 3.40-1 3.09 2.85-2 9.37-3 2.12-2 1.24-2

These data show that in a middle-range neutron flux, the rate of 99Tc and 129I transmutation is not
high. In transmutation of 99Tc, isotopes of Ru, Rh and Pd are produced, while in transmutating 129I,
isotopes of Xe, Cs and Ba are produced. High flux provides much higher rate of transmutation.

3. Actinide transmutation

As for MA incineration, there are various viewpoints concerning the most preferable neutron
spectrum. The choice of MA transmutation conditions is important to define a type of reactor or ADS
installation. From this point of view, it is convenient to compare an efficiency of actinide transmutation
in different facilities. In Table 5, calculated characteristics of transmutation modes in 3 types of
transmutation facilities are presented: thermal power reactor PWR with neutron flux 5⋅1013 neutr/(cm2s),
fast neutron power reactor with neutron flux 5⋅1015 neutr/(cm2s), and homogeneous heavy-water blanket
of ADS with thermal neutron flux 5⋅1015 neutr/(cm2s). These data were obtained by experts of ITEP and
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MEPI within the framework of Project of ICST #17 [1]. Two types of feed by actinides were considered:
total 39 kg/year with isotopic composition 45% 237Np, 44% 241Am, 8.5% 243Am, 2.2% 244Cm, and total
83 kg/year with isotopic composition 57% 241Am, 30% 243Am, 11.5% 244Cm. Note that second feed is
typical for actinides from spent uranium-plutonium fuel.

Table 5. Transmutation characteristics

Type of installation Thermal neutrons Fast neutrons High flux ADS

Neutron flux, neutr/(cm2s) 5⋅1013 5⋅1013 5⋅1015 5⋅1015 5⋅1015 5⋅1015

Feed by actinide, kg/year 39 83 39 83 39 83
Time of equilibrium, year 50 50 40 40 0.5 0.5
Equilibrium actinide mass, kg 700 2 300 880 2 100 2.7 2.3
Equilibrium respective radiotoxicity 1 3.1 1.6 3.4 0.03 0.1
Reference time, year 250 170 400 200 4 2

The main feature of MA transmutation is that the radiotoxicity of incinerated actinides is
increased in the initial period of irradiation because of higher radiotoxic nuclide production. After
some period, equilibrium is established. In equilibrium, the rate of actinide incineration is equal to
actinide feed. In the installation, there is an equilibrium actinide mass and radiotoxicity. The time of
equilibrium achievement is almost the same both for thermal and fast neutron reactors. The high
thermal flux installation has an obvious advantage, because the time of equilibrium achievement is
significantly (up to 100 times) shorter than for other types of installation. Radiotoxicity is presented
in respective units, it is normalised by initial value for thermal neutron installation for a first type of
feed. Equilibrium actinide mass and radiotoxicity is also much more preferable for high flux ADS
installation, it is 40-50 times less than for common-type thermal or fast neutron installation.

An interesting parameter is the reference time. It is a parameter for comparison of processes of
transmutation and storage. If actinides are located into transmutation installations with constant rate
(feed) then in some time equilibrium radiotoxicity in the installation is established. If actinides are
located in storage with the same rate then radiotoxicity of actinides in storage uniformly increases.
Reference time in Table 5 is a time when a radiotoxicity would be equal to that of in transmutation
installation. So, for common-type installation, reference time makes 200-400 years. It means that
during 200-400 years, simple actinide storage with uniform addition in storage facility gives us less
radiotoxicity than that of established in transmutation installation. However, transmutation in high
flux ADS installation will be preferable after 2-4 years of transmutation.

Table 6. Respective radiotoxicity in irradiation of plutonium

T, days 1014 neutr/(cm2s) 1015 neutr/(cm2s)

0 1 1
100 1.9 5.4
200 2.0 14
300 1.8 18
500 2.1 13
700 2.7 7.1

1 000 5.4 2.2
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Another important problem concerning to radiotoxic actinide accumulation is weapon-grade
plutonium utilisation. In Table 6, respective radiotoxicity of actinides in process of almost pure 239Pu
irradiation is presented. Neutron flux 1014 and 1015 neutr/(cm2s) and neutron spectrum of heavy-water
ADS blanket are considered. There is an increase of radiotoxicity during a long period of irradiation.
It is caused in an initial period by accumulation of 241Pu and then by accumulation of 244Cm. A major
part of radiotoxicity is produced by 244Cm. Maximal radiotoxicity is 18 times higher than that of initial
plutonium.

4. Conclusion

The data presented show that both long-lived fission products and actinides can be successively
transmuted in ADS installations. For transmutation of fission products, a most important feature of
ADS is high amount of excess neutrons, which can be captured in transmuting nuclides. Low
equilibrium amount nuclides does not play so important role as in transmutation of actinides.

For actinide transmutation, a high flux ADS installation is needed. The low equilibrium
radiotoxicity of incinerated actinides and high level of nuclear safety preventing reactivity accident
are the main features of ADS important for transmutation facility.
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Abstract

The analysis of original ideas on ADS proposed by Russian specialists in the last time is given for a
joint consideration by specialists dealing with ADS. Ideas are concerned by the following problems of
ADS design: accelerator, target, sub-critical blanket, sectioned blanket, necessity of high neutron flux
for transmutation of long-lived fission products and minor actinides, two-blanket installation with
fluid fuel, denaturation of weapon-grade plutonium by joint irradiation with neptunium, use of
secondary nuclear fuel in ADS with reduced requirements to level of purification of spent fuel.
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1. Introduction

During the last years leading Russian nuclear centres conducted conceptual researches of various
variants of electronuclear installations (ADS). This study stimulated occurrence of a number of
original technological ideas, directed on improvement of the characteristics ADS with the purpose,
first of all, of the effective destruction of long-lived radioactive waste (LLRW). The review of these
offers is not only a question of priority but is also of interest for the development of ADS future
projects. In the beginning of the review the author presents a brief description of ADS technological
schema with an indication of the current problems related to the realisation of ADS.

2. General aim of ADS

From the author’s point of view, the main purpose of ADS consists of the effective destruction
(transmutation) of long-lived products of fission (FP) and minor actinides (MA) up to level at which
probably radiation – equivalent burial of LLRW – as it is offered by the experts of the RDIPE [1]. If
to proceed from indicated purpose, it is necessary to develop the concept and, accordingly, design
blanket with high flux of thermal neutrons, as it is shown in many papers of experts of the SSC RF
ITEP and MEPI, see, for example, [2]. The creation of such high flux blanket by thermal capacity not
less than 1 000 MWt with density of thermal neutron flux 1015 cm-2c-1 and higher with small campaign
for fuel is already enough complex technological problem, even at modern level of nuclear
engineering. However it does not reach the list of technological problems, claiming their decision and
experimental study.

After these brief remarks, we shall pass to a compendious description of new, original ideas,
concerning to ADS and formulated by the Russian experts in different time. We shall originally stay
on exposition of the offers, relating to ADS blanket, as its design in many respects determines the
basic schema and parameters of ADS.

3. Sub-critical blanket of ADS

3.1 Sectional blanket

It is possible to note without exaggeration, that really technically the revolutionary idea concerns
to blanket of ADS, i.e. division of blanket on multiplied sections with one-sided neutron connection.

The idea of the neutron multiplier, stated for the first time more than 40 years ago by L.B. Borst [3],
was originally supposed to be used in systems with “initiating” reactor for reception of higher burn-up
for fuel in sub-critical sections and for reception of extremely high flux of thermal neutrons. In USSR
Dr. B.G. Dubovsky from the SSC RF Institute of Physics Power Engineering (IPPE) in Obninsk has
briefly considered this topic for the first time of activity on atomic power [4]. The significant theoretical
contribution to development of idea of sectioning or connected reactors or reactors with one-sided
neutron connection for pulsed systems and ADS was proposed by the experts of the Federal Centre
Institute of Experimental Physics (FNC VNIEP, Arzamas-16) under management of V.P. Kolesov. In
papers of experts of the FNC VNIEP a basic opportunity of essential increase of a level of multiplication
of neutrons for an external source and decrease of requirements to proton’s current in 5-10 times for
sectional blanket with by loading of neptunium in first fast section was shown [5].
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During conceptual investigations of ADS the experts of SSC RF ITEP N.M. Danilov,
Yu.D. Kàtargnov, G.V. Kiselev, V.V. Kushin, V.G. Nedopekin, S.V. Plotnikov, S.V. Rogov and
I.V. Chuvilo and the expert of the FNC Institute of Technical Physics (VNIITP), K.F. Grebenkin have
offered a schema of ADS sectional blanket with compound neutron valve (NV) beginning 1993. The
authors of this schema received the patent of Russian Federation with priority from 27.04.1993 [6].
According to the offered schema for the first multiplying section (2) of blanket of cylindrical form with
fast spectrum of neutrons contains in centre of neutron-producing target, and on periphery – NV,
separating from second of multiplying section with thermal spectrum of neutrons. Compound neutron
valve NV consists of 2 parts: an absorber of thermal neutrons, for example, boron by thickness 2-5 mm,
bounded with first multiplying section, and moderator of thermal neutrons, for example, graphite by
thickness 30-50 cm, contiguous to second section, and is executed as continuous ring cylinder. The role
of compound NV consists of maintenance unilateral neutron connection between sections of blanket. In
result of investigations conducted by the various Russian experts it is possible to indicate following
physical properties of sectional fast- thermal blanket:

•  Multiplying property of thermal section poorly influence number of neutrons, born from
fissions in fast section.

•  The change of physical properties of thermal section poorly influences factor of
multiplication for complete system.

•  There is the limiting ratio between capacities of fast and thermal sections.

•  There is the basic opportunity of decrease of a current of protons in case of realisation
sectional blanket, by various estimations, from 2 up to 5 times.

However allocation of compound NV with layer of an absorber of neutrons, for example, from
carbide of boron, results, first, in deterioration of the neutron balance in system, that, certainly, it is
undesirable. Secondly, there is the problem of nuclear safety in case of probable emergency
destruction of compound NV. Therefore expediently to consider a problem about optimum method of
suppression of a feedback between sections, without essential deterioration of the neutron balance and
maintenance of significance keff always it is less than unit in case of occurrence of an emergency and
destruction compound NV.

In this connection the specialists of the SSC RF ITEP, G.V. Kiselev and MIPE V.A. Apse,
G.G. Kulikov and A.N. Shmelev have conducted calculations of a compound NV, which does not
worsen the neutron balance and at the same time provides sub-criticality of blanket in emergency.
With this purpose was considered compound NV with use of depleted uranium oxide (first variant)
and oxide of neptunium (second variant) in an absorber part NV [7]. It was shown (not staying on
interesting and, at the same time, transparent physics), that the application of depleted uranium oxide
does not provide necessary nuclear safety. Use compound NV, in structure of which was present
oxide of neptunium-237, does sectional blankets of ADS completely safe at emergencies, as
according to calculations destruction of a absorber layer of compound NV from oxide of neptunium
results in reduction keff.

In paper of the specialists of SSC of the RF “Kurchatov Institute” P.N. Alekseev, V.V. Ignatjev,
O.E. Kolayskin and other [8] is indicated opportunity of use of lanthanide’s GdF4, SmF4 as means for
suppression of a feedback between sections of ADS blanket, which follows to include into structure
first (fast) section, that completely, in their opinion, provides conditions of nuclear safety at
emergency.
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Other original proposal of the indicated above experts of the SSC RF ITEP and FNC VNIITP on
sectional blanket of ADS concerns the mutual location of neutron-producing targets in sections of
ADS blanket and use dipole triplet for management of a flux of protons [9]. In traditional
configuration of ADS the neutron-producing target is placed in centre of vertical or horizontal
blanket. In offered by the indicated authors [9] to the constructive schema of ADS some neutron-
producing target in regular intervals place on volume external ring of multiplying section of the
cylindrical form blanket. In each section are available CNV, passed through neutrons on direction
from peripheral section to centre blanket, that permits to reach high density of a neutron flux in
irradiated volume, were in centre of blanket, down to 1016 cm-2s-1. For realisation of this idea between
horizontally located accelerator of protons, working in pulsing mode, and vertical blanket is entered
so-called dipole triplet- system for distribution of a protons beam on targets. The dipole triplet
consists from first dipole, executed in kind rotary on 90° magnets for change of a direction of a
proton’s beam from horizontal to vertically located target. The second and third dipoles of triplet
serve for circular distribution of a proton’s beam on targets and are executed in kind of a pair of high-
cycling rejecting magnets, the phases of currents of which are moved on 90°, and the frequency F of
sending of current pulses for start-up of the accelerator and frequency f of a current in windings of
magnets are connected by a ratio F = nf, where number of targets n = 3-16. Availability of shift on
phase 90° between currents in windings of magnets with frequency f, synchronised with frequency of
repetition of accelerator pulses F, results in that a pulsing current protons turned on circle and the
pulses of a proton’s current consistently interact with neutron-producing target.

The authors of the patent [9] specify following advantages of the offered schema sectional
blanket with dipole triplet:

•  Basic opportunity of achievement of high density of a neutron’s flux in irradiated volume,
were in centre of blanket, that will allow to execute effective transmutation of LLRW.

•  Opportunity of reduction of a accelerator current about in 10 times for three- sectional
blanket with keff = 0,97 in comparison with traditional configuration blanket without sections,
that will allow to reduce a proton’s current and heat deposition of neutron-producing targets.

•  To reduce consumption of power for supply of the accelerator at least in 5 times and more.

The main drawback of the indicated offer is the necessity of the introduction in ADS schema of
appropriate blocking and additional trap of a proton’s beam in case of loss of power supply or failures
in dipole triplet operation. One trap of a proton’s beam should be stipulated in any case at horizontal
configuration of the accelerator protons and vertical blanket.

The important aspect of ADS nuclear safety provision during normal operation and transitive
modes is the control of a level of blanket sub-criticality. This control acquires a special significance
for ADS sectional blankets. For this purpose it is possible to use the offer developed by the experts of
the SSC of RF ITEP N.M. Danilov, Yu.D. Katargnov, G.V. Kiselev, V.V. Kushin, V.G. Nedopekin,
S.V. Plotnikov, S.V. Rogov and I.V. Chuvilo, on the use of special reactivity meter for sectional
blanket and gauge of measurement of a current protons of the accelerator, the description of which is
indicated in patent [10]. For illustration of the offered idea we shall consider three-sectional blanket
of ADS with two CNV, passed through neutrons on direction from neutron-producing target to
periphery of blanket. The reactivity meter for control of a sub-criticality level of each section operates
together with gauge of a current protons and synchroniser mode of operations of the accelerator and
consists from integrator-meter, connected through blocks of the co-ordination with neutron detectors,
available a minimum on one in each multiplying section, block of formation of signals, block of
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delay, interface and computer. The feature of the offered schema of measurement of a sub-criticality
level consists that the pulse of a current in detector of neutrons in first multiplying section arises
practically simultaneously with pulse from gauge of a proton’s current. The pulses of a current in
detector of neutrons in second and third multiplying sections are late on time of slowing down of
neutrons in CNV. By estimation this time of delay makes about 100 ms for second section and can
reach 200 ms for third section. According to it temporary characteristics of appropriate pulses of
synchronisation in block of delay are established. At each pulse of a accelerator current the computer
processes the indications of all integrator-meters and calculates current significances of effective
multiplication factor kef.i (t) for each multiplying section, which are compared with given benchmark
size kef.i. By results of comparison a managing command on rods of system for monitoring and control
is issued.

Expediently to develop the specific schema offered reactivity meter and to conduct its
experimental examination in conditions of critical assembly. The proposed schema can be base for
development of system of monitoring and control for ADS in future.

The idea on sectional blankets of ADS was investigated in various Russian nuclear centres
during last years.

The experts of the SSC of the RF “Kurchatov Institute”, P.N. Alekseev, V.V. Ignatjev,
O.E. Kolayskin and others have offered fast-thermal cascade molten-salt blanket with two multiplying
sections and internal properties of safety: in first section salt is used NaF53-ZrF441- MF4 (4-6), in second
section – LiF69-BeF228- MF3 (3-5) (are indicated vol. shares) [8]. Using indicated sectional blanket
permits to receive high multiplication of neutrons (before 1500), that enables to consider opportunity for
application of electronic accelerators as external source of neutrons, though use proton’s cyclotron, as
means of reduction of the investments and operational costs is possible, on that specify the authors [8].

The experts of the FNC VNIITP under management of K.F. Grebenkin have offered the schema of
ADS with unilateral connection in kind a multiplying target with keff = 0.95 and blanket with keff = by
0.92 and thermal capacities 500 MWt [11]. In one of variants loading in a multiplying target of nuclear
fuel from oxide or nitride of uranium for type fuel assemblies of fast reactor with 20% by enrichment on
235U is stipulated, liquid lead as coolant is considered. By evaluations, by use of the offered schema
probably to reduce requests to current protons in 3-5 times, that increases realisation of ADS.

The experts of the SSC RF ITEP B.P. Kochurov, O.V. Shvedov and V.N. Konev have offered two-
sectional blanket of ADS, consisting from internal section as pool type, contiguous to target and having fast
spectrum of neutrons, with Pb-Bi eutectic as material of a target and coolant for the first section, and outside
section with thermal spectrum of neutrons and heavy water as coolant in channels under pressure [12]. As fuel
in both sections is used weapon-grade plutonium or mix weapon-grade and power plutonium. Technetium-99
is entered into coolant of thermal section for purposes transmutation and simultaneously the compensation of
reactivity. On calculations the thermal and electrical capacity of fast section is equal 300 and 120 MWt,
thermal section – 3 000 and 580 MWt accordingly. The steel wall of fast section and internal wall of thermal
section serve NV, providing of function unilateral neutron connection. The significance keff of this system
makes 0.99 at keff in thermal section 0.95, that permits to use a proton’s current 10 mA at energy 1 GeV. Deep
burn-up is about 70 GWtd/t in fast section and 35 GWtd/t in thermal section is reached by operation on
nominal capacity during about 6 years. For this period more than 90% initial plutonium in thermal blanket
transforms to fission products or minor actinides. During 30-years of period are transmuted about 25 t weapon-
grade plutonium and 3 000 kg 99Tc.
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Other original offer about sectional molt-salt blanket of ADS by thermal capacity 2 000 ÌWt and
keff 0.98 was investigated by the experts of the SSC of the RF VNIINM named after A. Bochvar
V.I. Volk, A.Yu. Vahrushin and experts of the SSC RF ITEP, B.P. Kochurov, O.V. Shvedov,
A.Yu. Kwarazheli and V.N. Konev [13]. Liquid salt 66PbF2-NaF with dissolution up to 10% of heavy
particles (Pu, MA) as material of a target and carrier blanket, with temperature melting 498°C was
considered.

Taking into account perspective of sectional sub-critical blanket of ADS expediently to provide
continuation of their study and organisations of experimental researches of physics of this systems,
including topic of safety.

3.2 Various variants sub-critical blankets of ADS

Except sectional blankets the Russian experts have considered a number of constructive
schema’s non-sectional blankets of ADS, which have novelty and differ from schema’s, investigated
by the foreign experts. Solid-fuel and liquid-fuel (or in kind of water solutions of salts or molten-salt)
blankets with various coolant (helium, sodium, lead, Pb-Bi eutectic) and moderators (heavy and light
water) were investigated.

3.2.1 Variants blankets, investigated in the SSC RF ITEP

The experts the SSC RF ITEP have conducted conceptual investigations of ADS for the
following variants of blankets with solid and liquid fuel, for which common is first, the vertical
configuration, secondly, location of a neutron-producing target in central part of blanket.

1. One of original offers, developed by the experts of the SSC RF ITEP in 1985, concerns the
combination (or integrated) schema target-blanket of ADS as one vessel [14]. The combined
design of target-blanket represents vertical vessel without pressure, inside which circulates
from below – upwards Pb-Bi eutectic. As nuclear fuel and simultaneously a target material
(alongside with Pb-Bi) is used depleted uranium in kind fuel of the spherical form as reactor
HTGR fuel, weighted in flux of the coolant and interacting with proton’s beam. The offered
schema permits to exclude a steel wall between volumes of a target and blanket and, thus, to
exclude a problem of its radiating damage and replacement.

Late, during activity on project ICST #17 following integrated schema’s as target-blanket of
ADS as vessel were considered:

− Combined target-blanket with Pb-Bi-eutectic as material of a target and molten-salt NaF-
ZrF4-PuF3 as carrier in blanket [15].

− Homogeneous blanket with solution of fuel in heavy water for ADS UTA with high density
of thermal neutrons about 5⋅1015 cm-2s-1, which the experts of Reactor Department of the
SSC RF ITEP, B.R. Bergelson and others have justified [16]. On accounts of the authors
one installation UTA can destroy MA from 40-45 reactors of a type VVER-1000 (PWR).
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2. Channel-vessel design of ADS blanket with heavy water as coolant and (or) moderator is
developed in following updating:

− As designs of domestic industrial heavy-water reactors by thermal capacity near 1 000 ÌWt
and density of a flux of thermal neutrons 5⋅1014 cm-2s-1 and as core of heavy-water reactor
CANDU by thermal capacity 2 064 MWt with various kinds of fuel (enriched uranium,
weapon-grade and power Pu, Th) and targets in solid phase [17].

− Heavy-water blanket with channels-modules, inside which compulsory circulate of liquid
fuel in kind of a solution or slurry in heavy water with help of special independent
pumps, located in the bottom part of each module is carried out. Each module has
individual lines of extraction of a fuel mix for purification from fission products [18].

− As core of heavy-water reactor CANDU with molten salt 7LiF-BeF2-PuF4 (77%-22%-1%)
and heavy-water moderator, in which is dissolved 99Tc-for maintenance of a given sub-
criticality level [19].

The number of the constructive schema’s of blankets, except indicated above sectional blankets,
was offered by the experts of other leading Russian nuclear centres.

Indicated here short description of the various conceptual original offers of the Russian experts
under constructive schema sub-critical blanket of ADS testifies to availability enough justified base
for realisation of comparison of these variants and subsequent choice of variant for development of
the project for demonstration ADS.

4. Neutron-producing targets of ADS

Except constructive schema of neutron-producing targets, indicated in the previous section
(integrated configuration of target-blanket and the active target with fuel assemblies of fast reactors,
offered by FNC VNIITP), in the Russian nuclear centres were studied the following variants of targets.

4.1 Variants of targets, investigated in the SSC RF ITEP

The experts of the SSC RF ITEP independently and with the participation of other organisations
have offered a number of various variants of ADS neutron-producing targets:

Tungsten solid target of the cone form, available in centre of heavy-water blanket, with cooling
by heavy water and proton’s current up to 30 mA [20]. The development of the constructive schema
of this target is executed by the experts Design Bureau of Building Machinery (DBBM,
N. Novgorod).

Leaden solid target in kind of a small diameter balls, hydraulic weighted in a interaction zone
with beam of protons by pressure of heavy-water coolant [21]. Around target a buffer zone in kind of
a layer of heavy water by thickness 50-70 mm with the purpose of break of connection on fast
neutrons between target and blanket is provided. An absorber of neutrons (boron or gadolinium) for
interruption of chain reaction in emergency case of blanket can be entered into buffer zone. This
variant of a target permits to remove 62.7 MWt of thermal capacity at energy of protons 1 GeV and
current 100 mA. The target has a diameter of 500 mm and height of a layer of 2 000 mm,
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concentration of lead in heavy water about 0.3 at diameter of leaden spheres of 5 mm.

Lead-bismuth eutectic (Pb 44.5% + Bi 55.5%) target by capacity from 77 up to 116 MWt were
offered by the experts of the ITEP and MEPI [22], a feature of which is availability of a window of
the cone form from beryllium, sharing volumes of accelerator and target. As the authors [24] specify,
the cones form of a window permits, on the one hand, to receive distributed on axis of blanket a
source of converting neutrons, with other, to reduce about in 5 times fluence of fast neutrons by
constructive elements of a target and blanket.

The vertical tantalum target by capacity 25 MWt executed a kind of set constituted by 15 flat
horizontal cylindrical disks of a thickness of 30 mm each, with internal channels for pass of the
coolant [23]. The target was developed for sub-critical light water blanket as core reactor PWR.

4.2 Design of the IPPE and the Design Bureau Hydropress (DBHP) target

The experts of the IPPE named after A.I. Leipunsky with participation of the experts of the
DBHP were developed 2 conceptual projects of liquid targets: with lead on capacity 10 MWt and with
Pb-Bi eutectic on capacity 25 MWt at energy of protons 1 GeV and current 25 mA. Advantage of a
liquid target with Pb-Bi eutectic is availability of technology, developed for reactors of nuclear
submarines. Defect of Pb-Bi coolant for a target is formation of polonium-210, defect of lead is high
temperature melting (about 327°C) and high thermal expansion. A serious problem of liquid targets at
high significance of heat deposition is regeneration (purification) of a target material from formed
products of nuclear reactions. Now the experts of the IPPE with the participation of the DBHP
execute experimental check of a Pb-Bi target on basis of ICST grant.

5. Accelerator of protons

5.1 Linear accelerator of protons

The modern variant of the block diagram for the linear accelerator of protons (LPA) for ADS with
current and energy of protons 30 mA and 1 GeV accordingly, developed by the SSC RF ITEP and
Moscow Radiotechnical Institute (MRTI), is constructed under single-channel circuit [24]. The
accelerator consists from injector, initial, intermediate and main parts. A basic feature of the offered
circuit is use of superconductivity (SP) resonators with low gap in intermediate part for acceleration of
particles up to 100 MeV instead of traditional long multigap resonators, which were provided in initial
variants LPA. It permits to choose distances between centers of accelerating gaps outside of dependence
on speed of particles, that permits to reduced length of section to 30-40%, but also to continue process of
acceleration even at failure of small amount of accelerating resonators or path’s of their independent
power supply, having postponed their repair up to scheduled stop. Basically, cylindrical resonators with
drift tubes in intermediate part can be used. In main part, for acceleration of particles up to 1 GeV is
provided to use multigap SP resonators. The project on accommodation in each cryoinstallation not less
than 2 resonators is developed in the MRTI, each of which, in turn, consists of 9 accelerating cells of the
ellipsoid form. Structurally SP resonators it is supposed to execute from niobium. Length and diameter
of one resonator 0.41-1.12 m and 29-26 ñm accordingly. A rate of acceleration on length of the resonator
from 5 up to 15 MeV/m can be achieved. The excitation of SP resonators is supposed to execute from
clistron amplifiers by capacity 1.2 MWt each. The main calculation characteristics full-scale LPA
(1 GeV, 30 mA) with SP accelerating resonators in main part [24] are indicated in Table 1.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the full-scale accelerator with SP resonators

Parameter Warm SP,
5 MeV/m

SP,
15 MeV/m

Approximate length of LPA, m 1000 400 135
Efficiency of resonators 0.4 1 1
Efficiency of HF-generators with power supply 0.65 0.65 0.65
HF power, MWt 75 33 33
Efficiency of LPA 0.2 0.6 0.55
Cost of accelerating system, mln. dol. 50 69 23
Cost of HF-generators with power supply, mln. dol. 125 49.5 49.5
Cost of the non-standard equipment, mln. dol. 275 120 72
Total cost of the equipment, mln. dol. 313 179 109
Total cost of LPA, mln. dol. 437 233 142

From Table 1 it is obvious, that using a SP accelerating system and high rate of acceleration
results in significant reduction of LPA cost up to 233-142 mln. dol. in comparison with cost of the
“warm” accelerator 437 mln. dol. The offered technical decision on constructive circuit of LPA can
render essential influence to technological characteristics of ADS.

6. Conclusion

The information on new original offers of Russian experts on ADS different units shows, at first,
on high potential of Russian atomic science and engineering, at second, on existence of scientific base
for development of project for Demonstration Transmutation ADS. But it is necessary to continue
conceptual comparison study of ADS different versions and carry out large volume of R&D activity.
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Abstract

Weapon-grade plutonium burning and transmutation of the americium and curium isotopes from
spent nuclear fuel in reactor or accelerator-driven installations with various neutron fluxes and spectra
are analysed. The concentration of the nuclides up to 248Cm and the radiotoxicity are calculated. The
problem of plutonium burning and minor actinides transmutation is that the radiotoxicity is increased
in the beginning of irradiation, and only after a period it decreases to the initial value.
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1. Introduction

The problem of nuclear transmutation of minor actinides accumulated in spent nuclear fuel is
part of the problem of radioactive waste management. Weapon-grade plutonium released as result of
conversion of weapons programmes can effectively be used as nuclear fuel. However at burn-up of a
plutonium, significant amounts of transplutonium nuclides will be formed with essentially more high
levels of radioactivity and radiotoxicity than initial plutonium. The transmutation of neptunium
results in high-toxic 238Pu. The main difficulties can arise with americium and curium. At irradiation
by neutrons, they are transformed to heavier nuclides and are partially fissioned.

In connection with the importance of minor actinide transmutation problem, it is necessary to
determine the main features of the process of transmutation of americium and curium and burn-up of
plutonium in various conditions.

2. Long-term plutonium burning

A mode of long-term continuous burning of almost pure 239Pu in a spectrum of heavy-water
reactor, with constant neutron flux density Φ = 1014 n/cm2s, is studied in order to clarify the role of the
produced minor actinides. Irradiation time is 1 000 days. In order to look after burn-up for curium
isotopes, irradiation in the high flux – 1015 n/cm2s with same spectrum is also considered.

The relative values of total radiotoxicity in water (normalised by initial radiotoxicity of
plutonium) of isotopes of a plutonium, americium and curium (up to 248Cm) are summarised in
Table 1. T is the time of irradiation. The radiotoxicity RTi of each nuclide i in water is determined by
the ratio:

RTi = A/MPAi

where Ai – activity of considered amount of a nuclide i, MPAi – maximum permissible activity of this
nuclide in water according to radiation safety standards accepted in Russia [1]. Total radiotoxicity is
equal to a sum of radiotoxicities of all nuclides taken in those amounts in which they are contained in
the considered mix of nuclides.

Table 1. Total radiotoxicity in plutonium irradiation
modes with neutron flux 1014 and 1015 n/cm2s

Irradiation time,
days

1014 n/cm2s 1015 n/cm2s

0 1 1
100 1.9 5.4
200 2.0 14
300 1.8 18
500 2.1 13
700 2.7 7.1

1 000 5.4 2.2

The time dependence of the radiotoxicity as shown in Table 1 has two maxima. The first rather
weak maximum at Φ = 1014 n/cm2s and T = 200 days is determined by a nuclide 241Pu which is
accumulated at irradiation of plutonium. Its radiotoxicity per gram is 32 times more than that of 239Pu.
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The further increase after 500 days is determined by accumulation of 244Cm whose radiotoxicity per
gram is 600 times more than that of 239Pu. The contribution of 244Cm in total radiotoxicity after
700 days of an irradiation exceeds 90%, after 1 000 days more than 99%. The second maximum of
the radiotoxicity is determined by 244Cm (at Φ = 1015 n/cm2s and T = 300 days). In the calculation with
Φ = 1014 n/cm2s corresponds to T = 8.2 years. The maximum radiotoxicity exceeds the radiotoxicity of
initial plutonium by 18 times. For longer irradiation, the radiotoxicity decreases slowly. For
irradiation of 27 years (and Φ = 1014 n/cm2s), radiotoxicity exceeds 2.2 times initial one. The total
amount of plutonium after 1 000 days results in 6.2%, americium, 1.5%, curium, 1% of the initial
plutonium. At the time of the 244Cm maximum, plutonium makes 1.7% (basically 242Pu), americium
1% (243Am), 244Cm 3.3%, 246Cm 0.3% of initial plutonium.

3. Single burn-up of americium and curium

Two modes of irradiation of americium and curium with constant neutron flux density are
considered: an irradiation in a thermal spectrum, typical for light water reactor, at several values of
neutron flux density; and in a fast spectrum typical for BN-800 reactor [2].

The initial masses of nuclides corresponded to the contents of isotopes in an annual unloading of
spent nuclear fuel of VVER-1000 reactor: 241Am – 17.4 kg, 242mAm – 7.0 g, 243Am – 3.38 kg, 243Cm –
5.5 g, 244Cm – 894 g, 245Cm – 63.5 g, 246Cm – 9.1 g. In the calculation of the radiotoxicity, the nuclides
238Pu, 239Pu, 240Pu, 241Pu, 242Pu, 241Am, 242mAm, 243Am, 243Cm, 244Cm, 245Cm, 246Cm, 247Cm, 248Cm were taken
into account. It was considered that rather short-lived 242Cm (T1/2 = 163 days) after end of an
irradiation, completely decays in 238Pu.

Table 2 indicates the number of nuclei of the most important nuclides 238Pu, 241Am, 242mAm, 243Am,
242Cm, 243Cm, 244Cm, fission products FP, for irradiation in a thermal spectrum of light water reactor
with Φ = 1014 n/cm2s. The number of nuclei corresponds to above-listed above initial masses of
nuclides.

Table 2. Nuclei number in americium and curium irradiation in thermal spectrum, 1024 nuclei

T, year
Nuclide

0 0.5 2 5 10
238Pu 0 8.4 5.8 0.40 8.6-3
241Am 43.5 8.1 0.82 0.12 2.4-3
242mAm 0.017 0.13 0.012 1.7-3 3.6-5
243Am 8.36 2.7 0.093 4.4-3 9.3-5
242Cm 0 20 4.0 0.32 6.8-3
243Cm 0.014 0.68 0.22 0.016 3.3-4
244Cm 2.21 1.5 0.61 0.064 1.4-3
FP 0 6.2 36 52 54

Table 3 summarises the total radiotoxicity in water for three flux values Φ = 1013, 1014 and 5⋅1014 n/cm2s
and the contributions of most significant nuclides 238Pu and 244Cm. As for 238Pu, the contribution of 238Pu formed
at irradiation and 238Pu by decay of 242Cm after irradiation are presented separately. The time of an irradiation at
different Φ corresponds to identical neutron fluence.
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Table 3. Radiotoxicity in americium and curium irradiation in thermal spectrum, 1014 kg water

T, years
1013 n/cm2s

0 5 20 50 100
Total 55 106 18 1.1 1.4-2
238Pu 77 14 0.89 1.2-2

238Pu from 242Cm decay 9 0.8 0.07 9-4
244Cm 12 1.9 0.05 2-4

T, years
1014 n/cm2s

0 0.5 2 5 10
Total 55 147 50 3.9 0.084
238Pu 35 24 1.7 0.036

238Pu from 242Cm decay 85 17 1.3 0.029
244Cm 15 6 0.6 0.014

T, years
5⋅1014 n/cm2s

0 0.1 0.4 1 2
Total 55 160 121 34 3.7
238Pu 9 16 4.7 0.5

238Pu from 242Cm decay 122 87 23 2.6
244Cm 15 10 3.5 0.4

In Table 4, the number of nuclei and total radiotoxicity in water for transmutation in fast
spectrum are given.

Table 4. Number of nuclei, 1024 nuclei, and total radiotoxicity
for transmutation in fast spectrum

T, years
Nuclide

0 0.5 2 5 10
238Pu 0 2.9 11 5.9 0.8
241Am 43.5 30 10 1.5 0.25
242mAm 0.02 0.84 0.72 0.12 0.01
243Am 8.36 6.7 3.5 0.98 0.11
242Cm 0 6.6 5.1 0.93 0.11
243Cm 0.01 0.19 0.54 0.17 0.02
244Cm 2.21 1.8 1.0 0.35 0.05
FP 0 3.4 17 39 51

RT, 1014 kg water 55 84 91 35 4.7

The transmutation of americium and curium is characterised by the following major factors. In
the initial actinide mix, an overwhelming share is 241Am. 242Cm is produced by irradiation of 241Am
through intermediate short-lived 242gAm. It decays into 238Pu. The 238Pu concentration reaches a
maximum after some years of irradiation, and then decreases. The 242Cm concentration quickly
reaches a maximum, then decreases being in balance with the decreasing concentration of 241Am.
Decay of accumulated 242Cm after irradiation results in additional accumulation of 238Pu. Further, the
concentration of 244Cm decreases monotonously, its additional formation from 243Am slows this
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decrease. Total actinide amount much decreases and the amount of fission products FP accordingly
grows after 5-10 years of an irradiation.

The radiotoxicity, as it is visible from Table 3, is determined by the nuclides 244Cm and 238Pu and,
only at initial stage, also by nuclide 241Am. The radiotoxicity of 244Cm per gram is 14 times higher than
that of 241Am and 2.4 times higher than that of 238Pu. The initial radiotoxicity is determined in equal about
shares by the nuclides 241Am and 244Cm. In the first years of an irradiation, the radiotoxicity, grows
because of accumulation of 238Pu. Thus the share of 244Cm in total radiotoxicity makes 10-20% both in
thermal and in fast spectrum, and the share of 241Am is rather small. A maximum radiotoxicity in thermal
spectrum is 1.2-1.6 times greater than in a fast spectrum. It exceeds initial radiotoxicity by 2-3 times.
The maximum long-lived radiotoxicity in fast spectrum exceeds the initial radiotoxicity by 1.7 times.

The rate of decrease of radiotoxicity by an essential way depends on neutron flux density. It is
explained by the double role of 242Cm in formation of 238Pu – at the expense of decay occurring during
irradiation and decay after end of an irradiation. It is expedient to compare different neutron fluxes at
times corresponding to an identical fluence.

At small neutron fluxes and accordingly long time of irradiation, the equilibrium concentration of
242Cm is small, initial 241Am at first stage of an irradiation is transformed into 238Pu through 242Cm. It is
well illustrated by the first part of the Table 3 corresponding to Φ = 1014 n/cm2s. The share of a
radiotoxicity given by 238Pu formed from 242Cm after irradiation is small. Total radiotoxicity at the end of
irradiation decreases much. At high flux and accordingly smaller times (third part of the Table 3,
appropriate Φ = 5⋅1014 n/cm2s), the equilibrium concentration of 242Cm essentially grows, and its burn-up
at high flux is even small in comparison with its decay. The share of 238Pu formed during irradiation
decreases. The significant part of radiotoxicity is determined by 238Pu formed by 242Cm decay after
irradiation. This share does not transform by irradiation. Therefore at high flux, radiotoxicity as function
of a fluence decreases essentially slower than at low flux. However the maximum radiotoxicity depends
rather poorly on flux density.

4. Stationary mode of a minor actinides transmutation

The stationary mode in which there is a continuous feed of new actinides and continuous
removal of fission products is convenient model for comparison of transmutation modes at various
neutron flux and spectra. The stationary concentration produced in this mode is determined by
neutron flux density, effective cross-sections, feed intensity and isotopic composition of feeding
nuclides.

The characteristics of stationary transmutation modes in thermal neutron power reactor with
neutron flux density 1014 n/cm2s and fast breeder reactor are presented in Table 5. It was considered
that burn-out and feed of minor actinides occurs separately from nuclear fuel in the nuclear reactor
and the nuclides from nuclear fuel do not influence the isotopic composition in stationary mode.
Isotopic composition of feed was the same as for single transmutation of americium and curium with
addition of 237Np. The feed intensity was defined so that the annual feed is equal to the annual
unloading of actinides from one VVER-1000 reactor. The data on americium and curium are listed
above. The annual unloading of 237Np is 17.3 kg. In Table 5, M represents total mass of actinides
taking part in stationary transitions, Q is their activity, RT is their radiotoxicity.
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Table 5. Characteristics of stationary transmutation modes

Characteristics Thermal neutron power reactor Fast breeder reactor
M, kg 170 150
Q(242Cm-), 106 Curi 26 21
Q(long-term), 106 Curi 3.2 2.0
RT(242Cm), 1016 kg water 8.0 6.5
RT(long-term), 1016 kg water 11.7 9.4

Part in long-term radiotoxicity
238Pu 56% 82%
244Cm 41% 13%

The data presented show that, in general, transmutation in regular thermal neutron reactor is
close to the transmutation on base of a fast breeder reactor. Long-lived radiotoxicity is defined
basically by two nuclides: 238Pu and 244Cm.

5. Conclusion

Submitted data permit to make conclusions on the main regularities of conversion of nuclides at
burn-up of plutonium and transmutation of minor actinides. At long-term burn-up of plutonium, there is
the increase of radiotoxicity determined by accumulation of 244Cm. The maximum amount of 244Cm
makes about 3% of initial plutonium, the maximum radiotoxicity is 18 times the radiotoxicity of initial
plutonium. The maximum is reached after 8 years irradiation in flux 1014 n/cm2s. In real, burn-up of a
plutonium should be done by much shorter lifetimes with intermediate processing and addition of new
plutonium. So, it is expedient at processing to extract curium isotopes. Since 244Cm half-life makes
18.1 years, one can organise a controllable storage of extracted curium.

For transmutation of americium and curium, there is the increase of radiotoxicity on initial stage
of irradiation. The maximum is reached in 0.5-2 years of irradiation in thermal or fast reactors. The
radiotoxicity is reduced up to initial level in 2-3 years of irradiation. It forms basically by two
nuclides 238Pu and 244Cm both in thermal and in fast spectrum. The rate of radiotoxicity decrease
depends significantly on neutron flux density. At high flux, radiotoxicity as function of a fluence falls
down slower at the expense of additional formation of 238Pu from 242Cm after irradiation.

At stationary transmutation of minor actinides with continuous feed, the characteristics of the
transmutation process are identical as for facilities with thermal and fast neutron spectrum. The
stationary radiotoxicity in thermal spectrum is determined in identical measure by nuclides 238Pu and
244Cm. In fast spectrum the share of 238Pu is essentially higher.
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Abstract

Design of an ADS complex for transmutation of 99Tc and 129I is discussed. The complex contains
following units: a linear accelerator or proton cyclotron with small current, a neutron producing target
and a sub-critical blanket. A schema of a linac with superconducting systems is proposed. Versions of
Pb-Bi and tantalum targets are considered. The special design of a channel-vessel type of blanket is
outlined.
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1. Introduction

The atomic power engineering exists for more than 40 years. One of the main problems of
atomic power engineering is radiation safety of power plants and long-lived radwaste management.
Nuclear transmutation is one of the alternative technologies of radwaste management. The nuclear
transmutation consists in the incineration of radioactive nuclides by neutron irradiation. For
production of neutrons, a sub-critical reactor (which in this case is called blanket) with neutron source
can be used. A neutron source is a neutron producing target and proton accelerator. A neutron source
permits to have excess neutrons, which can be used for transmutation. This electronuclear system is
called accelerator driven system (ADS). The conceptual researches conducted recently by Russian
and foreign nuclear centres and institutes show a prospectivity and technical feasibility of an
electronuclear method of neutron production for radwaste transmutation.

In the State Scientific Centre of Russian Federation Institute of Theoretical and Experimental
Physics (SSC RF ITEP) electronuclear technology of radwaste incineration is studied for a long time.
It is directed to decrease radiation risk in connection with the opportunity to reduce the amount of
radwaste at the expense of ADS. The development of ADS represents an example of high
technologies used for deciding on one of the complex problems of modern engineering.

2. Choice of nuclides for transmutation

What are reasons to choose nuclides for transmutation? The main danger in radioactive wastes is
determined by two types of long-lived nuclides: fission products and actinides accumulated in spent
nuclear fuel. Their half-life is from hundreds up to millions years. Among basic fission products, the
main contribution in radiation danger during the first 300-1 000 years is given by 90Sr and 137Cs with
half-life 30 years. A further storage, it is given by 99Tc (2.1⋅105 years) and 129I (1.6⋅107 years). 129I is
dangerous because it can be accumulated in the human body.

For 90Sr and 137Cs destruction, a too high neutron flux is necessary. These nuclides can not be
transmuted and they can be put in surface storage facility. Among the other fission products, 99Tc and
129I should be transmuted. Processes of 99Tc and 129I transmutation have specific physical features. At
99Tc transmutation, the chain of conversions at step-by-step neutron capture by secondary nuclides is:

99Tc(20/340) 100Ru(5/11) 101Ru(3/100) 102Ru(1/4) 103Rh(145/1100) 104Pd(0.6/16) 105Pd(20/98) 106Pd(0.3/6) 107Pd(2/90)

Values of thermal cross-sections and resonance integrals of reactions (n,γ) are given in brackets.
Short-lived intermediate nuclides are not shown. Initially, only 99Tc is presented in a target. During
irradiation, a 8-step neutron capture, a nuclide 107Pd-with half-life 6.5⋅106 years is produced. This
nuclide is radiotoxic, however its amount is low. The other intermediate nuclides are stable. At 129I
transmutation, the analogous chain is:

129I(27/36) 130Xe(26/14) 131Xe(85/900) 132Xe(0.5/46) 133Cs(29/440) 134Cs(140/54) 135Cs(9/62) Ba

Two nuclides are presented in initial target: 129I and 127I. An amount of 127I in spent fuel of PWR is
about 22% of 129I. A main product of a transmutation is 132Xe. At 7-step neutron capture, long-lived
135Cs with half-life 2.3⋅106 years is produced. Its amount is important.
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Thus, stable nuclides will be formed as result of transmutation with rather low content of new
radioactive nuclides. Thermal neutron flux of about 5⋅1014 cm-2s-1 is desirable for transmutation and
that is technically feasible at modern level of nuclear engineering.

3. ADS structural scheme

ADS differs from common-type reactor by the sub-criticality of a blanket. This fact excludes an
opportunity of blanket runaway on prompt neutrons and increases a level of nuclear safety.

The different basic schemes of ADS are possible: with horizontal and vertical disposition of a
target and blanket; with top and bottom supply of target by proton beam; with one accelerator and
several blanket and on the contrary, one blanket and several accelerators. The target can be solid (for
example, tungsten, lead, uranium) or liquid (for example, lead, lead-bismuth, melted salts).

4. Design of a blanket

The blanket is the most complex unit in an ADS. Its design can vary by the type of fuel, coolant,
construction scheme, etc. For transmutation of 99Tc and 129I, facility with high neutron flux of the order
of 5⋅1014 cm-2s-1 is necessary. It is developed in [1]. Parameters of such facility are submitted in
Table 1. The blanket is of channel-vessel type with heavy water as coolant and moderator. The choice
of heavy water is explained by an opportunity to have great volume for irradiation of target materials
and by a wide experience of heavy-water reactor development and operation.

Table 1. Parameters of heavy-water blanket of ADS

Thermal power, MW 1 100
Electrical power, MW 350
Proton beam current, mA 15
Energy of protons, MeV 1 000
Multiplication factor 0.97
Neutron flux density, cm-2s-1 up to 5⋅1014

Consumption of 235U or 239Pu, kg/year 305
Temperature of a coolant on input of fuel assembly, 0C

on output of fuel assembly, 0C
270
300

Rate of 99Tc transmutation, kg/year 120
Rate of 129I transmutation, kg/year 35
Number of consumed reactors VVER-1000 4

Such a design can be realised, as the technical parameters are not intense. Neutronic
characteristics can be improved in case of use of a sectioned blanket with neutron valve which are
now studied in various Russian nuclear centres.

5. Neutron-producing target

An important element of a design is neutron-producing target. Targets with liquid lead-bismuth
alloy [2] or solid tantalum target [3] can be used for offered ADS. Total feature of these targets is
their location in central part of a blanket and vertical configuration. Main parameters of two variants
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of lead-bismuth target are given in Table 2. The offered target is designed for high proton current and
power.

Table 2. Main parameters of lead-bismuth target

Variant 1 Variant 2
Beam current of 1-GeV protons, mA 111 166
Proton to neutron ratio 29 29
Thermal power of a target, MW 77 116
Flow for cooling of a target, m3 per hour 200 200
Maximal temperature of shell, °C 600 680

Tantalum target with power of 25 MW is more preferable for ADS designed for 99Tc and 129I. It is
made as a set of 15 flat horizontal cylindrical disks with thickness of 30 mm each, with internal
channels for a coolant. Thermal parameters of this target are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Thermal parameters of tantalum target

Target power, MW 25
Flow of cooling water, kg/s 212
Maximum temperature of a surface, °C 193
Pressure of water, MPa 1.63
Temperature of cooling water, °C 30
Maximum temperature increase in a channel, °C 48
Maximum heat density, kW/m3 9.5⋅105

These thermal parameters of a target are rather moderate, that permits to hope for its reliable
operation. It is necessary to note that use of a solid target permits to refuse special membranes which
separate the vacuum volume of accelerator and target.

6. Conceptual project of the linear accelerator

The linear accelerator of protons for the ADS is chosen in connection with the necessity of high
current of protons with intermediate energy of 0.8-1.5 GeV. For 99Tc and 129I transmutation, currents
of the order of 10 mA is required.

A modern variant of linac for the ADS with current of 30 mA and proton energy 1 GeV [4] is
constructed under single-channel scheme. Mode of operations is continuous, on the contrary to
existing proton accelerators which operate in pulsing mode. The accelerator consists of injector,
initial part, intermediate part, and main parts. In table 4, the main calculated characteristics of a linac
with superconducting accelerating resonators in main part giving a rate of acceleration 15 MeV/m are
presented. Use of cryogenic accelerating system and high rate of acceleration results in significant
decrease of linac cost in comparison with cost of the “warm” accelerator.
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Table 4. Characteristics of linac with cryogenic resonators

Length of linac 135
Efficiency of resonators 1
Efficiency of HF-generators with supply 0.65
HF-power, MW 33
Electric power supply, MW 52
Efficiency of linac 0.55

7. Technical problems to take into consideration

•  Blanket: it is necessary to determine experimentally the greatest possible value of effective
multiplication factor which could completely exclude probability to increase it above unit in
any mode of operation. This will allow increasing considerably a level of nuclear safety in
comparison with power reactors. It is necessary to choose a type of fuel and target. One of
possible decisions consists in solution of 99Tc in coolant, that claims the substantiation of
water-chemical mode.

•  Neutron producing target: important question is maintenance of uniformity of proton beam
interaction with target surface.

•  Accelerator: it is necessary to check experimentally cryogenic resonators which are a basis of
accelerating structures. Resource tests of klystrons for high-frequency system should be made.

There are a number of other technical questions.
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Abstract

The gas turbine modular helium-cooled reactor (GT-MHR), using an annular graphite core and
graphite inner and outer reflectors, is known probably as the best option for the maximum plutonium
destruction in once-through cycle. Combination of the critical GT-MHR with an accelerator driven
(AD) sub-critical GT-MHR core (AD-GT-MHR) would allow to merge the best features of both
systems to achieve near total destruction of fissionable plutonium. We perform detailed simulations
along these lines and compare different scenarios in order not only to reduce considerably the mass of
plutonium isotopes but also to diminish the waste radiotoxicity in the long term.
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1. Introduction

Nuclear waste radiotoxicity in the long term, say, more than 1 000 years, is strongly dominated by
plutonium isotopes if the spent fuel originating from the once-through cycle is considered as waste.
The disposal of this waste has become an environmental and political issue. The main concerns are
related to the potential for radiation release and exposure from the waste, and also the possible
diversion of fissionable material.

Plutonium is the unique waste component. It is fissionable, and therefore capable of releasing
significant amount of energy. It is also a hazardous material, particularly if inhaled in particulate form.
Because of its potential use in nuclear weapons, there is great sensitivity about isolating plutonium
from other components of the nuclear waste stream.

As it was shown in a number of studies, gas-cooled reactor technologies offer significant
advantages in accomplishing the transmutation of plutonium isotopes and nearly total destruction of
239Pu in particular (see [1-7] and also references therein). GT-MHR uses well-thermalised neutron
spectrum, operates at high temperature without the need for fertile material and employs
ceramic-coated fuel. It utilises natural erbium as a burnable poison with the capture cross-section
having a resonance at a neutron energy such that ensures a strong negative temperature coefficient of
reactivity. The lack of interaction of neutrons with coolant (helium gas) means that temperature
feedback is the only significant contributor to the power coefficient. As a matter of fact, no additional
plutonium is produced during the fuel cycle since no 238U is used.

This paper describes the application of critical as well as sub-critical (accelerator driven)
GT-MHR for transmutation of plutonium originating from the spent nuclear fuel in the once-through
cycle. We examine a few different scenarios in order to obtain the maximum destruction of plutonium
as well as to minimise the irradiated fuel radiotoxicity in the long term. MCNPX [8], MCNP4B [9],
MONTEBURNS [10] and CINDER’90 [11] codes are employed at different stages of our simulations.
The performances of the codes have been reasonably benchmarked in part in [12] by simulating the
fuel cycle of the high flux reactor at ILL Grenoble.

This work is organised as follows. Major GT-MHR characteristics and system modelling details
are summarised in the following two sections. After we present different scenarios considered, which
are followed by simulation results and discussion. The paper ends with conclusions and outlook.

2. Major GT-MHR characteristics

The Gas Turbine – Modular Helium Reactor (GT-MHR) [1] is an electric generation power plant
that couples the passively safe critical reactor with a highly efficient energy conversion system.
Conceptual design of GT-MHR was developed in a joint project of the Russian Federation, USA,
France and Japan with the major interest in plutonium based fuel cycles in general and weapons grade
plutonium (WGPu) destruction in particular. We refer the reader to Reference [1] for further details on
technical characteristics of GT-MHR. Table 1 gives only major reactor parameters essential for the
modelling of the system.

A simplified model of GT-MHR reactor which is shown in Figure 1 has been created using
MCNP4B geometry set-up [9]. It consists of the reactor core (C), inner reflector (Ri), side reflector
(Rs), top reflector (Rt), bottom reflector (Rb), and reactor vessel (V) as shown explicitly in Figure 1.
Further details on modelling can be found in [13], while some of the results in part have already been
reported in [14].
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Table 1. Basic GT-MHR reactor parameters

Power, MW(th) 600
Active core size:
- height, cm
- outer diameter, cm
- inner diameter, cm

800
484
296

Active core volume, m3 92.1
Average power density, W/cm3 6.5
Outer diameter of the side reflector, cm 684
Total height of the core, cm
(with top and bottom reflectors)

1 090

Vessel size:
- height, cm
- outer diameter, cm
- thickness, cm

2 022
750
20

Averaged temperature, °C:
- active core
- inner reflector
- side reflector
- top and bottom reflector
- vessel
- helium at the core inlet/outlet

1 230
1 500
1 100
1 000
440

487.8/850.0

3. Modelling tools and procedure

The major reactor parameters used for modelling of the GT-MHR reactor are given in Table 1. As
we have already mentioned above, a three-dimensional geometry set-up was constructed and is
presented in Figure 1. MCNP4B was also used to obtain k-eigenvalues and neutron fluxes. In the case
when a sub-critical GT-MHR (AD-GT-MHR) is considered, a single difference was the prevision for
an accelerator target (for neutron production by spallation) and surrounded pressure vessel, both
located in the central graphite reflector. We have considered a fluidised bed of tungsten particles
cooled by helium as a spallation target. In this particular case the MCNPX code in proton source mode
was applied to all calculations of neutron fluxes.

Burn-up calculations were made with MONTEBURNS [10]. MCNPX [8] was used to write a low
energy (En<20 MeV) neutron source in the spallation target, that was employed for the burn-up
calculations with MONTEBURNS. Corresponding activities and radiotoxicities were calculated with
CINDER’90 code system [11].

As soon as keff<1 the length of the fuel cycle could be determined in effective days at full power in
the case of a critical system. For a sub-critical system keff was “allowed” to vary within certain interval
where neutron multiplication could be still compensated by a proton accelerator, say, at maximum
~60 MW of beam power of 1 GeV protons. If this condition was not fulfilled any longer, the total core
power was decreased accordingly with decreasing keff.
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Figure 1. Lengthwise section view of GT-MHR reactor model.
The following notation is employed: C – core, Rt – top reflector,

Ri – inner reflector, Rb – bottom reflector, Rs – side reflector, and V – reactor vessel.

The change of neutron flux spectra because of fuel burn-up also has been determined. A typical
neutron spectrum evolution for plutonium fuel poisoned with natural erbium is shown in Figure 2. The
observed increase of the thermal flux can be explained by the loss of 239Pu and 240Pu in addition to
burnable poison 167Er during the fuel burn-up. In other words, the mass of the elements with the highest
thermal neutron capture cross-sections is considerably decreased with time.

We note separately at this point that the change of the energy spectra of neutrons will change the
average cross-sections to be used in the burn-up calculations, in some cases by a factor of two or more
[13,14]. Therefore for these types of spectra fuel evolution calculations have to be performed with
corresponding variable neutron fluxes as it is done with MONTEBURNS [10].

Another important result of our calculations is related to the estimation of neutron fluxes in their
absolute value, again as a function of time. For example, we found that typical average GT-MHR
neutron fluxes in the active core may increase by 50-100%, i.e. from ~1⋅1014 n/(cm2s) to ~2⋅1014 n/(cm2s)
at the beginning and at the end of the fuel cycle respectively. This shows that irradiation/burn-up
conditions may change as a function of time what has to be taken into account for the follow up burn-up
calculations.
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Figure 2. Typical change of the averaged energy spectra of neutrons in the active core of
GT-MHR for different fuel burn-up expressed in full power days (fpd).

4. Scenarios examined

First of all, in Table 2 we fix the transuranic waste composition to be transmuted. This table
represents typical form of LWR discharge (40 GWd/tonne burn-up) when uranium and fission
products are separated. 1 500 kg of the waste is taken arbitrarily.

Table 2. Initial composition of the TRU considered in this study.

Nuclide (%) (kg)
237Np 4.9 73.5
238Pu 1.7 25.5
239Pu 54.5 817.5
240Pu 22.8 342.0
241Pu 5.4 81.0
242Pu 3.7 55.5
241Am 5.7 85.5
243Am 0.9 13.5
242Cm 0.1 1.5
244Cm 0.3 4.5

Total Pu 88.1 1321.5
Total 100 10500
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Scenario S0. This is our reference point when TRU represented in Table 2 is left to decay
naturally, i.e. no irradiation takes place.

Scenario S1. In this case only plutonium isotopes are placed in the critical GT-MHR for destruction.
The length of the fuel cycle is ~1 550 days. Table 3 lists in detail initial load and discharge isotopic
composition (see column Discharge S1) correspondingly. Total neutron fluence was ~1.7⋅1022 n/cm2.

Table 3. Isotopic composition of the TRU considered for transmutation: cases S1 and S2.
19.2 kg of 167Er was put at the beginning of the fuel cycle for Scenario S1 and

additional 13.5 kg of 167Er was put at the beginning of the fuel cycle for Scenario S2
(at the end of the fuel cycle of Scenario S1).

Nuclide Load (kg) Discharge S1 (kg) Discharge S2 (kg)
234U 0.0 0.6 0.6
235U 0.0 0.2 0.2
236U 0.0 0.1 0.1
237Np 0.0 0.0 0.0
238Pu 25.5 26.5 20.7
239Pu 817.5 24.8 4.4
240Pu 342.0 47.3 17.6
241Pu 81.0 87.1 14.0
242Pu 55.5 141.0 149.0
241Am 0.0 9.1 2.1
243Am 0.0 35.0 38.8
242Cm 0.0 6.1 4.7
243Cm 0.0 0.2 0.2
244Cm 0.0 32.7 48.7
245Cm 0.0 2.1 1.5
246Cm 0.0 0.5 1.3

Total Pu 1321.5 326.5 205.7
Total 1321.5 <414 <305

Scenario S2. This case is actually a continuation of Scenario 1. Now GT-MHR is coupled to
proton accelerator and run in its sub-critical mode for another 300 days with decreasing keff

(keff ∼ 0.90→0.52) and consequently decreasing reactor power Pth (Pth = 1.0P0→0.25P0). The accelerator
power should be increased from ∼ 33 MW to ∼ 66 MW. A detailed composition of TRU is presented in
Table 3 (column Discharge S2). Total neutron fluence (including Scenario S1) was ∼ 2.2⋅1022 n/cm2.

Scenario S3. In this case GT-MHR is coupled to the proton accelerator at the very beginning
since full TRU composition is selected including isotopes of Np, Am and Cm as shown in Table 4.
System starts with keff ∼ 0.91 and runs for ∼ 500 days with decreasing accelerator power until the core
becomes critical. At this moment there is no need for accelerator, and system runs in its critical mode
for another ∼ 900 days. Finally, GT-MHR finishes its cycle as a sub-critical system after additional
∼ 200 days of operation with final keff ∼ 0.88. Resulting TRU composition at the discharge is shown in
fluence was ∼ 2.2⋅1022 n/cm2.
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Scenario S4. This case is actually a continuation of Scenario 3. GT-MHR continues running in its
sub-critical mode for another 250 days with decreasing keff (keff ∼ 0.88→0.60) and consequently
decreasing reactor power Pth (Pth = 1.0P0→0.30P0). The accelerator power should be increased from
∼ 42 MW to ∼ 62 MW. A detailed composition of TRU is presented in Table 4 (column Discharge S4).
Total neutron fluence (including Scenario S3) was ∼ 2.5⋅1022 n/cm2.

Table 4. Isotopic composition of the TRU considered for transmutation:
cases S3 and S4. 29.2 kg of 167Er was put at the beginning of the fuel cycle.

Nuclide Load (kg) Discharge S3 (kg) Discharge S4 (kg)
234U 0.0 1.7 1.7
235U 0.0 0.4 0.4
236U 0.0 0.1 0.2
237Np 73.5 29.5 20.7
238Pu 25.5 90.6 69.1
239Pu 817.5 27.5 13.0
240Pu 342.0 42.4 20.9
241Pu 81.0 72.0 18.1
242Pu 55.5 151.0 153.0
241Am 85.5 11.9 2.9
243Am 13.5 40.4 43.0
242Cm 1.5 11.4 9.7
243Cm 0.0 0.6 0.4
244Cm 4.5 50.6 67.5
245Cm 0.0 3.8 2.7
246Cm 0.0 1.3 2.5

Total
Pu

10321.5 383.5 274.1

Total 10500 <536 <427

5. Discussion

Tables 3 and 4 contain the burn-up results obtained for 4 different scenarios considered. What
should be said at the very beginning is that 240Pu appears as a fertile material no matter which scenario
is chosen.

Discharge S1 in Table 3 simply shows that very high burn-up rates can be reached even if only a
critical GT-MHR is considered: ~97% for 239Pu and ~75% for all Pu isotopes. Indeed, coupling of the
critical GT-MHR to an accelerator gives an extremely deep burn-up, ~99.5% for 239Pu and ~84.4% for
all Pu isotopes. These calculations confirm earlier estimates of the similar type reported in [4,6].

It should be noted separately that after Scenario S1 there was no real decrease in the mass of 241Pu,
simply because its destruction was compensated by its creation from 240Pu. Therefore, Scenario S2 is
essential not only for deep burning of 239Pu, but also for considerable elimination of equally
proliferation-offensive 241Pu.
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Scenario 3 shows that mixing of waste plutonium with the rest of actinides (Np, Am, Cm) can
influence considerably GT-MHR performances. First of all, the system cannot start its cycle in the
critical mode, i.e. an accelerator is needed already at the very beginning of the operation. Secondly, as
soon as the sub-critical GT-MHR starts its fuel cycle, keff is constantly increasing as a function of time;
the system becomes critical and can run in its critical mode for a certain period of time without
accelerator. At this point there is a saturation of the 241Pu build up from 240Pu, i.e. until now 241Pu mass
was constantly increasing and starts decreasing from now on. Finally, due to considerable burn-up of
239Pu (compared to its initial value) and also 241Pu (compared to its saturation value) keff falls below
unity and there is again need for an accelerator to continue the fuel cycle.

Again like in the Scenario S2, Scenario S4 shows that in order to obtain deeper burn-up of fissile
materials the system should be run as long as possible even with decreasing core power. The initial
reactor power cannot be kept constant due to large decrease in keff and also due to limitations on
available accelerator power. Although, Scenario S2 ends up with slightly better burn-up rates both for
239Pu and 240Pu, at the very beginning it requires full separation of Np, Am and Cm isotopes. In the case
of Scenario S4, the mass of 238Pu is actually increased due to the presence of 237Np in the fuel, what is
not the case for Scenario S2. However, if the total mass of actinides is compared at the end of the fuel
cycles, i.e. (Discharge S2 + 178.5 kg of Np, Am and Cm isotopes not irradiated) with (Discharge S4),
the numbers are in favour of Scenario S4 by -57.5 kg.

The question which remains to be examined is the actual behaviour of fuel radiotoxicity for all
different cases considered in this study. Figure 3 presents a change in radiotoxicity for Scenarios S0,
S2 and S4 as described in the previous Section. It is important to note that the curve TRU: S2 contains
the contribution to the radiotoxicity due to 178.5 kg of Np, Am and Cm isotopes (see Table 2) not
irradiated in this particular scenario. In brief, there is no considerable gain in decreasing TRU
radiotoxicity in a long term. As it is clearly seen from Figure 3, the total radiotoxicity of the irradiated
fuel is higher by a factor of 3-4 during first 100 years of cooling. Later curves cross and irradiated fuel
becomes less radiotoxic only by a factor of 4-5 after 1 000 years of cooling. After 100 000 years the
radiotoxicity curves of irradiated fuel again approach the one corresponding to non irradiated TRU.
Even more, Scenario S4 for a while gives even higher radiotoxicity compared to Scenario S0 as shown
in the same Figure.

6. Conclusions and outlook

The problem of elimination of Pu isotopes has been addressed in terms of once-through fuel
cycle. We confirm that the GT-MHR technology offers the potential to eliminate essentially all
weapons-useful material present in nuclear waste. In addition, wide spectrum of plutonium isotopic
compositions with or without isotopes of Np, Am and Cm prove GT-MHR potentials to use the
plutonium as fuel without generating large amounts of minor actinides. In brief, we emphasise that
significant levels of plutonium destruction (~99.5% for 239Pu and ~84.4% for all Pu isotopes) can be
achieved using critical and accelerator-driven subcritical thermal assemblies. The use of accelerator is
essential to provide the needed neutrons for deep burn-up of 239Pu and an important further destruction
of 240Pu and 241Pu in the thermal regime without reprocessing.
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Figure 3. A change in radiotoxicity of TRU for different scenarios considered:
TRU:S0 – no irradiation, TRU:S2 – Scenario S2 and TRU:S4 –

Scenario S4. See Tables 2, 3 and 4 for detailed discharge compositions.

On the other hand, none of the scenarios considered could reduce significantly the total waste
radiotoxicity in the long term. Although only a small amount of higher actinides (mainly Am and Cm)
is created during the fuel cycle, these elements are much more toxic than initial plutonium, what
actually “compensates” the decreased total mass of actinides. Consequently, the question why other
actinides but plutonium cannot be eliminated via fission in GT-MHR should be addressed. There are at
least a few interlinked answers explaining this situation:

1. Np, Am and Cm are not efficiently fissioned in thermalised neutron flux simply due to very
small σf/σc ratio.

2. Neutron fluxes available in GT-MHR in absolute value are rather low, say, of the order of
1-2⋅1014 n/s/cm2⋅

3. Typical fuel cycles of GT-MHR are rather short, i.e. 4-6 years.

Since other actinides with an exception of plutonium are more inclined to fission in a fast neutron
energy spectrum, one could consider an additional fast stage, following a thermal stage, in order to
eliminate the remaining actinides. Consequently, much bigger gain in reduction of the total
radiotoxicity of the waste could be achieved. This is a subject of our future study, and the work along
these lines is already in progress elsewhere [4,6,7].
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Abstract

The use of the Pb-Bi eutectic appears necessary for designs of spallation targets for ADSs. Even in
ADS facilities cooled by gas, the target unit for the system contains lead-bismuth. Including this liquid
metal as the primary coolant of the sub-critical reactor has important advantages in the safety field.
Natural circulation, which can be enhanced by inert gas injection, avoids mechanical pumps or
electrical induction pumps. Calculations made with CFD codes show that Pb-Bi coolant circulation by
buoyancy forces is an important safety aspect. Even in the case of a loss of the heat sink, the core is
still coolable with passive devices such as a Reactor Vessel Auxiliary Coolant System. Results from
two different codes demonstrate similar conclusions about this passive emergency cooling system.
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1. Introduction

The Nuclear Engineering and Fluid Mechanics Department in the Engineering School of Bilbao,
is working on computational capacity of CFD codes, concentrating the efforts on liquid metals
thermohydraulics. There is also a support of calculations of radiological protection, dosimetry, and
shielding.

At the Joint Research Centre of the EC at Ispra (Italy), the ISIS group is doing calculations of an
ADS prototype designed by ANSALDO [1]. A 2-D representation of this design has been set-up using
the Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) STAR-CD code. Including the core, a riser cylinder and a
heat exchanger in the upper part of the downcomer, as well as a gas plenum on top of the fluid. The
vessel, the safety vessel around this one, and the reactor vessel air coolant system (RVACS) are also
modelled.

The collaboration of these two groups led to the setting up of the FLUENT code for a similar
representation of the ANSALDO’s facility as the STAR-CD one. And the main objective of the
calculations was to compare both codes, and see if they led to the same conclusions.

Using normal operation parameters, the model was driven to a steady state situation. And then, it
was supposed to come in a situation of a station blackout to see the behaviour of the Pb-Bi eutectic
flowing in natural convection.

This benchmark work, not yet finished, will lead to a better comprehension of the behaviour of
the codes, and to propose possible modifications of some of the models. On the other hand the detailed
study of the comparison results will help to achieve a better design for the demonstration facility.

In this paper some first FLUENT calculations are shown together with the STAR-CD ones, and it
can be said that results are not that different, taken into account that two different codes were used and
two different persons were doing the calculations.

2. Description of the accident

The description of the ANSALDO’s prototype design is fully explained in [1], but apart from the
steady state calculation based on this normal operation design, it is important to demonstrate that the
ADS design is safe. And a simulation of an accident by a CFD code, could be a good source of
demonstrating it.

The accident considered for this report is the following. After a certain working period of normal
operation, there is a station blackout. So, the proton beam is switched off, there is a secondary coolant
loss (it is assumed that once the secondary coolant is lost, it takes ten seconds, after the black out, to
switch the beam off), and the bubble injection, used to help the primary coolant in its circulation, is
also stopped. From that point, the coolant must circulate by natural convection, as the bubble injection
has disappeared, and the reactor must remain coolable during the accident sequence.

The power law used for the decay heat power from the core has been taken from [2], and it is
considered that the prototype has been working for almost two years.
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T = 6.0E+07, time at reactor full power.
t = cooling time.
P0 = reactor power.
Pd = decay heat power.

This transient will be running for 40 hours.

3. Fluent simulation inputs

Modelling of the ANSALDO’s design includes the core, a riser cylinder and a heat exchanger
(Number 3, in Figure 1) in the upper part of the downcomer, as well as a gas plenum on top of the
fluid (Number 6). The vessel, the safety vessel around this one (the gap between the two vessels is
depicted with Number 5), and the reactor vessel air coolant system (RVACS) (Number 4) are also
modelled.

The simulation was done in a 2 D axysimmetric geometry, as shown in Figure 1. The total
number of cells is 1 458, and they are all quadrilateral cells. This grid is the finest one of the two used
in the paper, and the more similar to the STAR-CD one.

Figure 1. Grid
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Some simplifications have been made in the geometry to get the best 2 D simulation. This can be
seen in Figure 1.

For an axisymmetric geometry as this one, a cylindrical heat exchanger has been used, although
this is not the real foreseen design. However, the dimensions have been adjusted to the ones of the
ANSALDO’s heat exchangers.

The core (Number 1) has 120 fuel assemblies, but to simplify the model, the tubes have been
substituted by the pressure drop they produce. And the same has been done with the heat exchanger
and the dummy assemblies (Number 2). These pressure drops are the ones indicated by [1], that is:
20 kPa inside the core, and 7 kPa for the heat exchangers. This last pressure drop has been calculated
from the difference between the core and the total pressure drop, which is 29 kPa. 2kPa were assumed
for the rest of the system.

Most of the fluid should pass through the core for cooling the fuel assemblies. So, a very small
flow area has been assumed for the dummy assemblies, in order to get the Pb-Bi passing mainly
through the core. The flow rates are: 5 345 kg/s through the core, and 491 kg/s through the dummy
assemblies.

The proton beam is not represented, so, the power inserted in the core is a constant energy source.
Then, the secondary circuit (the heat exchanger), is represented as a power sink. All the power
generated in the core is taken out by the heat exchanger, so it is represented as a negative energy
source.

The boundary conditions and the general data have been taken from [1].

There are several physical models involved in this simulation, so it is worth to mention them, and
to give a brief explanation of the assumptions made. For more details see [4]:

•  Basic models: continuity, momentum, energy.

•  k-eps RNG model for the turbulence equations. This model was chosen because it is more
accurate than the standard k-eps model, and it is not as elaborated as other models that solve
the Navier-Stokes equations, taking into account the Reynolds stresses. A term that accounts
for low-Reynolds numbers is included.

•  The model used for radiation calculations is based on the expansion of the radiation intensity,
I, into an orthogonal series of spherical harmonics, treating all walls as gray and diffuse.

•  Density is treated as a constant, except in the buoyancy term in the momentum equation, that
a Boussinesq approximation is used.

•  Discrete phase model. This model has been included in order to simulate the injection of
Argon to pump the primary coolant. The diameter of the bubbles is 1 mm, and they are
injected 0.5 meters above the core outlet.

Another important point of the simulation is the material properties input. The Pb-Bi eutectic
properties have been taken from [2] and [3].

Radiation is important in this simulation due to the high temperatures, and for the walls an
emission of 0.7 has been input.
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The partial differential equations describing the flow are transformed into discretized analytical
equations. And for these calculations the first order UPWIND scheme is used for momentum and
energy equations, and the second order UPWIND scheme for the turbulence equations.

4. Calculational results

4.1 The steady state

The whole problem, with all the above-mentioned models, is driven into a steady state. And to get
to this situation, the injection of Argon and the use of the porous media model, to get the pressure
drops in the display, are the main key. Figure 2 shows the evolution of temperature inside the vessels,
as the flow is heated when going through the core, and getting colder in the heat exchanger. The
maximum temperature is reached in the core outlet, 676 K. And once the coolant has gone through the
heat-exchanger, the temperature goes down to 570 K, approximately.

Figure 2. Contours of temperature

There is some undesirable re-circulation above the dummy and below and above the heat
exchanger (see Figure 3). Some of this re-circulation could be avoid with buffers above the core. And
it is an option seriously taken for the final design.
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Figure 3. Velocity vectors

Some of the lift force needed from the Argon is missed in the re-circulation, as some lines of
bubbles are re-circulating in the main stream.

With this injection of bubbles, the correct velocities were reached, as well as the correct pressure
drop and the proper temperature difference between the core inlet and the core outlet. Previous
calculations without bubbles, could not reach the predicted velocities. And due to these lower
velocities, temperatures were higher, up to 700 K (25 K increase).

In the next pictures (Figures 4 and 5), pressure drop, temperature difference and velocities are
depicted. The average temperatures indicate that there is a difference of approximately 100 K between
the core inlet and the core outlet. In the calculations, temperatures vary from 580 K at the core inlet, to
676 K at the core outlet, while in the ANSALDO’s design 573.15 and 673.15 are foreseen.

Figure 4. Temperature differences in the core
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Figure 5. Core and heat exchanger pressure drops

The pressure drops were adjusted through the porous media model, as a momentum source
inserted in the momentum equation.

In this Figure 5 it is shown that pressure drops of approximately 20 kPa in the core and 7 kPa in
the heat exchangers are predicted by the calculations. And those are the pressure drops foreseen by
ANSALDO. Once these pressure drops were the predicted ones, and the temperature was the correct
one, the accident could be calculated.

4.2 The accident

The calculations have been done with the Argon injection switched off and a loss of the heat sink
(the heat exchangers do not extract heat anymore), due to a station blackout accident.

On the other hand, to make a conservative approach, it has been considered that there are ten
seconds after the blackout, in which the proton beam is still working. So, the full power is on and the
temperatures increase during this period by approximately 20 K (see Figure 6).

Once the beam power is off, the lead-bismuth coolant must be capable of managing the core
cooling. At this point, the core is heated due to the decay heat power, and therefore, the energy source
for the core heating is now determined by the function mentioned in the description of the simulation
inputs.

The accident is assumed to continue for forty hours, and several conclusions can be drawn from
these first results. The profile of the core outlet temperature is used to study the most important
consequences of the accident considered.

The first calculation with FLUENT, with a very coarse mesh, shows that from the beginning of
the blackout till the complete shut down of the proton beam (ten seconds), the temperature increases
by 20 K, to 693 K. And once the power of the beam is off, and during the next 200 s, the temperature
decreases 100 K, down to 590 K. Then, there is another escalation of temperatures at five hour after
the accident.
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Figure 6. Temperature evolution at the core outlet
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The behaviour of the temperatures with a finer mesh, and the ones calculated by STAR-CD are
qualitatively similar, but the actual values are somewhat different. FLUENT calculates a first peak of
772 K (100 K above the steady state temperature of 673 K), and STAR-CD predicts a temperature of
675 K from 659 K, in the steady state).

During this slope, a cloud of high temperature is formed above the heat exchanger that remains
there for 7 000 seconds. The peak of 620 K is reached in the coarser mesh calculation by FLUENT;
the STAR-CD calculation reaches 613 K, and the finer mesh calculation with FLUENT, 625 K. And
from this time on the coolant begins to cool down, just by the natural convection of the Pb/Bi and the
air. This means that the Pb-Bi boiling temperature is never reached (1 670 K). And what is more
important, temperatures are always far below 1 273 K, a temperature above which vessel creep
becomes a problem. At the end of these forty hours, the temperature has decreased to 573 K at the core
outlet.

Another important result is the velocity decrease. From 0.42 m/s, the coolant circulation reduces
to 8 mm/s in the period in which the mentioned temperature cloud is active (7 000 s). Then, it
increases to 2.5 cm/s when the normal re-circulation is re-established.

The RVACS also assures the vessel cooling. This cooling is possible and useful because of the
good conduction characteristics of lead-bismuth.

Recent FLUENT calculations have been made using an unsteady formulation to reach the steady
state, instead of a direct steady state formulation. The core outlet temperature is 659 K, similar to the
STAR-CD one. The maximum temperature peak in the STAR-CD calculations is twelve hours after
the accident, while the FLUENT calculations that appear in this paper predict the peak five hours after
the accident, and the new calculations, after eight hours of transient.

5. Conclusions

Results in this paper have been taken from the first running of a basic simulation of the
ANSALDO’s ADS design. No grid independence studies have been done, and the detailed comparison
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with the STAR-CD results is still to come. But some important conclusions can be extracted from this
preliminary work:

•  The good safety characteristics of lead-bismuth as a coolant for an ADS core. Its great heat
capacity plus its high thermal conductivity are a good warranty for having time for an
operator response, if necessary. A comparison between helium, water and lead-bismuth,
shows the following properties at 700 K:

– Pb-Bi: Thermal conductivity (k): 12.616 W/m.K; Specific heat (cp): 146.56 J/kg.K.

– Helium: k: 0.152 W/m.K; cp: 5 193 J/kg.K.

– Water: k: 0.6 W/m.K; cp: 4 182 J/kg.K.

The passive way of functioning is an important safety item since fewer things can go wrong
and human errors cannot play a role.

•  One of the main problems to get the correct temperatures, has been the calculation of the
porous media model parameters. The problem is that FLUENT considers all the area as
totally open, so it is not possible to get the correct velocities in these geometries, because it
considers velocities as if the cross section area is much larger than in reality. But once the
correct momentum sources are calculated through the porous media model the core interior
velocities should not lead to problems if the main flow is the correct one.

•  The addition of bubbles has been the key to get the predicted velocities and temperatures.
Since one is enhancing circulation, velocities are higher and temperatures are lower because
of a better cooling. But it has also been interesting to do calculations without these bubbles,
because it has been proven that natural circulation alone guarantees reactor cooling even
without gas bubbles enhancing the flow. In this last case maximum temperatures get to
700 K, still far from the eutectic boiling temperature of 1 670°C.

•  The vessel cooling by air is another important item of this ADS design. In this calculation the
RVACS has been modelled as a cavity of air surrounding the safety vessel. But the original
idea is to use several tubes, up to 84 U-tubes, with atmospheric air circulating through them.

For this more complicated geometry a 3D simulation will be needed.

The thermal condition of the external wall is isothermal, with a temperature of 293.15 K. This
could lead to non-physical results, because it is not very realistic to have the same
temperature during normal operation, and during the accident.

•  Before some serious benchmark studies are done between FLUENT and STAR-CD
calculations, some comparisons have been done, and results are similar except for one result.
Temperatures are similar during the transient.  For example, the maximum differences are
only between 7 K to 10 K. This is not very much if we take into account that the simulations
are not completely the same. In the steady state temperatures there are also differences (15 K
approximately). But there is a very odd thing in the time when the maximum temperature is
reached. While FLUENT predicts this maximum temperature at about five hours after the
beginning of the accident, STAR-CD calculations predicts this time to be twelve hours. But
as it has been mentioned, new FLUENT calculations using the unsteady formulation of the
flux governing equations, seem to get more similar results compared with the STAR-CD
ones. Tendencies, anyway, are similar, although FLUENT profiles show a quicker increase of
temperature in the first seconds.
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•  Two main reasons can explain this large difference:

– The injection of bubbles: while FLUENT models this injection of ARGON as a discrete
phase interacting with the main flow, STAR-CD varies the density of the coolant above
the core with a user defined function.

– The convective heat transfer correlations: FLUENT is using default ones, and STAR-CD
inputs some new ones taken from reference [2]:

On the air side: 4.0456.0 PrRe22.1=Nu
On the Pb-Bi side: 5.05.0 PrRe5.0=Nu

•  Calculations have been carried out with a first order discretization scheme, which gives more
diffusive results. The stability of the solution is rather good, but not so the accuracy of the
results.

Calculations with a second order scheme must be done to assure better results.

•  The grid used for the preliminary results is still very coarse, and a finer one is a necessity for
grid independence results.
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Abstract

The potential of the accelerator driven systems (ADS) is evaluated for enhancing the proliferation
resistance of LWR-MOX fuel. It is considered as a concept to create an inherent radiation barrier in
MOX fuel by the admixture of 232U and followed by a short-term irradiation in a blanket of the ADS
with a solid-state target. ADS with extremely moderate physical parameters of pool-type sub-critical
light-water cooled blanket can be applied to create the inherent radiation barrier in fresh MOX fuel
assemblies at the level of Spent Fuel Standard. It would promote development of proliferation-
resistant nuclear fuel cycles.
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1. Introduction

Actually, we noticed the extension of the fabrication of mixed uranium-plutonium oxide fuel
(MOX-fuel) as a promising direction for utilisation of the reactor-grade plutonium disposed in spent
nuclear fuel. In addition, the Russian Federation and the USA are developing programmes on the
utilisation of the surplus of weapons-grade plutonium in power nuclear reactors as a real way to
nuclear disarmament [1]. In this connection, the protection of the plutonium containing MOX-fuel
against non-peaceful applications becomes a more and more urgent problem.

The solution of this problem might be found in creating protection barrier systems of different
type. Inherent radiation protection barriers are considered among them.

An important aspect of the radiation protection barriers is the duration of their action. In [2] a
possibility has been analysed to create an inherent radiation protection barrier by short-term
irradiation of manufactured fuel assemblies (FAs) in an accelerator driven facility (ADF). The
disadvantage of such an approach is the short action time of the protection barrier because of the rate
of exposure dose (RED) for γ-radiation emitted by fission products is relatively quickly reduced. So,
other combinations are required to be used for creating a long-term protection barrier. The approach
of a pre-supposed admixture of long-lived radionuclides to fuel in process of fuel fabrication may be
considered as a possible option. In this case, it is obvious that the procedures of MOX-fuel
fabrication, fuel rods and FAs manufacturing have to be performed under increased RED of γ-
radiation. Therefore, amounts of radionuclides to be admixed should be chosen in such a way to keep
the conditions of radiation safety protection of the staff.

For modern technologies of MOX-fuel fabrication the radiation safety is ensured by remote
handling with nuclear materials. As it follows from [3] the requirement to permissible RED of
γ-radiation in manufacturing of FAs for MOX-fuelled light-water reactors is about 0.6 rem/h at 1-m
distance from FA.

This extremely stringent requirement really excludes from analysis the radionuclides which are
intense sources of γ-radiation under their decay. In this case, it is interesting to address the use of the
radionuclide 232U as an admixture to MOX-fuel.

The radionuclide 232U is the first isotope of a long chain of decays, and decays of some daughter
radionuclides in final part of the chain are accompanied by high-energy γ-radiation. Therefore,
γ-activity of 232U increases with a certain time delay due to gradual accumulating of emitters of high-
energy γ-radiation. Then, γ-activity of 232U mounts to its peak value, approximately after 10 years, and
exponentially reduces with rather long half-time (about 69 years). Such a time behaviour of 232U
activity (really, activity of 232U decay products) is convenient for creating the inherent radiation
protection barrier which is negligible at the stage of fuel fabrication and FAs manufacturing, then,
increased and slowly reduced after attaining the peak value at stage of FAs storage, transportation and
preparation to use at nuclear power plants. Thus, admixture of 232U to MOX-fuel provides a “window”
of low activity at stage of FAs manufacturing, and this “window” gradually self-closes afterwards.

2. Evaluation of FAs protection with MOX-fuel containing 232U

Modern technologies of reactor fuel fabrication are characterised by the use of high-productivity
equipment, intense flows of nuclear materials and, as a consequence, relative short time of FAs
manufacturing [4].
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By supposing that FA manufacturing takes about 10 days, then, by limiting RED of FA during
manufacturing (0.6 rem/h), it is possible to evaluate permissible amount of 232U admixed to fuel,
which will be about 0.01%.

The functional sequence SAS2H of the computer code SCALE-4.3 [5] was used for determining
the radiation parameters of irradiated fuel. This functional sequence is able to perform numerical
analysis of a fuel composition at every time moment of its irradiation and one-dimensional transport
calculation of the system with use of a two-step procedure. At the first step, the lattice of fuel rods is
analysed while the lattice of fuel assemblies is considered at the second step. Results of transport
calculations for each time step of fuel burn-up are applied for the determination of changes in fuel
nuclide composition during irradiation. Upon completion of fuel burn-up analysis, dose parameters of
irradiated fuel are evaluated.

By using the functional sequence SAS2H, the calculations were carried out for a time behaviour
of RED at 1 m distance from FA with MOX-fuel containing 0.01% 232U (see Figure 1). The
computations were performed with the application of 44-group neutron cross-section library
generated from the evaluated nuclear data file ENDF/B-V. It was found that RED attained 100 rem/h
in 5 years of cooling time and did not reduce below this value for the next 20 years. This level is
considered by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission and by the IAEA as a sufficient level to
provide self-protection for spent FAs of nuclear reactors [1]. However, RED is lower than this self-
protection level during the initial 5 years after FAs manufacturing and does not exceed 30 rem/h
during the first year.

Figure 1. RED at 1 m distance from non-irradiated FA with MOX-fuel containing 0.01% 232U
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So, admixture of 232U in amounts permissible for modern technologies of nuclear fuel fabrication
allows to keep protection of MOX-fuel at aforementioned level for rather long period but during the
first several years there is a temporary “window” when fuel protection is substantially less than the
required level.
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This problem can be solved by using a combined approach to protect MOX-fuel, namely:
combination of 232U admixture to fuel with short-term irradiation of manufactured FAs in ADF. Time-
dependent recession of RED from the FA irradiated for 90 days in ADF blanket [2] is shown in
Figure 2. It can be seen that during the first two years the RED of fission products accumulated in
irradiated FA is substantially larger than 100 rem/h while during the next two years the RED remains
at only 50% of this protection level. But, in combination with the RED from 232U decay products, total
RED becomes sufficient to ensure radiation protection of MOX-fuel at a level no less than 100 rem/h
for a 25-year period.

Figure 2. RED at 1 m distance from irradiated FA with MOX-fuel containing 0.01% 232U
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As mentioned above, the level of radiation protection barrier (100 rem/h) is defined by permissible
232U concentration in fabricated fuel and, finally, by capabilities of the technology used for MOX-fuel
fabrication. For example, at MOX-fuel fabrication plant in Sellafield (United Kingdom) a semi-distant
technology is applied. Such a technology allows to fabricate MOX-fuel and to manufacture FAs with
RED at 1-m distance from ready-made FA about 0.6 rem/h.

Of course, if it is necessary, this level of protection barrier may be heightened up to the required
value. However, it leads to proportional upgrade in radiation level at stage of MOX-fuel fabrication
and requires proper application of sophisticated technology. For instance, if the value of 1 000 rem/h
for RED at 1-m distance from ready-made FA was chosen as criterion for reliable radiation
protection, then the 232U content in fuel may be increased up to 0.1%, and RED at the end of FA
manufacturing will be about 6 rem/h. So, the value of RED adopted as protection criterion and RED
from ready-made FA differ approximately by a factor of 170.

Here, it is appropriate to underline once more an advantage of 232U as compared with γ-active
radionuclides (137Cs, for instance). This advantage is related with the delayed nature of γ-radiation
emitted by 232U. Intensity of this radiation, negligible at initial stage, increases along with gradual
accumulation of γ-active isotopes in the decay chain of 232U, attains a peak value and only afterwards
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exponentially reduces with rather long half-time. Quite the contrary, intensity of γ-radiation emitted
by other radionuclides exponentially reduces just from the very beginning, i.e. from the moment of
their introduction into composition of the fuel to be protected. To have RED from the FA containing
137Cs at level 100 rem/h after 25 years, the value of RED at fabrication stage should be about
180 rem/h, i.e. higher by a factor of 300 than that in case of 232U admixture.

However, admixture of 232U requires irradiation of ready-made FAs in ADF blanket to close the
low-radioactivity “window” while application of γ-active radionuclides does not require such an
irradiation.

3. About cooling time of irradiated FAs before transportation to nuclear power plants

After irradiation in ADF blanket, protected MOX FAs must be cooled for some time period until
residual heat generation reduces down to the level acceptable for their transportation in standard
containers. As known [6], the standard containers used for transportation of spent FAs discharged
from power reactors of VVER-1000 type have the following values of acceptable specific heat
generation:

•  If cooling-time is half a year – 23 W per kg of fuel.

•  If cooling-time is one year – 12 W per kg of fuel.

•  If cooling-time is two years – 5.6 W per kg of fuel.

Time-dependent behaviour of specific heat generation in MOX FA after irradiation in ADF
blanket was evaluated by using the empirical formula presented in [7]:

W(t) = 0.07×W(0)×[t-0.2 - (t + tirrad)
-0.2] (1)

where t: time after irradiation, s.
W(t): specific heat generation at time moment t.
W(0): specific heat generation at the end of irradiation.
tirrad: duration of irradiation, s.

Comparative calculations with application of the computer code SCALE-4.3 confirmed that
formula (1) satisfactorily describes residual heat generation in spent FAs of light-water reactors till
t < 107 s (about 4 months).

The evaluations performed with the application of formula (1) demonstrated that MOX FAs
irradiated in ADF blanket [2] for 90 days have specific heat generation at the level of 24 W/kg just in
a day after the end of irradiation, in 5 days, at the level of 13 W/kg. It means that the needed cooling
of FAs irradiated in ADF blanket does not cause real time delay for their transportation to nuclear
power plants in standard containers.

4. Evaluation of ADF productivity and needs in 232U

In steady-state refueling regime the ADF productivity in the creation of inherent radiation
protection barrier in MOX FAs is essentially defined by the number of FAs in ADF blanket and
duration of their irradiation.
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The evaluations obtained in [2] have demonstrated that ADF is able to ensure a sufficient level of
radiation protection for 150 FAs loaded into blanket and irradiated for 90 days. Since a conventional
light-water reactor of 1 GWe power requires about 50 FAs for annual refueling, such ADF is able to
supply with protected FAs the park of light-water reactors with a total capacity of 12 GWe. It means
that about 30 such ADFs are required to support the total nuclear power of the world.

To upgrade the productivity, it is desirable to reduce exposure time of FAs in ADF blanket as
short as possible.

It is obvious that the shortening of irradiation would lead to a proportional extension of the
serviced reactor park with the same reduction in the number of ADFs needed. However, this
shortening should not be accompanied by a decrease in the level of FA radiation protection. One
possible way to solve this problem is the disposition of FAs in ADF blanket with increased gap
between them. There are some reasons to expect that additional softening of neutron spectrum in
peripheral layers of fuel rods will intensify the build-up processes of radionuclides in these fuel rods
which are the major contributors to total radioactivity of irradiated FA.

For 232U content in MOX-fuel at a level of 0.01%, one fresh FA contains about 50 g of 232U.
Evaluations of 232U burn-up in VVERs demonstrated that to the end of a 3-year fuel lifetime, the
content of 232U in discharged FA approximately halved. Since one third part of FAs loaded in the
reactor core (~50 FAs) is replaced during the annual refueling, under gradual transition to usage of
protected MOX-fuel, for the first several years a need in 232U will be about 2.5 kg/(GWe*year). Then,
when 232U recycle will be closed and taking 50% burn-up of 232U into account, only 1.25 kg
232U/(GWe*year) is needed. Extrapolating this value to total capacity of the worldwide nuclear power
(360 GWe at the end of 1998), annual need in 232U will be about 900 kg during the transition period
and then, in established recycle regime, about 450 kg for compensation of 232U burn-up.

5. Some ways for 232U production

The isotope 232U is produced under neutron irradiation of thorium together with accumulation of
well-fissionable nuclide 233U and considered as an undesirable by-product that impedes in high degree
the power utilisation of 233U. The main channel for 232U generation is the following chain of neutron
reactions:

232Th (n,2n) 231Pa (n,γ) 232U (2)

Reaction 232Th(n,2n) is a threshold reaction with high enough energy threshold (~6.5 MeV).
Since the fraction of so high-energy neutrons is relatively low in operating thermal and fast reactors, a
small amount of 232U is generated in these reactors (about 0.1% in ratio to amount of 233U).

Generation of 232U in fusion facilities may be considered as a promising option because in their
neutron spectra the fraction of high-energy component is larger than in power nuclear reactors. The
evaluations presented in [8] have demonstrated that about 0.3 nuclei of 232U per one (D,T)-reaction in
plasma may be produced in thorium-containing blanket of the ITER-type fusion reactor. It means that
about two tonnes of 232U a year may be produced in the ITER fusion reactor under nominal neutron
loading on the first wall (1 MW/m2).
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Thus, 232U generation by only one ITER-type fusion facility is large enough to service all nuclear
power of the world both for transition period and for established regime of 232U feeding. Moreover,
the available reserve of the ITER productivity may be used for 2-fold enhancement of MOX-fuel
protection.

It should be noted that dose parameters of recycled MOX-fuel containing 232U depend on fuel
purification from 228Th.

6. Conclusions

The calculational studies have been performed, and the results obtained allow making the
following conclusions:

•  The ADS with extremely moderate physical parameters of pool-type sub-critical light-water
cooled blanket can be applied to create the inherent radiation barrier in fresh MOX fuel
assemblies at the level of Spent Fuel Standard. It would promote the development of the
proliferation-resistant nuclear fuel cycles.

•  Evaluation of the ADS productivity in creating the protective radiation barrier of fresh MOX
fuel assemblies demonstrates that a fraction of such ADS in park of serviced power reactors
may be rather small. In this case, such ADS operating, for example, at international nuclear
technology centres might be considered as a specialised technological facility with no
electricity production at all. The latter factor allows providing maximal simplicity of the
ADS design and operation safety.

•  A combined approach to create the inherent radiation barrier was analysed. Such an approach
includes admixing of various radionuclides to MOX fuel composition under fabrication stage
followed by short-term irradiation of fabricated fuel assemblies. This combined approach
allows to have a controlled “window” of reduced radiation level at the stage of fuel
fabrication and fuel assembly manufacturing, and, afterwards, the “window” is closed due to
short-term irradiation of these fuel assemblies in the ADS blanket. It was shown in Figure 2
that admixture of 232U to MOX-fuel in amounts permissible for modern technology of fuel
fabrication followed by short-term irradiation in ADS blanket keeps radiation protection at
the level of 100 rem/h during 25 years. It can be noted that the protection level can be
changed depending on permissible γ-background during MOX-fuel fabrication stage.
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1. Background

Radiation background is an integral part of nature around us. Radioactive nuclides, such as
uranium isotopes, thorium, potassium-40, carbon-14, etc. occur widely in nature. Much attention has
been paid to the consequences of high radiation exposure caused by human activities. However, lower
natural radiation background may also turn negative for the mankind. Today, natural radioactive
sources (uranium and thorium) are extracted from earth for the needs of nuclear power industry,
which in turn is producing a large amount of new radioactive materials, namely, fission products,
actinides, and irradiated structural materials. Some of these – actinides and certain fission products –
are classified as high-level long-lived waste (HLW) for the purpose of assessing long-term
environmental impact of nuclear generation. At present, there is a wide discussion in Russia and
elsewhere on various aspects of HLW management, in particular, transmutation. Usually the term
“transmutation” implies the following:

•  If used in respect of actinides: incineration (fission) in neutron flux, i.e. conversion into
fission products whose biological equivalent activity is 3 to 5 orders of magnitude lower than
that of the source actinide mixture (Pu, Am, Cm, Np) if cooled for more than 5 000 years.

•  If referred to long-lived nuclides from fission products: irradiation in neutron flux, to be
converted in a nuclear reaction (mostly, (n,γ)) into a stable or short-lived stable nuclide.

The suggestions concerning transmutation of long-lived nuclides in a flux of charged particles
(photons and other) have not been seriously looked into because of the low efficiency of these
processes.

To be able to assess the required transmutation scope and choose proper strategy, it is necessary
to have quantitative criteria. In most of the foreign and in many domestic studies, HLW transmutation
has been treated for long as a task of doing away with the wastes, as completely as possible. If so, the
task is hard and extremely costly to accomplish.

A group of authors’ [1] proposed to judge the demanded scope of HLW transmutation against
such quantitative criterion as radioactive properties of natural uranium consumed for the purpose of
nuclear generation. In this case, HLW should be transmuted until the biological equivalent activity of
HLW sent to disposal diminishes to that of feed natural uranium. This means actually that it is
suggested that the principle of radiation equivalence between the feed radioactive material and
radioactive waste sent to disposal should be taken as a basis for working out the policy of radioactive
materials management in the fuel cycle of nuclear power. Such equivalence can be established both at
the time of waste disposal and in a historically short reliably predicted time interval (e.g. 200-1 000 years).
Radiation hazard from natural uranium is an obvious criterion for comparing the risks from radioactive
waste put in disposal. Uranium is a natural source of radioactivity, which remains with biosphere
throughout the whole time of its existence. Taking uranium from nature, nuclear power upsets the
existing natural balance by lowering it. To return activity to nature, in the amount biologically
equivalent to that of natural uranium extracted from earth is to restore the natural radiation balance
and hence ensure that the conditions of biosphere existence will not be impaired. In other words, with
this concept, nuclear power will be waste-free in terms of radioactivity. Radiation equivalence
approach allows reasonable minimisation of HLW weight and activity. Specific conditions of HLW
disposal should correspond to local health and other standards and regulations. The most consistent
implementation of the radiation equivalence principle will be if HLW are buried in uranium-mining
areas worked out using new techniques that would meet environmental requirements.
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In the existing open fuel cycle, in which the irradiated nuclear fuel is seen solely as waste,
radiation equivalence can be struck only after 100 000 to 500 000 years of spent fuel cooling before
disposal, i.e. is practically impossible.

To implement the radiation equivalence principle and transmute HLW, it is necessary to
reprocess all spent fuel and separate it into appropriate fractions.

2. Transmutation demand for thermal reactors

Current nuclear power is based on thermal reactors. Let us discuss the long-term variation of
potential biological hazard (PBH)1 of irradiated fuel using the example of VVER-1000 fuel. Similar
discussion in respect of fast reactor BREST is given below. After a long storage, radiation
characteristics of spent fuel from VVER-1000 show PBH variation in the bulk of the spent fuel
accumulated worldwide (PWRs and BWRs). Following a 10-year cooling, the key PBH contributors
are strontium-90 and caesium-137 with associated decay products, and plutonium (See Figure 1).

Figure 1. Potential biological hazard (ingestion) of irradiated
fuel from VVER-1000 rated for 1 kg of irradiated actinides
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Enrichment 4.4%, burnup 40 MW*day/kg U.
Natural uranium: 9.76 kg of natural uranium.

After 100 years of storage, the key contributors are Am and Pu, and in the period from 1 000 to
100 000 years the main species responsible for PBH, is Pu. Therefore, from the viewpoint of reducing

                                                          
1 Potential biological hazard (PBH) is the dose of inner human exposure due to long-term consumption of

radioactive materials. Individual biological risk (IBR) of a radioactive nucleus is defined as total exposure dose
due to 1 Bq of activity of this nucleus, consumed with food or inhaled continuously in the course of 50 years,
with due regard for biological specifics of removal and impact. PBH from a mixture of radioactive nuclei is a
sum of individual PBH defined as IBH multiplied by decay rate of a particular nucleus.
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the long-term hazard of spent fuel, it is necessary to extract Pu, Am, Cm, Cs and Sr from HLW subject
to long-term burial. The extraction and transmutation of Pu and Am are of crucial importance. Other
nuclides, considering their relatively short half-lives, may or may not be extracted, depending on the
demand from the side of fuel recycling and RW management. Curium whose main isotopes (in terms
of mass and activity) – 243Cm and 244Cm have T1/2 = 29 and 18 years, respectively, should preferably be
cooled in monitored storage facilities until they decay into 239Pu and 240Pu which should be sent back
to the fuel cycle for incineration. It is practically impossible to transmute 137Cs and 90Sr on account of
low neutron cross-sections, so they can be put in monitored storage for 150 to 200 years till total
decay (T1/2 ~ 30 years). The efficiency of these steps is illustrated in Figure 2. Two cases have been
considered:

1) 0.1% of U, Pu, Am, Cm and Np go in waste subject to disposal (with the bulk of these
actinides sent to transmutation or cooling), as well as 100% of other actinides and 2% of Sr,
Cs, Tc and I present in spent fuel;

2) The same as in 1), but with 100% of all fission products sent to waste.

Figure 2. Potential biological hazard (ingestion) of waste
from 1 kg irradiated fuel of VVER-1000
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Calculations were performed assuming that SF is stored for 30 years prior to reprocessing. It was
found that in Case 1 the radiation equivalence between RW and source uranium could be struck in
80 years after SF removal from reactor. In Case 2 the equivalence would be attained in 220 years,
following the decay of 137Cs and 90Sr. Radiation characteristics of 9.76 kg of natural uranium used for
fabrication of 1 kg of uranium fuel with 4.4% enrichment (235U), have been taken as a reference
criterion in Figures 1 and 2.

Spent fuel taken annually from VVER-1000, contains approximately 230 kg of “civil”-grade Pu
and 23 kg of minor actinides (~68% Np, 22% Am and 10% Cm). If SF is first cooled for a long time
(e.g. 30 years) before reprocessing, short-lived FPs will decay completely, 137Cs and 90Sr
concentrations will be twice lower, 241Pu will decay into 241Am, and the concentration of 243Cm and
244Cm will diminish by a factor of two and more. Plutonium mass in SF will decrease by ~12%, and
that of minor actinides (MA) will increase 2.2-fold with the changes in the composition which will
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then include 31% of Np, 66% of Am and 3% of Cm. With the likely 30-year average cooling time of
VVER-1000 spent fuel before the beginning of its mass reprocessing at the RT-2 plant (planned plant
for reprocessing of all VVER-1000 spent fuel which start operating before the beginning start of fast
reactor deployment), the values of 202 kg of Pu and 51 kg of MA (or 49.5 kg without Cm) should be
taken as more correctly depicting the levels of their annual production in VVER-1000 in the analysis
of the demanded capacity of transmutation facilities.

Figure 2 shows the possibility of striking the radiation balance in a thermal reactor system
including a transmutation facility. The decision on the type of the transmutation facility is dictated by
long-term nuclear policy. At least two approaches are possible:

1) Nuclear power sector is based on thermal reactors and operates until economically
acceptable natural reserves of uranium come to an end. After that, nuclear power is phased
out. Fast reactors (FR) are not used at a practically meaningful level.

2) Nuclear power is developed based on fast reactors using Pu present in spent fuel of thermal
reactors which also remain in operation for a long time, together with FRs.

With the first approach, nuclear energy sources become but a short episode in the history of
mankind, with the need to take special measures to get rid of accumulated HLW. Plutonium can be
transmuted in thermal reactors operating in a closed fuel cycle, despite the poor present economics of
this step. This option will require cardinal changes in “fresh” fuel management strategy and will
provide ~20% increase in effective fuel resources of the nuclear power sector based on thermal
reactors. Minor actinides can be transmuted at the same time, which will somewhat lower fuel burn-
up. Plutonium and MA can be transmuted in dedicated transmutation facilities widely discussed in
literature: accelerator-driven and fusion sub-critical installations, thermal and fast reactors with
molten fuel, etc. If implemented, this approach will in fact shut the door to rapid development of
large-scale nuclear power sector based on fast reactors.

The second approach virtually resolves the issue of resource limitations in nuclear power
development because of an ~100-fold increase in the efficiency of U incineration, which affords the
use of much more expensive uranium. All Pu accumulated in spent fuel of thermal reactors, will be
involved in the fuel cycle of fast reactors, becoming its integral part. Minor actinides can also be
efficiently transmuted in fast reactor cores. With lower (or nil) demand for Pu breeding, surplus
neutrons can be used to transmute long-lived fission products. Fast reactors with small reproduction
of surplus Pu (i.e. more then they need for their own purposes) allow implementing transmutation fuel
cycle in large-scale and continuing to grow nuclear power.

3. Transmutation fuel cycle

In reality, radiation equivalence can be attained if a large-scale nuclear power sector is developed
based on safe cost-effective fast reactors of a new generation and a closed fuel cycle, along with
thermal reactors (advanced VVERs, etc.) fueled with uranium. Fast reactors of a new generation with
full Pu reproduction in the core and without breeding blanket will serve not only for energy
production but also to incinerate transuranic species and long-lived FPs produced by thermal and fast
reactors.
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In a transmutation fuel cycle including SF reprocessing with the possibility of waste fractioning,
radiation equivalence can be attained provided certain requirements are met. As follows from the
earlier studies performed by the authors’ [2], radiation equivalence is attained if:

•  All SF is put in reprocessing.

•  U, Pu and Am extracted during reprocessing, are totally incinerated (transmuted) as a result
of repeated in-pile irradiation, first of all, in fast reactors.

•  Extracted Cm is stored for about 100 years to decay into Pu which is then incinerated in
reactors.

•  No more than 0.1% of reprocessed U, Am and Cm, 0.01-0.1% of Pu, 1-10% of Np and 1-5%
of 137Cs, 90Sr, 99Tc, and 129I go in waste put in disposal.

•  Np is extracted and stored for some time to be used later as source material for production of
radioisotope sources on the basis of 238Pu, or is immediately transmuted as part of FR fuel.

•  Cs and Sr are extracted during reprocessing and can be either used as heat/radiation sources
or stored in a dedicated storage facility for about 200 years until total decay into stable
elements.

•  99Tc and 129I extracted during reprocessing, are converted in a stable state (i.e. transmuted) in
neutron flux as a result of irradiation in FR blanket.

The key prerequisites for attaining radiation equivalence, are reprocessing of all irradiated fuel
with appropriate fractioning, fast reactors used to incinerate the bulk of actinides, and intermediate
storage of high-level waste prior to final disposal.

4. Transmutation in fast reactors of BREST type

Transmutation fuel cycle can be built around lead-cooled fast reactors of the BREST type in a
closed uranium-plutonium cycle (See Table 1), which have been developed by RDIPE together with
other institutes for the last 10 years. BREST reactor development has been carried out proceeding
from the following considerations:

•  Total Pu reproduction in the core without uranium blankets, with breeding ratio (BR) ~1 and
moderate power density.

•  Natural (inherent) safety of the reactor, with the most dangerous accidents, such as fast
runaway, loss of coolant, fires, steam and hydrogen explosions resulting in fuel failure and
catastrophic radioactive releases, excluded deterministically.

•  Minimisation of the radiation hazard of radwaste due to in-pile transmutation of the most
hazardous long-lived actinides and fission products and thorough radwaste cleaning from the
above in order to attain radiation balance between the radwaste put in disposal and uranium
extracted from earth (waste-free energy production in terms of radioactivity).

•  Impossibility of using closed fuel cycle facilities to extract Pu from irradiated fuel
(nonproliferation of nuclear materials).

•  Provision of the economic competitiveness of fast reactor plants with modern thermal reactor
NPPs (VVER, RBMK, BWR, PWR, CANDU).
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Let us discuss the radiation balance of a BREST-1200 reactor. The reactor is assumed to be
running in an equilibrium state with U, Pu, Am and Np recycling in the fuel cycle and reactor made-
up with natural uranium and Np and Am from three VVER-1000. Plutonium produced in VVERs,
goes into the first cores of newly commissioned BREST reactors. Curium from BREST and VVER is
stored for about 100 years until 243Cm and 244Cm decay into Pu isotopes. The resultant Pu is returned to
the fuel cycle of BREST reactors. The contributions of individual species into PBH of irradiated fuel
of BREST reactors are shown in Figure 3. In the time period from 40 to 105 years, PBH of BREST
spent fuel is defined by Pu and Am. With the above recycling, when the bulk of U, Pu, Am, Np and
Cm are recycled and transmuted and only 0.1% of them goes to waste, as well as 100% of other
actinides and 5% of SR, Cs, Tc and I of those present in spent fuel, radiation equivalence between
RW and source natural uranium can be reached after 180 years of storage (See Figure 4). If 100% of
Cs and Sr are sent to RW, radiation equivalence can be struck in 350 years. The time needed to reach
the balance depends on Cs and Sr decay. PBH of the waste is compared with PBH from 13.7 kg of
natural uranium, which is actually the mass of Unat needed to produce in a thermal reactor 1 kg of fuel
for the first core of BREST reactor. This value was defined taking into account that the first load
would be recycled 12 times in the course of reactor lifetime, i.e. 60 years.

Figure 3. Potential biological hazard (ingestion) of irradiated fuel from
BREST-1200 rated for 1 kg of irradiated actinides (1.06 kg of nitride fuel)
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Figure 4. Potential biological hazard (ingestion) of high-level waste from BREST-1200 rated for
1 kg of irradiated actinides (1.06 kg of nitride fuel and 0.132 kg of steel)
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Waste composition:
1: 1 kg of irradiated fuel + 132 g of steel.
2: 5% (Sr, Cs, Tc, I) + 100% other FP + 0.1% (U, Pu, Am, Cm) +100% (Th, Pa, Np, Bk, Cf) + 132 g of steel EP823.
3: 100% FP + 0.1% (U, Pu, Am, Cm) + 100% (Th, Pa, Np, Bk, Cf) + 132 g of steel EP823.
Steel: 123 g of stainless steel.
Natural uranium: 13.7 kg of natural uranium.

The data given in Sections 2 and 4 only illustrate the transmutation fuel cycle and the possibility
of reaching radiation equivalence. The full radioactivity balance in a well-developed nuclear power
system can be found in [2].

4.1 Some remarks concerning natural uranium consumption

•  For the purpose of comparison, Sections 2 and 4 discuss natural uranium consumption
typical for the current nuclear power and that of the nearest future (within the 21st century).
Thermal reactors operate in an open fuel cycle. Critical loads of BREST reactors of the first
generation will be fabricated from reprocessed spent fuel of thermal reactors. However, with
the growth and long-term functioning of the fast reactor system, natural uranium
consumption will be going down tending to 1 t of Unat/1 t of fission products, i.e. will
decrease ~100-fold as compared to the level assumed in Figures 2 and 4. Obviously, this will
complicate radiation balance attainment. It will be necessary to provide deeper cleaning of
the waste put in disposal from actinides, to resolve carbon-14 issue, by all means, to
transmute Np, Tc and I. (There is no need to do this within the next century. It will suffice
just to extract and store these materials, which can hardly cause serious difficulties,
considering their low specific activity [3]).

•  Potential biological hazard from natural uranium has been calculated considering all
products of U decay. If long-lived decay products – 231Pa, 230Th and 236Ra are separated from
U in the course of mining and returned to the earth or sent to waste, then the value of natural
uranium PBH, used in the comparison, should be reduced approximately 10-fold. This also
imposes higher demands on RW cleaning from long-lived nuclides.
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Higher requirements for the cleaning of RW sent to waste do not undermine the effort to develop
an on-site reprocessing cycle for BREST fuel. This technique is suitable for the bulk of the fuel of
future reactors. The RW generated by the on-site cycle – and their mass will be less than 10% of that
of the recycling fuel - will be in need of additional reprocessing, probably, at some central facility.

Table 1. Main characteristics of BREST-1200 [1]

Characteristic Characteristic

Power, MWe Fuel charge (U+Pu)N, t 60

- thermal 2 800 Pu/(239Pu+241Pu) charge, t 7.34/4.93
- electric 1 200 Fuel life, years 5-6

Core Time between refuellings, years 1

- diameter, mm 4 750 Inlet/outlet lead temperature, °C 420-540
- height, mm 1 100 Maximum temperature of

fuel cladding, °C
650

Fuel rod diameter,
mm

9.1, 9.6, 10.4 Maximum lead flow rate, m/s 1.6

Fuel pitch in a
square lattice, mm

13.6 Steam temperature at SG outlet, MPa 24.5

Fuel UN+PuN(+MAN) Net efficiency of a generating unit, % ~43

4.2 Physics of BREST transmutation

•  Minor actinides should be transmuted in the core. Transmutation may be homogeneous (i.e. as
part of fuel) or heterogeneous (in dedicated fuel rods or fuel assemblies) (See Section 5 for
further details). All MA isotopes have their own critical mass without reflector, i.e. they surpass
238U as regards their reproduction properties. Their addition to the core will not increase the
critical charge of BREST reactor. All isotopes are efficiently incinerated in the core spectrum.
MA transmutation requires neither extra neutron expenditure nor significant extra costs, while
contributing to the main reactor objective, i.e. electricity generation.

•  Tc and I (probably, other long-lived fission products as well) should preferably be
transmuted some distance from the core, in a blanket, with appropriate softening of neutron
spectrum. It is quite realistic to spend ~0.5 neutron per one fission in such transmutation. In
this, some 250 kg of Tc and I will be transmuted during effective year of irradiation. The
realistic rate of transmutation is ~7-10 % annually, i.e. I and Tc loading in the blanket will be
2 500-3 500 kg.

5. Homogeneous and heterogeneous transmutation of Am, Cm, Np in BREST core

This issue is discussed in detail in [4]. Below are summarized the main points of the discussion.

MA addition alters core performance. The level of 5% h.a. has been chosen as acceptable safe
MA inventory in the core. Given the critical core charge of 56 t h.m., this will actually mean
2 800 kg, which is equivalent to 126 annual MA yields (Np and Am) in VVER-1000, with 3-year
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cooling prior to SF reprocessing and with extraction of MA and Pu, or to 57 annual yields (without
Cm) if SF is first cooled for 30 years (See Section 2). In effective operation year, ~100 kg of MA
from VVER-1000 will be burned while the remaining amount will be safely “kept” in the closed fuel
cycle. It would suffice to take Pu for the critical charge from 37 annual outputs of VVER-1000 spent
fuel with 30-year cooling. With such proportion between Pu and MA, there will be no problem with
MA disposition at the RT-2 plant. MA-Pu balance shows that the transmutation of MA from thermal
reactors will be carried out with their lower concentration in fuel, or only in some of BREST-1200
reactors.

There might be homogeneous (as part of fuel) or heterogeneous (in dedicated fuel rods or fuel
assemblies) MA transmutation in the core. In both cases, the transmutation rate in the core centre may
run to 8.5% for Np and 10% for Am in effective irradiation year.

Equilibrium MA content in BREST fuel is ~0.7% h.a. With Cm extraction during reprocessing
(the presence of Cm raises decay heat release 4-fold and neutron activity in fuel 300-fold) radiation
performance of fuel does not differ much from that of equilibrium uranium-plutonium fuel (in the
absence of MA recycling), except for gamma dose rate which increases an order of magnitude. MA
effect in case of in-pile irradiation is also insignificant. If Am and Cm extracted from VVER fuel, are
added to the fuel (keeping to the authorized 5% h.a.), decay power in fuel increases ~5-fold, neutron
activity – 1.5 times, gamma dose rate ~100-fold. It appears acceptable in case of remote production,
but requires greater attention to fuel cooling at all production steps.

In case of heterogeneous transmutation of the mixture of Am and Cm extracted from
VVER-1000 fuel, decay power is about 30 times higher, gamma dose rate is ~50 times greater than
those of equilibrium fuel of BREST using its own Np and Am. The initial multiplication properties of
(Np+Am)N fuel and of equilibrium BREST fuel are approximately the same, however, burn-up
performance differs dramatically. On in-pile irradiation, decay heat in (Np+Am)N fuel rods may be
some 1.5-2.5 times greater (depending on fuel composition and density) than that in BREST fuel
placed nearby, which is intolerable and calls for addition of inert material. This, however, impairs
transmutation efficiency and changes core performance. Loading intervals for Np- and Am-
containing FAs are at variance with the standard loading of BREST fuel. “Pure” critical mass of
Np+Am mixture is less than 100 kg. Moreover, this circumstance makes heterogeneous transmutation
undesirable from nonproliferation point of view as well. Though it is very difficult to make a charge
from this material, the very possibility of doing so cannot be excluded.

6. Local radiation equivalence

The developed groundwork for a transmutation fuel cycle allows making fundamental strategic
decisions concerning the lines of nuclear power development in Russia. The cornerstones of future
nuclear power are reprocessing of all fuel from thermal and fast reactors, transmutation of long-lived
nuclides, predominant deployment of fast reactors of the new generation, high-active fuel and
relatively “clean” wastes. However, this is but a first step in the development of the scientific basics
for creation of environmentally acceptable nuclear power. The next step is substantiation of the areas
of final disposal of radioactive waste based on the preservation of local radiation balance and nature.
Most consistently, this condition can be met in uranium mining areas. Pioneered in Russia by
B.V. Nikipelov, work has been started on developing reference principles for such disposal. Needless
to say, this does not mean rejection of existing developments in the area of RW disposal; they just
should be reappraise. The key modern principle in the substantiation of the environmental strategy of
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RW disposal is multibarrier configuration in case of high-level waste, which is hard to prove for the
time of RW storage of 104-106 years.

The problem of preserving local radiation equivalence is closely connected with uranium mining
technique and management of associated long-lived Pa, Th and Ra actinides. Once separated from
uranium, they are sent to surface tails, which seriously disturbs local radiation balance, so that the
problem of rehabilitation becomes insoluble. It is hardly possible to change what has already been
done, but in future, in a sensibly organized nuclear power sector, the approach to U mining should be
different. From the viewpoint of contamination and subsequent rehabilitation of the area, uranium
mining is no less important than the RW minimisation and disposal technique. Definition and
substantiation of requirements for environmentally safe uranium mining needs further investigations
as well.

Apart from radiation-equivalent activity, it is necessary to take into consideration heat balance,
radionuclide migration as a result of matrix failure, etc. Thus, if migration is taken into account, it is
necessary to pay attention not only to Pu, MA, 99Tc, 129I, but also to 126Sn, 135Cs, 79Se, 231Pa, which play
insignificant role in the analysis of the total radiation balance of nuclear power.

The line mentioned in the title of the Section, requires comprehensive systematic studies.

7. Conclusions

Transmutation of long-lived nuclides produced as a result of nuclear generation, should be set up
proceeding from the principle of reasonable sufficiency, expressed as radiation equivalence between
the radwaste sent to disposal and source natural uranium. In this case, introduction of fast reactors of
new generation (such as BREST or other reactors based on similar philosophy) will resolve
transmutation problems even with the thermal-to-fast reactor capacity ratio of 2:1. The authors of the
“Strategy of nuclear power development in Russia” [5] foresee, and substantiate their prediction, that
fast reactors of the new generation will account for no less than 2/3 of nuclear capacity in future
large-scale nuclear power sector. Fast reactors will be the basis of a transmutation fuel cycle, which
will remove the need of creating additional transmutation facilities.
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